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FCC COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
INFORMATION TO THE USER: This equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC rules. These
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when
the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates,
uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause
harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at
his own expense.
CAUTION: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible
for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.
This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.
Cet appareil numérique de la Classe A est conforme à la norme NMB-003 du Canada.

USERS OF THE PRODUCT ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR CHECKING AND
COMPLYING WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LAWS AND
STATUTES CONCERNING THE MONITORING AND RECORDING OF
VIDEO AND AUDIO SIGNALS. HONEYWELL VIDEO SYSTEMS SHALL
NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE USE OF THIS PRODUCT IN
VIOLATION OF CURRENT LAWS AND STATUTES.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
1.

READ INSTRUCTIONS – All safety and operating instructions should be read before the unit is
operated.

2.

RETAIN INSTRUCTIONS – The safety and operating instructions should be retained for future
reference.

3.

HEED WARNINGS – All warnings on the unit and in the operating instructions should be adhered
to.

4.

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS – All operating and use instructions should be followed.

5.

CLEANING – Unplug the unit from the outlet before cleaning. Do not use liquid cleaners or
aerosol cleaners. Use a damp cloth for cleaning.

6.

ATTACHMENTS – Do not use attachments not recommended by the product manufacturer as
they may result in the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury to persons.

7.

WATER AND MOISTURE – Do not use this unit near water or in an unprotected outdoor
installation, or any area which is classified as a wet location.

8.

ACCESSORIES - Do not place this product on an unstable cart, stand, tripod,
bracket, or table. The product may fall, causing serious injury to a child or adult and
serious damage to the equipment. Use only with a cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or
table recommended by the manufacturer, or sold with the product. Any mounting of
the product should follow the manufacturer’s instructions and should use a mounting
accessory recommended by the manufacturer. Wall or shelf mounting should follow the
manufacturer’s instructions and should use a mounting kit approved by the manufacturer.

9.

A product and cart combination should be moved with care. Quick stops, excessive force, and
uneven surfaces may cause the product and cart combination to overturn.

10.

VENTILATION - Slots and openings in the cabinet and the back or bottom are provided for
ventilation and to ensure reliable operation of the equipment and to protect it from overheating.
These openings must not be blocked or covered. The openings should never be blocked by
placing the product on a bed, sofa, rug, or other similar surface. Equipment should never be
placed near or over a radiator or heat register. This product should not be placed in a built-in
installation, such as a bookcase or rack unless proper ventilation is provided or the manufacturer’s
instructions have been adhered to.

11.

POWER SOURCES – This product should be operated only from the type of power source
indicated on the marking label. If you are not sure of the type of power supplied to your home,
consult your product dealer or local power company. For products designed to operate from
battery power or other sources, refer to the operating instructions.

12.

GROUNDING OR POLARIZATION – The power supply supplied with this unit may be equipped
with a polarized alternating-current line plug (a plug having one blade wider than the other). This
plug will fit into the power outlet only one way. This is a safety feature. If you are unable to insert
the plug fully into the outlet, try reversing the plug. If the plug should still fail to fit, contact your
electrician to replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized plug.

13.

OVERLOADING – Do not overload outlets and extension cords as this can result in a risk of fire or
electric shock.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
14.

POWER-CORD PROTECTION – Power supply cords should be routed so that they are not likely
to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying particular attention to
cords and plugs, convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the monitor.

15.

OBJECT AND LIQUID ENTRY – Never push objects of any kind into this unit through openings as
they may touch dangerous voltage points or short-out parts that could result in a fire or electric
shock. Never spill liquid of any kind on the unit.

16.

SERVICING – Do not attempt to service this unit yourself as opening or removing covers may
expose you to dangerous voltage or other hazards. Refer all servicing to qualified service
personnel.

17.

DAMAGE REQUIRING SERVICE – Unplug the unit from the outlet and refer servicing to qualified
service personnel under the following conditions:
a. When the power-supply cord or plug is damaged.
b. If liquid has been spilled, or objects have fallen into the unit.
c. If the unit has been exposed to rain or water.
d. If the unit does not operate normally by following the operating instructions. Adjust only those
controls that are covered by the operating instructions as an improper adjustment of other
controls may result in damage and will often require extensive work by a qualified technician to
restore the unit to its normal operation.
e. If the unit has been dropped or the enclosure has been damaged.
f.

When the unit exhibits a distinct change in performance - this indicates a need for service.

18.

REPLACEMENT PARTS – When replacement parts are required, be sure the service technician
has used replacement parts specified by the manufacturer or have the same characteristics as the
original part. Unauthorized substitutions may result in fire, electric shock or other hazards.

19.

SAFETY CHECK – Upon completion of any service or repairs to this unit, ask the service
technician to perform safety checks to determine that the unit is in proper operating condition.

20.

LIGHTNING AND POWER LINE SURGES – For added protection of this unit during a lightning
storm, or when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time, unplug it from the wall
outlet and disconnect the cable system. This will prevent damage to the unit due to lightning and
power-line surges.

21.

HEAT – The product should be situated away from heat sources such as radiators, heat registers,
stoves, or other products (including amplifiers) that produce heat.

22.

INSTALLATION – Do not install the unit in an extremely hot or humid location, or in a place
subject to dust or mechanical vibration. The unit is not designed to be waterproof. Exposure to
rain or water may damage the unit.

23.

WALL OR CEILING MOUNTING – The product should be mounted to a wall or ceiling only as
recommended by the manufacturer
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS
The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is intended to
alert the user to the presence of uninsulated "dangerous voltage" within the product's
enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock to
persons.
The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the
presence of important operating and maintenance (servicing) instruction in the literature
accompanying the product.

CAUTION

CAUTION
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK
DO NOT OPEN
CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK,
DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK).
NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE.
REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.

WARNING

WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO
NOT EXPOSE THIS PRODUCT TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

WARNING: DO NOT INSERT ANY METALLIC OBJECT THROUGH
VENTILATION GRILLS THIS PRODUCT TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.

WARNING: THIS UNIT MUST BE OPERATED WITH A PROPERLY
GROUNDED 3-PIN CONNECTION.
NON-OBSERVANCE OF THIS STANDARD PRACTICE MAY RESULT IN A
STATIC ELECTRICITY BUILD-UP THAT MAY RESULT IN AN ELECTRIC
SHOCK WHEN EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS ARE TOUCHED.
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SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
Honeywell International Inc.
165 Eileen Way, Syosset, NY 11791
.
8. LIMITATION OF REMEDIES. Licensee's exclusive remedy shall be either the
replacement of any diskette or other media not meeting the limited warranty set
forth above and which is returned to HONEYWELL with a copy of Licensee's paid
invoice or, if HONEYWELL is unable to deliver a replacement that is free of
defects, Licensee may terminate this Agreement by returning the Licensed
Programs and thereupon the License Fee shall be refunded. HONEYWELL shall
have no obligation under this Agreement if the Licensed Programs are altered or
improperly repaired or serviced by anyone other than HONEYWELL factory
service. For warranty service, return Licensed Programs transportation prepaid,
to HONEYWELL Factory Service, 165 Eileen Way, Syosset, New York 11791.

You should carefully read the following terms and conditions. If you do not
consent to be bound by this License Agreement, you must promptly return
the unopened package to the person from whom you purchased it within
fifteen (15) days from date of purchase and your money will be refunded to
you by that person. If the person from whom you purchased this Software
fails to refund your money, contact HONEYWELL immediately at the
address shown above.
Important: This Software is security related. Access should be limited to
authorized individuals.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE. Subject to all terms and conditions hereof of Honeywell
International Inc. acting through its Security group ("HONEYWELL") does hereby
grant to the purchaser (the "Licensee") upon payment in full of the published
license fee, or other license fee agreed to in writing (the "License Fee") a
nontransferable, non exclusive license to use the enclosed software ("Licensed
Programs") provided herewith in Licensee's own business on a single computer
for a term commencing on the date of payment in full of the License Fee and
continuing in perpetuity unless terminated in accordance with the terms hereof.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY
SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, IN
NO EVENT WILL HONEYWELL OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR SIMILAR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE
OR INABILITY TO USE THE LICENSED PROGRAMS OR ANY DATA
SUPPLIED THEREWITH EVEN IF HONEYWELL OR ANYONE ELSE HAS
BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, OR FOR ANY
CLAIM BY ANY OTHER PARTY. THIS PROVISION IS INCLUDED FOR THE
BENEFIT OF HONEYWELL AND ITS LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES, AND IS
ENFORCEABLE BY EACH OF THEM.

2. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. License hereby acknowledges that the Licensed
Programs including the algorithms contained therein are proprietary to
HONEYWELL. Licensee shall not sell, transfer, disclose, display or otherwise
make available any Licensed Programs or copies or portions thereof to any other
entity. Licensee agrees to secure and protect the Licensed Programs so as to
maintain the proprietary rights of HONEYWELL therein, including appropriate
instructions to and agreements with its employees.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION
OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE
ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
IN NO CASE SHALL THE LIABILITY OF THE LICENSED PROGRAMS’
PROVIDERS OR OF HONEYWELL EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID
FOR THE PRODUCT.

3. DOCUMENTATION. The documentation supplied with the Licensed Programs
is the copyright property of HONEYWELL. Licensee shall not under any
circumstances divulge or permit to be divulged such documentation to any other
entity.

10. REGISTRATION. In order to qualify to receive notification of HONEYWELL
updates to the Licensed Programs, Licensee must complete and return a
Registration Form to HONEYWELL within twenty (20) days from date of
purchase. Notwithstanding, HONEYWELL is under no obligation to release
updates to the Licensed Programs.

4. COPIES. Licensee shall not copy in whole or in part the Licensed Programs
or documentation provided however that Licensee shall be permitted to make one
(1) copy of the Licensed Programs solely for backup purposes provided that all
proprietary notices are reproduced thereon. Any such copy shall remain part of
the Licensed Programs and shall be subject to this agreement.

11. TERMINATION. Upon the breach or non-compliance with any term or
provision of this agreement, HONEYWELL shall have the right to terminate the
license granted hereby by written notice to Licensee. Upon such termination
Licensee shall immediately turn over to HONEYWELL all copies of the Licensed
Programs and any documentation supplied in connection therewith. Such
remedy shall be in addition to and cumulative to any other remedies
HONEYWELL may have at law or in equity with respect to such breach or noncompliance.

5. OBJECT CODE. Licensee understands and acknowledges that the Licensed
Programs consist of object code only and that HONEYWELL shall not supply
source code versions of the Licensed Programs. Licensee shall not create or
attempt to create by de-compilation or otherwise, the source code for the
Licensed Programs, or any part thereof.
6. SECURITY. Licensee acknowledges that the Licensed Programs are security
related and access to the Licensed Software should be limited to authorized
individuals. Licensee assumes full responsibility for use of the Licensed
Programs whether by authorized or unauthorized individuals. Licensee agrees
that the License Fee has been set in reliance upon the limitation on liability
contained herein and that such provisions are fair and not unconscionable.

12. GENERAL. This agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the
understanding of the parties hereto with respect to the transaction contemplated
hereby and supersedes any and all prior proposals, understandings and
agreements. This Agreement may not be modified or altered except by a written
instrument signed by Licensee and an authorized representative of
HONEYWELL, its rights, duties or obligations under this Agreement to any person
or entity, in whole or in part. If any provision of this Agreement is invalid under
any applicable stature or rule of law it is to that shall be governed by the laws of
the State of New York and the sole venue for suit shall be in an appropriate state
or federal court located in the State and City of New York. The failure of
HONEYWELL to exercise in any respect any rights provided for herein shall not
be deemed a waiver of such right or any further Agreement may be brought more
than two (2) years after the date such cause of action shall have arisen.
HONEYWELL shall have the right to collect from Licensee any expensed incurred
including attorneys' fees in enforcing its right under this agreement.

HONEYWELL does not represent that the Licensed Programs may not be
compromised or circumvented, that the Licensed Programs will prevent any
personal injury or property loss by burglary, robbery, fire or otherwise, or that the
Licensed Programs will in all cases provide adequate warning or protection.
Licensee understands that a properly installed and maintained alarm may only
reduce the risk of burglary, robbery or fire without warning, but is not insurance or
a guarantee that such will not occur or that there will be no personal injury or
property loss as a result.
7.
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES. HONEYWELL does not warrant that the
Licensed Programs will meet your requirements, that operation of the Licensed
Programs will be uninterrupted or error-free, or that all Licensed Programs’ errors
will be corrected. The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the
Licensed Programs is with you.
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED.
NO ORAL OR WRITTEN
INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY HONEYWELL, ITS EMPLOYEES,
DISTRIBUTORS, DEALERS, OR AGENTS SHALL INCREASE THE SCOPE OF
THE ABOVE WARRANTIES OR CREATE ANY NEW WARRANTIES. SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. IN
THAT EVENT, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO
NINETY (90) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF DELIVERY OF THE LICENSED
PROGRAMS. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may have other
rights, which vary from state to state.
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MAXPRO-Net TECHNICAL SUPPORT
REGISTRATION

License Key No:
Site name: ..........................................................................................................................................................
Company:..........................................................................................................................................................
Contact person: ..................................................

Position/title:...................................................................

Mailing Address: ...............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Phone:...................................................................

Facsimile:........................................................................

Technical Support Information
Honeywell provides technical support by phone to the installers and users of our various products. We
are happy to assist with installation (wiring, connections and system planning), commissioning
(identifying cabling or interconnection problems, macro programming, reconfigurations) as well as
ongoing service, fault-finding and general maintenance advice.
Every licensed product receives technical support at no charge when the software has been licensed
through our technical support department. Call technical support at 972-620-6500 (1-800-796-2288 in
North
America)
to
register
your
software
via
telephone
or
send
an
email
MAXPRONETREGI@HONEYWELL.COM to register via email. The form can be mailed to the
Honeywell’s Technical Support Department located at 12880-A Valley Branch Lane, Farmers Branch, TX
75234.
Other information
If you wish to minimize the requirement of technical support, Honeywell provides technical training
courses to allow our distributors and clients to further develop their own in depth knowledge and
understanding about our products.
Please contact our company for more information at
www.honeywellvideo.com.
I agree to abide by the terms and conditions as detailed in the software license agreement.
Please Sign/date and return to Honeywell Video Systems
_____________________________________
Signature
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SECTION 1:
OVERVIEW
1.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The MAXPRO-Net system is designed as an expandable full matrix video switching
system. It can be as small as 32 video inputs and a single video output channel, or a full
matrix configuration of over 1000 cameras and 256 video output channels is possible.
Larger systems can be constructed using split matrix and networking techniques.
All video output channels can support overlaid text insertion to provide camera
identification, channel labeling, current time/date, and other system & operator status
information.
Ninety Nine (99) individually identified keyboards can be implemented on the one
MAXPRO-Net system. Each keyboard can operate the system concurrently. If
necessary, more keyboards can be implemented using networking.
Ninety-nine (99) different operators can be defined on any one MAXPRO-Net system.
Each system operator has programmable access rights and priority codes.
Full camera control (pan/tilt and lens functions) can be implemented for direct control
from each keyboard. Where Video Cassette Recorders are utilized in a MAXPRO-Net
system, the standard control functions (stop, play, record, rewind, fast-forward, pause,
slow mode and optional eject) are available from the keyboards. Remote control
interface of other video processing equipment can also be implemented (e.g. motion
detectors, freeze frame units video multiplexes, quads, etc.).
External alarm inputs and auxiliary control output circuits can also be configured in the
MAXPRO-Net system.
When an alarm is detected by the MAXPRO-Net system, an automatic system response
can be programmed to take place. These automatic responses are called MACRO
SEQUENCES, which allow total flexibility of system operation for any given alarm input.
More important, these MACRO SEQUENCES automate the responses of different
system alarms, minimizing the margin of human error during alarm conditions.
Control output circuits are used to extend the automation and control of the system. For
example, they could be used to control door latches and boom gates, which are remote
from the control room.
Control output circuits can be directly controlled in several different ways:
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•

By a given alarm input status,

•

Manual operation from a keyboard, or

•

From virtually any system action that might occur.
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1.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED
VideoBlox Hardware is also supported by MAXPRO-Net. Refer to the VideoBlox section
in this manual for more details.
The MAXPRO-Net system can be structured and programmed to meet virtually any
crosspoint matrix video switching design specification.

1.2

SYSTEM STRUCTURE
As mentioned previously, the MAXPRO-Net system is structured as a matrix video
switching system, integrated with external alarm inputs and auxiliary control outputs.

1.2.1

Keyboards
A single MAXPRO-Net matrix video system can accommodate up to ninety-nine (99)
keyboards. They can all operate the system at the same time and yet be totally
independent of each other.
Keyboards can be thought of as devices that provide the operator with a well-organized
environment to work in. All possible functions available for use in a matrix video system
can be accessed from the keyboards, through the keys. Cameras, monitors, VCRs and
pan/tilts (PTZs) are just some of the function keys on a keyboard.
An operator to whom access is permitted can, with the correct key press, control the
allowable system devices. Keys can be reprogrammed to incorporate other functions as
well as their own designated functions; or the key could be reprogrammed to perform an
entirely different function.
The reprogramming of the keyboard keys is accomplished with the use of the 'Intercept
Keyboard Keys' sub-menu in the MAXPRO-Net configuration editor, SETMAX (see
Chapter 6, System Commissioning).

1.2.2

Mimic Panels, Discontinued
Mimic panels were available as part of a MAX1000 system. These hardware panels are
no longer available with the MAXPRO-Net hardware. However, the MAXPRO-Net
configurator supports configuring these panels in systems where the software is being
upgraded.
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1.2.3

Video Switching Subracks
All of the available video sources (cameras etc.) are distributed across one or more
video switching subracks, to construct the required video switching matrix. Depending
on the system's requirements (the number of video inputs and outputs), the video
switching subracks come in several fixed sizes to best suit individual applications.
By installing a video-switching module (RD85) into every slot of the video switching
subrack (again, depending on the size of the subrack), a full 32 by 32 video-switching
matrix can be achieved. Where a larger switching matrix is required, combiner subracks
are used.
At this point, two new concepts will be introduced for use in a large switching matrix.
They are:
•

Cascading

•

Combining

Cascading
There are at least two video switching subracks present. The outputs of the first subrack
are connected to the cascade inputs of the second subrack. By doing so, the second
video switching subrack can access, in addition to its own video inputs, the other video
inputs on the first subrack.
This application is very useful for a simple video system having up to 96 video inputs.
Please refer to section 3.2 Cascading, for a more detailed description.
Combining
Two different types of video switching subracks are used:
•

Preselection subracks, and

•

Combiner subracks.

The pre-selection subracks referred to in Combining, are identical to the subracks in
Cascading. They would be the normal video switching subracks that have been referred
to previously.
The combiner subracks are specially designed to multiplex the video outputs from the
pre-selection subracks. Unlike the pre-selection subracks, video inputs to the combiner
subracks are not distributed across the channels. The video inputs are only available to
the very slot that they are physically connected to.
Video inputs are fed into the pre-selection subracks. As the name implies, the video
inputs are pre-selected by these subracks before going to the combiner subracks. The
outputs from the combiner subracks would then go to video output devices, like
monitors.
This application is very practical for a video system consisting of hundreds of video
inputs to maintain the high quality of the video signal.
Section 3.3 Combining, describes and illustrates the concept of combining in more
detail.
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1.2.3

Video Switching Subracks, Continued
Input/output subracks
In order for the MAXPRO-Net matrix video switching system to have control over other
associated equipment (camera PTZ's, VCRs, lights, boom gates, etc.), and to be able to
automatically respond to external alarm conditions, the system utilizes the I/O subracks.
These I/O subracks can accommodate:

1.2.4

•

Alarm input modules

•

Control output circuit modules

•

Specialized two-wire communications modules (for camera PTZ control).

•

Peripheral control interface modules (for VCR control)

MAXPRO-Net Server
The MAXPRO-Net Server is programmed with the system's desired configuration and
performance specifications. It then manages all subracks and associated modules used
in the MAXPRO-Net Crosspoint Matrix Video Switching System.
Alarm management, remote equipment control, and of course, video switching
(including scanning) are all performed simultaneously by the MAXPRO-Net Server.
Application Modules
Modules are plugged into the subracks to perform the required tasks in the matrix video
system. Video switching modules, video text insertion modules, external alarm input
modules, and auxiliary control output modules are all available for use in a system. The
actual number of each type of module provided with your system is dependent upon
your system's design specifications.

1.2.5

VideoBlox
The VideoBlox is high-density switcher. MAXPRO-Net Server can control videoblox
Hardware. It is similar to HD Subrack. MAXPRO-Net Input and Output devices are
distributed across the Videoblox switcher.

1.2.6

I2C Interface
I2C interface is used primarily to expand the Videoblox System. It is used to handle
external (remote) alarms and auxiliary outputs.

1.2.7

I/O cards, Titler cards and PTZ domes
PTZ domes and the cards (I/O and titler cards) will be on the RS422 line. MAXPRO-Net
shall control these domes and cards.
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1.2.8

Protocol Interface Translator (PIT)
The Honeywell Protocol Interface Translator converts BossWare serial command
protocol, to various protocols compatible with equipment from other manufacturers.
The PIT has two serial communication ports. The RS422/RS485 “Slave” port connects to
the BossWare communications loop and interprets the telemetry control messages. The
RS422/RS485 or RS232 “Master” port connects to the other manufacturer’s equipment.
The PIT may be configured to operate in various modes:
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•

In PTZ mode, the BossWare PTZ control messages are received on the “Slave”
communications port. Dependent on the DIP switch settings, these commands are
then translated to serial data packets, which are compatible with other
manufacturer’s Pan/Tilt/Zoom telemetry receivers or integrated domes.

•

In device control mode, generic BossWare device control commands are received
and translated into data packets compatible with other manufacturer’s VCRs,
Multiplexers, Quad’s and the like.

•

In the Alarm Concentrator mode, alarm inputs and system outputs may be
connected via the I2C expansion port on the PIT. This allows for the connection of
up to 256 remote alarms into a system and also for up to 256 system outputs. In
device control mode, the PIT receives generic device control commands from the
system main controller.
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1.3

EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION
For a comprehensive list of components, please refer to the price list. Some of the more
commonly used components are listed below:
Model Number
HMX32128
HMX128
HMX832
HMX208
HMX108
HMX4248
HMX1600
HMXPS9
RD85
RD89
RD105B
RD200
MX205
RD315
RD316
RD378E
RD490
RD494
HEGS5000
HEGS5300
RD400
MX440
HD6i
RapidDome
VideoBlox
RS422
Convertor
PIT
I2C16IN &
I2C16OUT
MVT
Input Cards for
VideoBlox
Output Cards for
VideoBlox
Titled Output
Card for
VideoBlox
Chassis Interlink
input and output
cards
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Description
Video Equipment Subrack (6U), 16 slots for 128 inputs and 4 slots
for 32 outputs
Subrack Controller Module for HMX32128
8-Channel Video Input and Switching Module for HMX32128
8-Channel Video Output Module with Text for HMX32128
8-Channel Video Output Module, Without Text for HMX32128
I/O adapter module, 24 alarm inputs, 8 relay outputs. Rear mounts
onto HMX32128
16-slot, I/O subrack (3U)
Dual-rail subrack power supply
32-input, single channel video switching module
32-input, video verification module
Microprocessor subrack controller module
Single channel video text insertion module
Enhanced video text insertion module
Two-wire PTZ communications controller module
RS-485 PTZ communications controller module
Variable speed 24v AC/DC PTZ site receiver
Infra-red Peripheral Control Interface module, VCR control (also
supports RS-232 control)
Resistive-Ladder Peripheral Control Interface module
Standard control keyboard
Enhanced control keyboard
External alarm input module (8 inputs)
Relay output control module (8 outputs)
High Speed PTZ
High Speed PTZ
High Density Switcher
Convertor to covert RS232 commands to RS422 commands
Protocol Interface Translator
Alarm Modules
PreText Module
Input Module where input devices are connected
Output Module where output devices are connected
Output Module with Post Text Module
Module to Expand the Number Input and Output devices
connected to VideoBlox
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SECTION 2:
FEATURES
2.1

REAL TIME CLOCK (RTC)
The Real Time Clock is the current time and date. It changes every second, even while
the system is turned off. The real time clock is usually used to display current time/date
text on a video picture.
The text insertion display format for the time/date is:
DD/MMM/YY hh:mm:sec:
e.g. 31/Jan/04 23:59.01
Note: Seconds are only displayed on enhanced text
modules.

The MAXPRO-Net Server also uses the real time clock to control some of its internal
functions and decisions.
For example, to enhance system automation, lights and alarms can be programmed to
activate during the night and deactivate during the day.
Time dependent system responses can be programmed in macro sequences. The
MAXPRO-Net Server will then use the real time clock to execute the designated macro
sequence and bring about the desired function.

2.2

VIDEO TEXT INSERTION
In order for the MAXPRO-Net video system to label camera selections, display the
current time/date and provide the user with other system information, the text is
superimposed onto the displayed video picture.
This text information is updated by the MAXPRO-Net Server whenever necessary, to
provide the operator with accurate, meaningful system information.
Various modes of displaying the text are available. Usually, white text with a leading
black shadow is used, while the background remains as the normal video picture. The
entire background of the text area can also be made black, or the black with white may
be reversed altogether.
The position of the text information on the video picture is programmable (top, bottom,
left, right or anywhere in-between) for each individual video output channel. The idea is
to position the text information so as to not interfere with the displayed video pictures.
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2.2

VIDEO TEXT INSERTION, CONTINUED
Post-text
Post text inserters are connected between a video output channel and its respective
monitor. They are used to identify the currently selected camera and display time/date,
current operator name, and other system information.
Pre-text
Pre-text inserters are sometimes used when cameras need to be recorded onto a
dedicated video recorder. They provide identification of that camera as well as the
current time/date display. Other system specific information can also be included.
Note: Pre-text would NOT be used on the camera signal
that feeds into the video matrix of the system.

2.3

SMARTEXT™
Smartext™ is the ability to encode text information into a video signal primarily for
recording purposes. During playback, the operator can choose whether to reveal or
conceal the recorded text information.
The
key on the keyboard is used to toggle between the reveal and conceal
display modes. Smartext™ can also be controlled with special commands in the macroprogramming environment.
The Smartext™ data is blended into the video signal in a way that allows recording,
switching and dubbing using standard video equipment. It is compatible with both PAL
and NTSC video standards.
RD220 Smartext™ modules are used to support this feature. These are used to replace
the RD200 (standard) or RD205 (enhanced) text insertion modules.

2.4

HIDING MONITOR TEXT
The displayed text can also be removed completely from the monitor's picture. This can
be done manually by the operator (using the
key on the keyboard), or timedout automatically by the video system when the monitor is left unchanged.
Selecting another camera or moving to another monitor will cause the text to return.
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2.5

MONITOR BLANKING
Monitor blanking is used to remove unnecessary video pictures (and text) from alarm
monitors. Usually, alarm monitors remain blank until an alarm condition occurs.
Camera selections are then displayed to view the active alarm zone. Once the alarm has
been cleared, the alarm monitor can again be blanked. This would automatically be
managed by the video system.

2.6

DYNAMIC TEXT POSITIONING
The displayed text position on the monitor may be changed for each camera selected
preventing important areas in the picture from being obscured by the text. To enable
dynamic text positioning for a monitor, the (X) and (Y) position fields for that monitor's
post-text insertion module must be set to zero (0). The video system will then use the
pre-text (X) and (Y) positions defined for each camera.
Note: Every camera that can be displayed on the
monitor (using Dynamic Text Positioning) must have its
(X) and (Y) positions completed even when pre-text
insertion is not being used. Other monitors can still be
defined to a Fixed Text Position, even when displaying
the same cameras.

2.7

BLACK-PAUSE VIDEO SWITCHING
When a monitor switches from one camera to another, frame roll occurs if the camera
signals are not synchronized. This occurs because the monitor takes time to
resynchronize to the new video signal.
The MAXPRO-Net video system holds the monitor black while frame roll occurs creating
the illusion that the frame roll is non-existent. With black-pause, we have monitors that
are pleasant and less stressful to observe while switching between cameras.

2.8

SOURCE GROUPING
In a large video system, it is sometimes desirable to divide the available cameras into
different groups (Source Groups) so that certain groups of cameras, can only be
selected for display on particular video output channels or by particular operators.
Such a case would arise when a video system has a dedicated keyboard controlling
different areas of a building (ground floor, car park, etc.) or if the single MAXPRO-Net
system may be doing the job of several video switching applications.
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2.8

SOURCE GROUPING, CONTINUED
Over fifty (0
99) source groups are available. Each video input is allocated to only
one of these source groups.
During commissioning, each video output channel may be allocated to some or all of the
fifty groups for selection. At least one source group must be allocated.
Note: Only cameras from the allocated source groups
(for a given video output channel can be selected and
displayed on that video output channel.

2.9

CHANNEL ACCESS BY KEYBOARDS
In order to structure the control of a large video switching system (i.e. a system with
several monitors physically located at different control locations), it is necessary to
restrict the control access that each keyboard can have, over the available video output
channels (monitors etc.).
Each keyboard has its own identification number (1
99). The keyboard ID numbers
are allocated to each video output channel during commissioning. Only the allocated
keyboards are allowed to access and select video sources (cameras etc.) on that video
output channel.
Where the video output channel is a monitor, only the allocated keyboards will be able to
select that monitor for use. This means that monitors that are located somewhere other
than at the control room where the keyboard is being used cannot be selected or
controlled.
Note: To use a keyboard, it must first, be signed-on by
an operator. Otherwise, it is rendered inactive and cannot
control any aspect of the video system.

2.10

SYSTEM ACCESS BY OPERATORS
In any video system, several different operators can use any one keyboard. To maintain
the confidentiality and security of the video system, these system operators would be
assigned different levels of system access.
Each system operator has a 4-digit Personal Identification Number (PIN). By assigning
different access levels, an unauthorized operator cannot access the areas of the video
system that are restricted to him/her. Operators' system access is programmable by
setting the appropriate flags in the system's configuration editor (the SETMAX program
is discussed in detail in Chapter 6).
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2.11

PRIORITIZING OPERATORS
As the video system can be controlled by more than one keyboard at the same time, it is
sometimes possible to have a situation where a conflict of monitor access and camera
control arises.
Conflicts in monitor access are common because a monitor must always be selected
prior to selecting a new video source (camera or scan sequence).
The MAXPRO-Net video system handles such conflicts by prioritizing all system
operators. There are a hundred (0
99) possible operator priority codes.
With the exception of priority code (0), the level of priority relates directly to the
numerical code assigned (i.e. 1=HIGHEST, 99=LOWEST). Priority code (0) indicates a
special right of access. Priority 0 always has an EXCLUSIVE access right over every
other priority code (with the exception of another priority 0).
The following table illustrates how the MAXPRO-Net system handles conflicts in operator
priorities when selecting monitors:
Table 2.1. Settling Conflicts In Monitor Access
Priority Conflict
HIGHER versus LOWER

Operational Outcome
The Higher priority operator displaces the Lower
priority operator from the monitor.
SAME priority levels
Both operators have equal (and concurrent) access to
the monitor.
EXCLUSIVE versus ANY OTHER The Exclusive priority operator always displaces any
other priority from the monitor (except for another
exclusive priority).
EXCLUSIVE versus EXCLUSIVE The first Exclusive priority operator will prevent the
other from accessing the monitor, on a first in, first
served basis.
The above table also applies when controlling PTZ cameras, VCRs and other devices,
even when the keyboard operators are selecting the same device on separate monitors.
Note: Priorities for device control are only asserted when
a keyboard control action (e.g. Pan-Left) occurs and NOT
when the device is selected for display.

2.12

KEYBOARD TIME-OUT
When two keyboards of differing priority levels wish to use the same monitor, the
keyboard operator with the highest priority is given access. If this operator then leaves
for the day and forgets to sign off, the keyboards of lower priorities cannot access this
monitor. To overcome this situation, a keyboard time-out period of (1
255) seconds
can be defined for each operator.
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2.13

AUTO SIGN OFF
System operators can be given different levels of selection and control privilege. If an
operator of higher priority forgets to sign off the keyboard, the system can automatically
sign them off after a period of (1
99) minutes. This avoids unauthorized access by
operators of a lower priority.

2.14

REMOTE CONTROL OF CAMERA PTZs, VCRs, ETC.
Almost any video input source connected to the MAXPRO-Net video system can be
configured to be controlled directly from a keyboard.
Before controlling a video input source (camera PTZs or VCRs), the video input source
concerned must first be displayed onto the monitor that the keyboard is currently
selecting.
All control command functions made from the keyboard will be directed exclusively to
that video input source. The MAXPRO-Net system manages this automatically.

2.14.1

Camera PTZs
Several types of camera PTZ interfaces are possible:
1. Direct relay control using an output module in one of the I/O subracks, giving control
of pan/tilt and lens functions,
2. Two-wire data communications to a variable speed pan/tilt site receiver, for
controlling AC and DC pan/tilt units and lens control at variable speeds,
3. Fixed speed,
4. Variable speed,
5. High speed PTZs / Domes,
6. RS-485 of third party PTZ/Dome equipment.

2.14.2

VCR Control
The MAXPRO-Net system has been designed to simplify the operation of not just camera
PTZ equipment, but all other associated video equipment.
In a system that utilizes Video Cassette Recorders (VCRs), the basic functions (stop,
play, rewind, fast-forward, slow, pause, record and eject) of the VCR machines can be
extended to the keyboards.
An output control module is placed in a slot of an I/O subrack and allocated as a control
output for one particular VCR machine. By using separate output control modules, many
VCRs can be configured into the one video system and controlled from any keyboard.
By using a peripheral control module (PCI), up to eight VCRs can be controlled using
infrared, resistive-array or RS-232 interface to each machine.
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2.14.3

Standard Device Control
Other video equipment that requires only simple relay contact control of one or two
functions (e.g.. freeze frame units, single channel motion detectors) can be configured
into the system as a Standard Device. The video system will use a relay output module
to distribute control to this type of equipment.

2.14.4

Smart Device Control
Video multiplexers, video printers and other smart video equipment have remote control
ports. RS-232 data communications and Infrared remote control is possible using a
Peripheral Control Interface module. The operation of this equipment is enhanced and
simplified for easy use.
Most video equipment can be integrated into the MAXPRO-Net crosspoint matrix video
switcher system.

2.15

CAMERA FAILED DETECTION
The MAXPRO-Net system supports camera failed detection when the camera fail
detection modules are installed. The camera fail detection module (RD-89) would have
to be installed into every primary video switching subrack used in the video system.
Three types of video fail are checked for every camera being monitored, even while the
cameras are not displayed on a monitor.

2.15.1

Lost video
If a camera fails or its video cable is broken (i.e. a complete loss of video sync), then a
'LOST VIDEO' alarm is generated identifying that camera.

2.15.2

Low level video
Even if the camera's video signal is NOT lost, the camera scene is electronically
monitored. If the video picture should go completely black for several seconds, then a
'LOW LEVEL VIDEO' alarm is generated identifying that camera.
This alarm could be caused by area lighting being turned OFF, the camera lens being
covered, or the lens iris being completely closed.

2.15.3

High level video
If the video picture should go completely white for several seconds, then the alarm
'HIGH LEVEL VIDEO' is generated identifying that camera. This condition could be
caused by the iris opening being jammed or a faulty camera.
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2.16

VIDEO SCAN SEQUENCES
A Scan Sequence is a list of camera selections. This camera list, or scan sequence, is
used to automatically display every camera in the sequence on a specific monitor. Each
camera selection will remain displayed for a duration defined by the 'Dwell Time' setting
of each scan sequence.
When the scan sequence reaches its end, it wraps back around and starts again,
creating an endless sequence of pre-defined camera selections.
A scan sequence can have up to 99 separate camera selections (called Entries). A total
of 999 separate scan sequences can be created for use within the video system.
When required, one of the several scan sequences can be used on a monitor. When the
one scan sequence is run, on two or more monitors (at the same time), the same
camera selections are displayed, at the same time, on the monitors (synchronized).
Note: Camera selections or entries in scan sequences
can (within the limitations of source grouping for that
monitor) be displayed in any order as desired.

2.16.1

Guard tours
Scan sequences that do not wrap back around are called guard tours. When a guard
tour is executed, every camera entry in the sequence gets selected once only. When the
end of the sequence is reached, the last camera selection will remain displayed on the
monitor.

2.17

MACRO SEQUENCES
A macro sequence is a stored sequence of keyboard key presses. When required,
these macros can be PLAYED BACK to automatically control the video system.
Any action or series of actions can be stored as a macro sequence. Macros are usually
directly assigned to external alarm inputs or other system alarm conditions, and
executed whenever that alarm condition occurs.
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2.18

SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY
The system macro library contains a global list of macro sequences used by the video
system. To extend the macro programming environment, these macro sequences can
be accessed from anywhere within the programming environment.
By using the system macro library, complicated system control functions can be set-up
to enhance the day-to-day operation of the video system. Often, the macro sequences in
this library are used to extend the system response when an alarm conditions is
triggered.
The system macro library supports a total of 9999 macro sequence lines, and each line
can contain 50 key press commands.

2.19

THE COLD-BOOT MACRO
The cold-boot macro is a macro sequence, which is always executed whenever the
video system is first powered up. It can be used to do special system set-up and
defaults that may not otherwise be possible from the usual commissioning environment.
The cold-boot macro sequence is specified in the configuration editor (the SETMAX
program is discussed in Chapter 6). It can also access macro sequences from the
system macro library. (User can cold boot the server from SetMax)

2.20

WARM-BOOT MACRO
If a subrack reset occurs while the system is running, then the system is re-initialized and
the warm boot macro is executed. (User can warm boot the server from SetMax)
Note: The cold boot macro is not executed.

2.21

ALARMS IN GENERAL
Alarms are usually external inputs to the video system. These inputs are monitored
continuously by the video equipment. If a change of state occurs on an alarm input, the
system operators can be prompted immediately, and an automated system response
(selection of cameras, VCRs, etc.) will take place.
The actual system response for any given alarm input is programmed in its macro
sequence at commissioning. MAXPRO-Net MaxMon Utility can be used to disable and
re-enable an alarm input. This is sometimes required for night and day system
operation, where some alarms must be ignored during the day.
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2.21

ALARMS IN GENERAL, CONTINUED
As well as external alarm inputs, other internal system alarms that can be made available
are:

2.21.1

•

Camera fail alarms

•

PTZ site fail alarms

Camera fail alarms
In some video systems, the cameras are automatically monitored to check for camera
malfunction and/or cut-cabling etc. Any of the fail conditions discussed in section 2.13,
Camera failed detection, will trigger this alarm.
The proper system response to such an alarm condition should be programmed in the
camera's START MACRO sequence.

2.21.2

PTZ site fail alarms
In some video systems, the PTZ site receivers used for particular cameras are
continuously monitored. If a site should fail to communicate with the video system (i.e.
blown fuse, cut cable etc.), an alarm will occur.
To ensure proper system response for such alarms, the camera's START MACRO
sequences must be programmed accordingly.
WARNING: The @V system constant can be
interrogated as the first step of the START MACRO to
determine the type of camera related alarm. Refer to the
appendix.
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2.22

ALARM DISPLAY GROUPING
When an alarm state occurs, it is usually prompted to the attention of the system
operators via a flashing text message displayed on one (or more) of the video monitors.
Note: Usually only particular monitors are used to
display the alarm text messages. To achieve this, ALARM
DISPLAY GROUPING is used.
Every alarm is allocated to one of one hundred (0
99) alarm display groups. During
commissioning, external alarm inputs are allocated to particular alarm display groups.
Note: Camera fail alarms, PTZ site fail and PTZ site
tamper alarms are always assigned to the default alarm
display group (1).
Now that all possible alarms have been assigned to an alarm display group, the video
output channels (monitors etc.) must be programmed as to which alarm display groups
can display their text messages on which video output channels.
Any combination of alarm display groups (1
99) can be allocated to each video
output channel. Therefore, the one alarm display group could display their text
messages on one monitor, or several monitors simultaneously.
Note: Alarm display group (0) can NEVER be displayed.
So, any alarm assigned to alarm display group (0) will
never display a text message on any video output
channel. The alarm will still execute its macro sequence.

2.23

THE ALARM STACK
Whenever an alarm becomes active, it is placed onto the alarm stack. If several alarms
become active at the same time, they will all be placed onto the alarm stack in the order
that they occurred.
The purpose of the alarm stack is to cycle between the currently active alarms, redisplaying their particular text messages and re-executing their particular macro
sequences.
The alarm stack will pause for a pre-defined period between each active alarm recorded
on the stack. The effect is to simulate the various alarm active states over and over
again, similar to the way a video scan sequence would scan several video sources,
allowing time for the operator to observe each alarm.
When the macro sequences for each active alarm have been programmed with
automatic video switching control commands, the alarm stack can create a very
comprehensive and automatic alarm management system within the video system itself.
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2.23

THE ALARM STACK, CONTINUED
Through their macro sequences, alarms can control the video system's auxiliary outputs
to manage door latches, gates, lighting, etc.
A maximum of (99) active alarms can be managed by the alarm stack. If this number is
exceeded, the alarm message Alarm Stack Overflow is displayed on the monitors, and
any further alarms will be ignored. The keyboard operator must manually clear some of
the alarms from the alarm stack using the

2.24

key on the keyboard.

AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUTS
Auxiliary control outputs are general- purpose output circuits (relay contact or optooutput), which can be used to control devices and equipment external to the normal
video system's equipment.
Unlike camera PTZ control or VCR remote control etc., auxiliary control outputs are not
related to any video input source or dependent on any particular video selection prior to
activation.
They are controlled by pre-programmed macro sequences assigned to alarms, general
purpose system macros, or maybe special function keys on the keyboards.
The MAXPRO-Net system supports a maximum of 9999 auxiliary control outputs. Some
possible uses of auxiliary control outputs are:
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•

Operating mimic panel indicators,

•

Area lighting control,

•

Controlling electric door lock mechanisms,

•

Remote controlling of boom gates.
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SECTION 3:
CONCEPTS
3.1

THE MAXPRO-Net CROSSPOINT MATRIX VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEM
The MAXPRO-Net is a crosspoint matrix video switching system; not just a video
switcher. It integrates all video equipment to provide a completely automated system
that can be operated from the MAXPRO-Net keyboards using simple key presses.
The following sections explain some concepts essential to the MAXPRO-Net system
design.

3.2

VIDEO MATRICES
A video matrix may be described as a selection table comprising of video inputs on one
axis, and video outputs on the other. The matrix "cross points" may be defined as the
available switching points between the video inputs and outputs. There are several
classifications of video matrix.
A "split" matrix consists of set groups of video inputs and outputs and has finite
limitations as to which inputs can be selected to which outputs. The groups do not
overlap.
A "conjoint" matrix is a split matrix where groups do overlap. That is specific video
outputs may select video inputs from more than one video input group.
A "full" matrix video switcher allows any input on the matrix to be selected to any output.
Most people believe that any full matrix video switcher will allow any video input to be
selected to any video output at any time, however, this is generally incorrect. Many "full
matrix" systems suffer from "trunking" limitations, which restrict the number of video
outputs that may be selected concurrently from any group of video inputs. These input
groups are a function of the hardware design of the switcher, and in many systems,
these limitations cannot be overcome. The inability to interconnect a matrix video input
to a matrix video output, because all possible paths between them are already in use is
called "blocking". Video switchers falling into this classification are referred to as
"closed" matrix video switchers.
An "open" matrix is a full cross point matrix, free from hardware limitations. An open
matrix allows any video input to be selected to any video output at any time, irrespective
of any other current selections. That is, an open matrix does not suffer from blocking.
There is, at all times, at least one available path between any input and any output,
regardless of the number of paths already in use.
In a "partitioned" matrix, software is configured to restrict the selection of video inputs to
selected video outputs. These restrictions are dynamic and may vary dependant on the
time of day, the day of the week the operator logged on, or the status of alarm inputs.
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3.3

CASCADING
In section 1.2, System structure, the terms cascading and combining were introduced.
The next two sections explain these two concepts in detail.
Before proceeding, a detailed understanding of how the video inputs are distributed
across a subrack is essential. The following diagram (Figure 3.1), clearly illustrates this
point.

Figure 3.1: Distribution Of Video Inputs Across A Subrack
Video inputs are distributed across the entire subrack. Each video-switching module
occupies a single video output channel, or slot. Each slot can access any of the 32
video inputs contained within the switching module.
Each slot also has a cascade input. Video coming into the cascade input is only
available to the video-switching module in that video output channel. It is not distributed
across the subrack and cannot be accessed by the other video switching modules.
Having made a selection, the video-switching module then connects the desired video
input onto its video output.
The following diagram (figure 3.2) shows how two subracks are cascaded together.
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3.3

CASCADING, CONTINUED

Figure 3.2: Cascading Of Two Video Switching Subracks
The video outputs from the first subrack get fed into the corresponding cascade inputs
of the second subrack. Each slot in the first subrack, is able to select any of its own 32
video inputs. However, in addition to its 32 video inputs, each slot has a cascade input,
to select video from.
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3.3

CASCADING, CONTINUED
Video output from each slot in the first subrack, can be any of its 32 video inputs. Since
this output is connected to the cascade input of the second subrack, each slot of the
second subrack can, also view any of the 32 video inputs of the first subrack.
Video output devices (monitors etc.) connect to the output of the last video switching
subrack. In figure 3.2, only outputs from the second subrack would go to the monitors.
This method of increasing video inputs should only go through a maximum of three
video switching subracks in one cascade configuration. This ensures that high a quality
video signal is maintained.
Example Of Selecting Video Input 45
Using the cascading configuration (figure 3.2) above, the following diagram shows what
happens when video input 45 is selected onto monitor 2. For illustration purposes,
monitor 2 is connected to channel 2 (or slot 2).

Figure 3.3: Selecting Video Input 45 To Channel 2
If an operator selects video input 45 onto monitor 2, the video-switching module in
channel 2, of the second subrack, is instructed to connect the desired video input to its
video output.
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3.3

CASCADING, CONTINUED
Monitor 2 would then display the video signal from video input 45. Channel 2 in the first
subrack is not required when selecting a video input in the second subrack.
Example Of Selecting Video Input 3

Figure 3.4: Selecting Video Input 3 To Channel 2
When video input 3 is selected, channel 2 of the second subrack can select this video
input which is not physically connected to it, through its cascade input, as illustrated in
figure 3.4.
Video input 3 is physically connected to the first subrack. The video-switching module in
channel 2 of the first subrack connects video input 3 to its video output. The video
output is connected to the cascade input of the corresponding video switching module
in the second subrack.
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The video-switching module in channel 2 of the second subrack connects the cascade
input to its video output. Video input three is now displayed on monitor 2.
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3.4

COMBINING
To maintain a high quality of video signal, larger configurations are constructed using
‘Combining’.

Figure 3.5: Combining
By using the method of combining, a video system can have a maximum of 1280 video
inputs with 256 output channels in a single full matrix. When selecting any input, the
video signal only passes through two video switching subracks.

3.4.1

•

Pre-selection subrack

•

Combiner subrack.

Pre-selection subracks
The pre-selection subracks used in combining, are normal video switching subracks.
They are identical to the ones used in the previous cascading example, with video inputs
distributed across the entire subrack.

3.4.2

Combiner subracks
Combiner subracks are different from the pre-selection subracks because video inputs
to the combiner subrack are not distributed across the entire subrack.
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Each slot of a combiner subrack (video output channel) has its own independent video
inputs (A
T). These video inputs are only available for connection to that video
output.
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3.4

COMBINING, CONTINUED
Connecting Subracks
In a combining configuration (figure 3.5), video signals (e.g. cameras) are connected to
the video inputs of the pre-selection subracks. Pre-selection of those video signals are
fed out to the combiner subracks.
In the combiner subrack, the video input (fed out of the pre-selection subrack) is then
selected to the output for display on the monitor. The outputs of the combiner subracks
connect to video output devices, like monitors or VCRs.
Pre-selection subracks used in combining, are denoted by the alpha characters (A
T).
Referring to figure 3.5 again, outputs from pre-selection subrack A are numbered 1A, 2A,
3A and so on. Outputs from pre-selection subrack B are also numbered accordingly
(2A, 2B, 2C and so forth).
Video inputs to each channel of the combiner subrack are also labeled (A
T). Each
channel only accepts a single video input from each pre-selection subrack.
i.e.:
Output 1A, from the first pre-selection subrack A, connects to the first input (A) of
channel 1 of the combiner subrack. The second output from the first pre-selection
subrack A, 2A, connects to the first input (A) of channel 2 of the combiner subrack. This
goes on until the Nth output from the first pre-selection subrack A, is connected to the
first input (A), of the Nth channel of the combiner subrack.
Likewise, the first output (1B) from the second pre-selection subrack B, connects to the
second input (B) of channel 1 of the combiner subrack. The second output, 2B,
connects to the second input (B) of channel 2 of the combiner subrack. This continues
till the Nth output of the pre-selection subrack.
In a combining configuration, any video signal traveling from the source to the output of
the combiner subrack, only goes through two subracks. With combining, the video
system can easily accommodate 1024 video inputs to 256 video output channels, and
still maintain very high picture quality.
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3.4

COMBINING, CONTINUED
Example Of Selecting Video Inputs
The following is an example of video input 3 being selected onto monitor 1, which is
connected to channel 1 of the combiner subrack.
If monitor 1 selects video input 3, the MAXPRO-Net Server selects every video-switching
module in channel 1 (highlighted in figure 3.6) of the pre-selection subracks (A, B and
C).

Figure 3.6 Selecting Video Input 3 To Channel 1
Video input 3 is located on pre-selection subrack A. Therefore, the video switching
module in channel 1 of pre-selection subrack A gets instructed by the System Controller
to select the desired video input, and put it on its output (1A).
When selecting video inputs (1
32), all channels in the combiner subrack would select
the A input. If video inputs (33
64) are selected, the channels in the combiner
subrack would access the B input. Similarly, video inputs (65
96) are selected
through the C input of the combiner subrack.
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3.4

COMBINING, CONTINUED
Since monitor 1 selected video input 3, the video switching module in channel 1 of the
combiner subrack would select the video signal from input A and put it on its output.
A similar procedure takes place when a monitor from any other channel (of the combiner
subrack) selects a video input from any of the other two pre-selection subracks.

3.5

TEXT INSERTION
Post-text inserters are connected (in series) between each video output channel and it's
respective monitor. They are used to identify the currently selected camera, display
time/date, current operator name and other system information.
Text inserters can be located in any spare slot of virtually any video switching subrack.
They can be placed in the same subrack as the cascading video switching modules.
However, for the ease of system design and maintenance, special subracks are available
to house text inserter modules.
In a normal video system, each video output channel has a text inserter assigned to it.
In the system's configuration editor (the SETMAX program), each text inserter is
individually addressed. Therefore, a video output channel from subrack 10 can have its
text inserter in, for instance, subrack 2. They need not share the same subrack.
In small single video subrack systems, we recommend that all text inserters be placed in
the adjacent slot to its assigned video output channel module. In large multi-subrack
systems, the text inserter module should be located in a special text subrack at the same
slot position as it's assigned video output channel. This simplifies coax cabling and
maintains a logical flow through the schematic design of the whole video system.
The following two diagrams, figures 3.7 and 3.8, show proper placement of the text
inserter module in a system.
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3.5

TEXT INSERTION, CONTINUED

Figure 3.7. Cascading Configuration With Post-text Insertion
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3.5

TEXT INSERTION, CONTINUED
In cascading, (figure 3.7) the text inserter modules are placed between the last video
switching subrack and the monitor for each video channel and therefore, the video
output from the text inserter module has text superimposed onto it before being
displayed.

Figure 3.8: Combining With Text Insertion
In combining (figure 3.8) the text inserter modules are placed between the combiner
subrack and the monitor for each video channel and therefore, the video output from the
text inserter module has text superimposed on it before being displayed on a monitor.
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3.6

SUBRACK ADDRESSING
Every subrack is given a unique ID number to facilitate the correct distribution of control
data to and from every module in the system.
Video switching subracks support a maximum of (32) video output channels. In larger
systems subracks handling a particular group of (32) channels are identified by an offset
in the hundreds digit of the subrack ID number.
Refer to the following table:
VIDEO
OUTPUT
CHANNELS
SUBRACK ID
NUMBER

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

GROUP 4

GROUP 5

(1

(33

(65

(97

(129

160) (161

192) (193

224) (225

256)

399) (401

499) (501

599) (601

699) (701

799)

32)

(001

099) (101

64)

199) (201

96)

299) (301

128)

GROUP 6

GROUP 7

GROUP 8

Figure 3.9: Grouping Of Subracks
The first digit determines the group of video output channels (1
supports.

8) that the subrack

A System With 30 Video Output Channels
A video system having 30 video output channels has a subrack ID range from (001
099).
In the following example, three subracks are used. The first two subracks are cascaded
together and the (30) output channels from the second subrack go through text inserters
in the third subrack.
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3.6

SUBRACK ADDRESSING, CONTINUED

Figure 3.10. Subrack IDs For 30 Output Channels
Although the subrack IDs can be any number between (001
choose a systematic method of numbering them.
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3.6

SUBRACK ADDRESSING, CONTINUED
A System With 40 Output Channels
If the video system has 40 video output channels, the IDs of the first group of subracks
that support the video output channels (1
32), would range from (001
099).
The IDs of the second group of subracks that support the last 8 video output channels
(33
40), would range from (101
199).

Figure 3.11: Subrack IDs For 40 Output Channels
With the same cascading configuration, the number of output channels can be easily
expanded.
In the preceding example a total of six subracks are now used to preserve a full matrix
structure. The second group of three subracks is the same as the first, but only
populated for the additional eight video output channels.
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3.6

SUBRACK ADDRESSING, CONTINUED
A System With 80 Output Channels
If the video system has 80 video output channels, there will be 3 groups of subracks
present. The third group of subracks which support the remaining 16 output channels,
would have IDs that range from (201
299).

Figure 3.12: Subrack IDs For 80 Output Channels
A systematic method of numbering the subracks in all three groups has been
maintained.
Note: Although it is not advisable, subrack IDs need not
run sequentially within its group, but they must be
independent.
The three examples sited in this section, (figure 3.10
figure 3.12), are by no means, the only configurations
suitable in designing a system with the specifications
(number of inputs to outputs). They are for illustration
purposes only.
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3.7

NETWORKING AND TRUNKING
Networking is an adopted term used to describe several MAXPRO-Net systems working
together sharing resources such as cameras, monitors, alarms, PTZ control, other
equipment control and general system status information. These networked systems
(called nodes) form a seamless single video environment to the operators controlling the
system. Cameras at one node are available for selection to monitors at the other nodes.
Alarms conditions detected by one node are broadcast to, and acted upon by the other
network nodes. Control of PTZ cameras, VCRs, lighting, doors and boom gates can be
achieved from any network system node. The networked video environment
automatically manages all of this.
Network Node can be connected to the MAXPRO-Net server in two ways:
1. Serial Connection: Where a single bi-directional RS-232 communications data
connection (between the nodes) is required to convey all selection, control and
status information.
2. Ethernet Port: Where two network nodes are connected through LAN. Ethernet
details should be configured in one among two network nodes using the Ethernet
Tab of SetMax Configurator.
Video trunk lines are used to automatically route camera (and VCR) video signals
between the network system nodes. MAXPRO-Net Supports Networking over LAN.

Trunk Lines
Video trunk lines are a single video circuit linked from the output channel (in one system
node) to a video input on the matrix of the other system node. It is used to dynamically
carry cameras (VCR and other devices) video signals. The network system node
requiring a camera would instruct the other node to place that cameras video signal onto
an available trunk line. The trunk line would then be switched to the monitor, displaying
the selected network camera. This is automatically managed.
The trunk lines are shared based on individual operator priority to minimize congestion.
Several trunk lines would generally be required between network nodes to facilitate the
maximum number of concurrent camera selection required. Generally this is a smaller
number than the total number of monitors using them. Trunk lines only need to be
implemented in the direction required.
The following schematic diagram shows how two small video systems (nodes #2, #3)
can be configured to provide camera (and VCR) signals and control to the main video
system (node #1) forming a three node video network.
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3.7

NETWORKING AND TRUNKING, CONTINUED

Figure 3.13: Example Of Three Video Systems Networked Together
Some important notes regarding the above example;
•

A single bi-directional RS-232 data connection between the main system node and
each of the satellite system nodes.

•

Each satellite system node is providing two (2) only video trunk lines back to the
main system.

•

The VCR connected to satellite system (node #2) can also be viewed and controlled
from the Main System (node #1).

•

The Door control connection to satellite system (node #3) can also be operated
from both the main system (node #1) and satellite system (node #2).

•

The door status would also be available for conditional testing, in the macro
programming environments of all three video system nodes.

•

Other internal system status is also provided to all system nodes. These include
camera fail alarms, PTZ site fail and tamper alarms, VCR alarms, time and date
synchronization and system resets.

Congestion Management
As mentioned above, trunk congestion is usually managed based on the individual
operator priorities. When all available trunk lines are already being used, trunk lines
would be automatically STOLEN from other operators of lower priority. Alarm activated
macro sequences have the highest priority (higher than all operator).
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3.7

NETWORKING AND TRUNKING, CONTINUED
The Special parameters section of the SETMAX editor contains a field for setting the
STEAL CRITERIA for trunk congestion management (refer to Chapter: 6). There are
three modes of congestion management available.
•

Priority-level. Uses each operator's individual priority level to determine who
STEALS from whom. This is the default setting.

•

On-alarm-only. Will only STEAL a trunk line to facilitate an alarm activated video
selection. Operators cannot steal from one another.

•

Never-STEAL. Will never steal a trunk line for any reason. First in first serve
allocation of trunk lines, regardless of operator priorities.

The system uses on-screen messages to inform operators of trunk allocation and
congestion situations. If a trunk line is not available to service an alarm activated video
selection, then an error message is written into the error log file.
Note: Additional trunk lines could be added to a system
to decrease the occurrence of congestion.

3.8

CONTROLLING EQUIPMENT
The MAXPRO-Net video system supports a fully integrated environment where all
cameras, VCRs and other video equipment can be controlled from a keyboard. When
control keys (or joystick) are activated on the keyboard, the video system must first
determine:
•

What is the currently selected monitor?

•

What camera (or VCR playback) is currently on display?

•

What site receiver and I/O module equipment has been assigned to that camera (or
VCR, etc.)?

Then the system sends the required data command to control that specific camera (or
VCR, etc.)
The operator does not have to be concerned with the numerous interconnections
between various equipments in the system. What you see is just what you get (and
control).
A fully automated control of cameras, VCRs and other equipment can also be
performed in response to alarms.

3.8.1

PTZ Cameras
When cameras are to be motorized (PTZ) the associated control module located in the
I/O subrack must be allocated. Camera control specifications are made in the video
input table of SETMAX, the configuration editor program. (Refer to section 6.2).
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3.8.2

Direct Drive PTZ
A standard relay output module would be used to provide on/off conditions of eight PTZ
functions only:

3.8.3

•

Pan (Left/right)

•

Tilt (Up/Down)

•

Focus (Near/Far)

•

Zoom (In/Out)

Remote PTZ Site
A remote site communications module (usually two wire, RD-315) would be used to
provide extended control functions for a PTZ camera.
•

Pan (Left/right)

•

Tilt (Up/Down)

•

Focus (Near/Far)

•

Zoom (In/Out)

•

Manual Iris (Open/Close)

•

Pre-set views (10 user views, total of 100)

•

Variable speed (of pan/tilt, and two speed focus)

•

Tamper alarms (one per site)

Note: The actual features supported depend on the
model of PTZ site receiver being used.

3.8.4

Video Cassette Recorders (VCRs)
In the MAXPRO-Net system, VCRs can be commissioned in a variety of ways:
•

Fixed - Connects (in series) between the video output channel (after the text inserter)
and the video monitor. It can record whatever is displayed on that monitor and can
only playback onto that monitor.

•

Dynamic - A video output channel is connected to the "video in" and the "video out"
is connected back to the video input matrix. The VCR can record any camera that
can be displayed and controlled from any monitor.

•

Dedicated - A video camera is passed through a pre-text inserter module (overlaying
camera description, time/date) and then directly to a dedicated VCR machine. The
“video out" of the VCR connects to the VCR-REVIEW video input matrix.

3.8.4.1 Direct VCR Control
A standard relay output module can be used to provide activation of eight VCR functions
(stop, play, rewind, fast-forward, pause, slow, record and eject) as individual contact
closures. An interface card would be fitted to the VCR machine.
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3.8.4.2 RS-232 VCR Interface
A Peripheral Control Interface (PCI) module can be used to control one VCR using an
RS-232 control data connection. Up to (32) functions could be supported depending on
the brand/model of the VCR machine to be used. These functions are: stop, play,
review, preview, rewind, fast-forward, pause, frame-step, slow-play, shuttle-mode,
counter-reset, search-zero, eject, record, and power.

3.8.4.3 Infra-red VCR Interface
One peripheral control interface (PCI) module would be used to control up to eight (8)
VCR machines, using the infra-red remote control feature found on most domestic
brands.
Similar to the RS-232, up to (16) control functions could be supported. One additional
alarm input per VCR is provided for simple detection of a VCR status.
E. g.: NOT-RECORDING or END-OF-TAPE status
This dedicated alarm status is automatically managed, and associated to the VCR by the
MAXPRO-Net system.

3.8.4.4 Resistive-Array VCR interface
One peripheral control interface (PCI) module would be used to control up to eight (8)
VCR machines using the two-wire resistive array remote control feature available on
some 24-hr time-lapse (and real-time) industrial video recorders.
Again, up to (16) control functions could be supported together with one alarm input per
VCR to detect an END-OF-TAPE or NOT-RECORDING status.

3.8.5

Standard device control
In the MAXPRO-Net video system, various device types are defined to manage the way
things are selected in a better manner. Cameras, monitors, and VCRs are the commonly
used device types.
A standard device is a nonspecific group of devices such as video printers, freeze
frame units, video detection equipment or maybe video export/import for supporting
graphic databases.
Standard devices have their own logical device numbering independent of cameras,
monitors, etc., so that appropriate identification/selection can be achieved.
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3.8.5

Standard device control, continued
To control a standard device, the associated relay output module located in an I/O
subrack must be allocated.
Note: This is done in the video input table of SETMEX
configuration editor program. (Refer to section 6.2)

3.8.6

Smart Device Control
Similar to a standard device, this is another device type that can be allocated to various
equipments. To control a smart device, the associated peripheral control interface (PCI)
located in an I/O subrack must be allocated.
Note: This is done in the video input table of SETMEX
configuration editor program. (Refer to section 6.2)

Up to (32) separate control functions can be used to control a smart device. Using the
(PCI) module, this can be as an RS-232 serial interface to one smart device, or as infrared control of up to eight separate smart devices.

3.8.7 Live Update Feature
Live Update Feature enable the Operator to do the Configuration changes in SetMax and
upload the new configuration details to MAXPRO-Net Server with out restarting the
MAXPRO-Net Server.

3.8.8 MaxMon Utility
MaxMon utility allows users from different locations to connect to the MAXPRO-Net
server and perform remote diagnostic operations.
MaxMon supports the following functionalities:
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•

Online transaction – This is the MAXPRO-Net internal information that enables the
operator to debug the system.

•

Keyboard emulation – It is Equivalent to the keyboard. A Valid Operator can login
through Keyboard Emulation and execute commands like the Keyboard.

•

Status information - The Status Information dialog box provides the details about
input devices, which are connected to the MAXPRO-Net system, along with their
status and the configuration summary of the devices connected.

•

Alarms - Alarm Inputs are external inputs to the video system. These inputs are
monitored by the video system. Whenever there is a change in state, an alarm will
be generated. MaxMon Alarm input dialog box displays all the configured Alarms.
The alarms can be enabled or disable from MaxMon.
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3.8.8 MaxMon Utility, Continued
•

Input/Output control - The Video input dialog of MaxMon displays all the information
related to input devices such as camera, VCRS, standard devices, smart devices.
Operator can control those devices by locking/unlocking the device,
enabling/disabling the device. Similarly Video Output dialog of MaxMon displays all
the output devices like Monitor, VCRs, etc. and enable the Operator to control the
Output devices.

•

Camera test mode – MaxMon provides Camera test mode that allows the user to
directly interact with the camera. This mode will be helpful in configuring specific
features in the camera (E.g: like Preshots).

3.8.9 VideoBlox integration
MAXPRO-Net can control VideoBlox Devices. (Please refer to the SetMax manual for
configuring VideoBlox devices).

3.8. 10 Setmax and MaxMon connection over LAN & Dial UP
SetMax and MaxMon can be connected to the MAXPRO-Net Server from a remote
system through LAN or through Dial UP Connection. (To enable operation over dialup,
please setup the Microsoft Remote Access Server in the MAXPRO-Net Computer.)
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SECTION 4:
MIMIC PANELS (Discontinued)
4.1

MIMIC PANELS
Mimic panels were available as part of a MAX1000 system. These hardware panels are
no longer available with the MAXPRO-Net hardware. However, the MAXPRO-Net
configurator supports configuring these panels in systems where the software is being
upgraded. Refer to the MAXPRO-Net Software Configuration User Guide for configuring
mimic panels in existing system installations.
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Notes:
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SECTION 5:
GETTING STARTED
5.1

THE MAXPRO-Net SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
HD Subrack and VideoBloX switchers are connected to a MAXPRO-Net Server through
the Serial Communication Port.
Keyboards can be connected to the MAXPRO-Net Server through the Serial
Communication Port or through Ethernet connection. If the keyboard is connected to
MAXPRO-Net through Ethernet, then the IP address of MAXPRO-Net Server needs to be
set in the keyboard.
Other video input devices such as cameras, standard devices, etc., and video output
devices such as monitors, VCRs, etc., are connected to the subrack or VideoBloX
device.

5.2

THE SETMAX CONFIGURATION EDITOR FOR MAXPRO-Net
The SETMAX configuration editor is used to edit the MAXPRO-Net system configuration.
Please refer to the MAXPRO-Net Software Configuration User Guide for detailed
information.

5.3

MAXPRO-Net Licensing

On New Installation
On the first installation, the product is licensed for a trial period of thirty days. During this
period, the message “LIC:XX_DAYS_LEFT” is displayed during start up on all monitors.
This message is also written to ErrorLog.
Any MaxMon, which connects MAXPRO-Net during this period, will always show “Trial
license XX days remaining” in the status bar.
Any SetMax, which connects to MAXPRO-Net during this period, will show the message
box “Trail license. XX days remaining before license expires.”
When the number of days remaining become less than or equal to 5 days, every 30th
switch operation results in message “LIC:XX_DAYS_LEFT” to be displayed in the mode
line of all the monitors and ErrorLog. This indicates that the user needs to update the
system license.
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On Expiry of License
When the license expires, no switch operations can be performed. The message
“LIC:EXPIRED” will be displayed on all the monitors for every switch operation.
MaxMon will display a message box indicating that the license is expired and all the
menus will be disabled.

Updating License
Please refer to the SetMax Manual Section 2.4 for more information.
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SECTION 6:
SYSTEM COMMISSIONING
6.1

INITIALIZING A NEW SYSTEM
Initial Configuration of SetMax can be done in two ways
1. New System Wizard
2. Importing Existing Max Files and rebooting the system.

6.2

INITIALIZING THROUGH THE NEW SYSTEM WIZARD
Open SetMax from the Program Menu or by double clicking the Shortcut Icon of SetMax
from the desktop.
Then, Select Tools -> New System Wizard from the menu bar to open the New System
Wizard Dialog.

Figure 6.1: New System Wizard
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6.2

INITIALIZING THROUGH NEW SYSTEM WIZARD, CONTINUED
An operator can configure the number of video input devices (cameras, standard
devices, smart devices, etc.), number of video output devices (monitors, standard
devices, smart devices, etc.), number of keyboards, number of communication ports,
number of operators, number of VCRs, and its bank details required in the New System
Wizard.
Click the “OK” button on the SetMax dialog box to display the configuration details as
configured in the New System Wizard. If necessary, the operator can make changes in
the configuration details.
Click the “Save All” button and reboot the server by clicking the “Cold Boot” button on
Setmax.
Now the newly configured details get loaded to the MAXPRO-Net Server.
Note: For more details, refer to the MAXPRO-Net Software Configuration User Guide.

6.3

INITIALIZING BY IMPORTING EXISTING MAX FILES
Select Tools

Import Max Files.

Figure 6.2: Import Max Files
The Browse window is displayed. Now locate and select the existing title.max file.
The Files get imported and the configuration gets displayed in SetMax.
Now restart the server by clicking the “Cold Boot” button of the SetMax. The newly
configured details gets loaded to the MAXPRO-Net Server.
Note: For more details, refer to MAXPRO-Net Software Configuration User Guide.
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6.4

SETMAX CONFIGURATION DETAILS
The following sections explain each tab present in SetMax and also explain each field
displayed in each tab.

6.5

DEFINING VIDEO INPUT
Selection of the Video Inputs tab opens the file for editing the properties for each video
input. The details for each field in the file are described below.

Figure 6.3: Video Input Tab
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6.5

DEFINING VIDEO INPUT, CONTINUED

Video Inputs
The total number of video inputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 9999.
Ref

Device Type

The video input reference number is purely a reference number
used to distinguish one video input device from another
(regardless of the video input device type – cameras, VCRs, etc.).
The video input reference number field is NOT a changeable field.
Each video input device must be given a device type so that
MAXPRO-Net knows what selection and control parameters apply
to the device. You may either select the device type from the list
box as shown below or type in the required device (most of the
device types are selectable by merely typing in the first character,
e.g. c or C will automatically select Camera).

The currently supported video input device types are as follows:
⇒

Camera - fixed and PTZ

⇒

VCR (video cassette recorder) - dedicated or Dub VCR

⇒

Smart Device - devices such as multiplexers

⇒

Standard Device - other devices, freeze frames, etc.

⇒

Trunk - trunk video input (from a networked system)

⇒

Menu - MAXPRO-Net system menu (using MaxMon)

⇒

Black Source - black source for monitor blanking, etc.

⇒

Standby VCR - Standby VCR as used in VCR Management

⇒

Logging VCR - Monitor logging VCR as used in VCR
Management

When the desired device type is displayed in the field, press Enter
on the keyboard.
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Video Inputs, Continued
Device
Number

Source
Group

Device
Description

Primary
Subrack ID

Input
Number

Each video input device must have a unique device number allocated to it. This
device number is unique with respect to the other video inputs of the same type and
does not relate to the video input reference number (REF) or its physical connection
to the video system.
Definitions in the video input DEVICE TYPE and DEVICE NUMBER fields allow exact
selection of the video input device from a keyboard. The valid range for device
numbers is 1 – 9999.
Enter the desired device number and press Enter on the keyboard.
A source group is a group of video input devices (cameras, VCR’s etc.) that are
linked together as specific access groups. This allows the system to control which
video output channels have access to which video inputs. Due to hardware
restrictions, some monitors may only be able to access certain video inputs. Source
groups are also used to partition video input selections for specific operators.
A source group number is allocated for every video input. The default source group is
0, the range of allowable source groups is 0 – 99.
Enter the desired source group number and press Enter on the keyboard.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the selected video input device. It
is displayed on a monitor (or other video output channel with text insertion) whenever
the video input device is selected. It is also used by video fail alarms to identify the
failed video input device.
Enter the desired description (up to 18-characters) in the field and press Enter on the
keyboard.
This is the address of the subrack to which the video input is physically connected.
Valid primary subrack addresses range from 1 – 99. A value of '0' indicates that no
video switching will occur when the device is selected (often used where a device
needs to be selected by a keyboard for control purposes, but where no video
switching is required).
Enter the address of the subrack and press Enter on the keyboard.
For Videoblox Subrack, this ID represents the ‘V’+communication port number to
which the VideoBlox analog video input cards are connected. Valid primary subrack
addresses range: ‘V’+maximum communication ports. Suffix ‘A’ with primary subrack
ID (e.g., V1A) indicates that the audio is enabled for that particular video input.
This is the physical connection point on the primary subrack. The valid range for the
video input number is 1 - 128. Certain subrack types have fewer than 128 video
inputs.
HMX1132 - maximum video input number is 32.
HMX32128 HD-Series subrack .. up to the maximum 128.
Enter the video input number on the subrack and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this is the physical input location of the video input channel.
The valid range for the VideoBlox is 1 - 4096.
For input numbers 1 to 16 – the input card address is 0.
For input numbers 17 to 32 – the input card address is 1.
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Video Inputs, Continued
Subrack
Settings

Selecting the SUBRACK SETTINGS field opens three additional fields that are used in
cascading and combining configurations.

Bypass
Subrack ID

Combiner
Subrack ID

Subrack
Settings,
Cont.
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Combiner
Input Number

This field is used in cascading configurations only and contains the
address of the subrack, which is to be bypassed when selecting the
current video input device. For more details, please refer to the
CASCADING section of the Commissioning Manual.
For VideoBlox subrack, the Bypass subrack ID value should be 1-16,
depending on the input device number. For the first 1-255 physical
inputs, the bypass ID is 1, and for the next 1-255 inputs, the bypass ID
is 2, and so on.
This field may be used in both cascading and combining
configurations. In a cascading configuration consisting of three
subracks, the COMBINER SUBRACK ID contains the address of the
second subrack that is to be bypassed when selecting the current
video input device. For more details, please refer to the CASCADING
section of the Commissioning Manual. The following figure shows
typical entries for a cascaded system:

In combining configurations, this field contains the address of the
combiner subrack. For more details, please refer to the COMBINING
section of the Commissioning Manual.
The valid address values are 0 (signifying no cascading or combining
are used) through to 99.
This field defines the combiner inputs to which the preselector subrack
for the current video input is connected. Up to 32 preselector subracks
may be configured. The combiner inputs for these are labeled A – Z
and AA – AF. For more details please refer to the COMBINING section
of the Commissioning Manual.
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Video Inputs, Continued
Net Source

Alternate
Camera
Number
Alternate
Camera
View

Source
Control

When the current video input is actually connected to another MAXPRO-Net system
within a network configuration, the NET SOURCE field is used to specify the exact
location and reference for the video input device.
e.g. #03:C1234 the actual camera resides on network node 3 and is defined there as
camera 1234.
LINK
- signifies that status changes and actions performed on the current
video input device will be broadcast on the network.
The NET SOURCE field additionally allows for the definition of pseudo cameras, i.e. a
combined camera and preset view position, which is allocated as a unique camera
number.
e.g. C56:V99
For more details, please refer to the NETWORKING section of the Commissioning
Manual.
This field defines the alternate camera to be selected when the 'ALT' key is pressed on a
keyboard. The range of valid camera numbers is 1 – 9999. The alternate camera also has
to be defined elsewhere in the video input table. Zero (0) is the default value and
indicates no alternate camera is defined.
The alternate camera can also be a PTZ camera with view recall capability. In this case,
an actual VIEW number can be specified, pressing the 'ALT' key will now not only display
the alternate camera, but will also automatically move it to the designated VIEW preset
position. The valid camera views range is 1 – 99. 0 is the default value which indicates no
camera view is to be selected.
Note: As view number '0' is used to indicate that NO VIEW is specified, view '0' cannot
be recalled by this field. The view must also be programmed in the camera for this
feature to be functional.
Selecting the SOURCE CONTROL field displays four additional fields that are used to
define the control properties for the current video input device.

Control ID
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This field contains the address of the subrack where the controller for the
current video input device (e.g. RD316, RD490 etc.) resides. The valid
range for CONTROL ID is 1 – 799, a value of 0 indicates no control
capability for the device.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this ID represents the communication port number
to which the VideoBlox video input camera control lines are connected.
Valid range: ‘V’+maximum communication ports.
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Source
Control
Cont.

Control
Slot

Control
Offset

Available
Control

Video Inputs, Continued
This field defines the slot number within the control subrack where the
controller for the current video input device (e.g. HRD316, HRD490 etc.)
resides. Valid slot numbers are 1 – 32 for I/O and combination video/I/O
subracks and 1 – 8 for HD Series subracks.
Within subracks such as HMX1132 and HMX1600, the CONTROL SLOT is
the physical slot where the controller card resides. Whereas within HD
Series subracks (HMX32128) device control and I/O functions are mapped
to pseudo slots as all of these functions exist on the subrack controller
card (HMX128) located in slot 0.
For VideoBlox Subrack, the control slot number should be greater than
zero.
Valid range: 1 to 4.
For controlling a PTZ camera, enter the ID number of the PTZ site receiver
connected to that camera. The valid range for site ID's is 1 – 16. A 0
indicates that a hardwired relay output module is being used in the
subrack slot for controlling that camera.
When controlling other equipment types (e.g. VCRs) the CONTROL
OFFSET field can be used to define the output number on the controller
card in the specified subrack slot. The valid range of output numbers is 1 –
8. A 0 indicates that a hardwired relay output module is being used in the
subrack slot for controlling the device
For VideoBlox Subrack, this represents the camera number of the video
input channel. Valid range: 1 to 255.
Selecting this field brings up a dialog box, which allows configuration of
those control functions are available for the current video input device. The
available control functions vary between the different types of video input
device as shown in the following figures.
To select (or deselect) a control, click on the check box beside the control
function. If the box contains a check mark, the function is selected. To
select or deselect all the control functions, click on the Select All or
Deselect All button.
When the desired control functions are selected, click on the OK button.
To exit the dialog box with making changes, click on the Cancel button.
Camera:

W .. wash/wipe
I .. manual iris open/close
P .. pan left/right
T .. tilt up/down
F .. focus near/far
Z .. zoom in/out
V .. preset views set/recall
X .. extended functions Flashback™, walks, etc.
Rev. B
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Video Inputs, Continued
Source
Control
Cont.

Available
Control,
Cont.

VCR, Logging VCR, Standby VCR:

S .. stop
R .. record
P .. play
E .. tape eject
W .. rewind/review
F .. fast-forward/preview
L .. slow
U .. pause

Standard Device, Smart Device:

For DDEV and SDEV control functions the enable flags are
displayed as numbers 1 to 8. This is because these devices can only
be controlled by using the macro method of executing direct control
functions for a device.
Ex: [Q123=^8] Refer to the macro programming manual for further
details.

Control
Locked
Source
Disable
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The source controls of a PTZ camera site (or VCR etc.) can be locked to prevent user
control of the device. The default lock/unlock status is specified here.
Note: This locked status can be unlocked by the system operator (if they have the
necessary System Access Level) from the MAXPRO-Net Menu System (using MaxMon).
When a video input needs to be temporarily removed from the video input selection
table, the SOURCE DISABLE field would be set to YES. While set, the video input device
CANNOT be selected by any operator. Under normal operation this field is 'NO'. To
disable a particular video input device, a 'YES' is specified in this field. Enter Y or N in
this field and press Enter on the keyboard.
The SOURCE DISABLE state can be changed (using macro programming) while the
system is in operation e.g. [C123=T] or [C123=F] or through MaxMon.
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Pretext

Video Inputs, Continued
Selecting this field allows access to the parameters used to define pretext as used in
VCR management applications (refer to the VCR Management section of the user’s guide
for a comprehensive description).

Pretext Subrack ID

This field defines the address of the subrack, which contains the
text insertion card (RD200, RD205, MX205, RD220) for pretext.
The valid range of subrack addresses is 1 – 799, a value of 0
indicates pretext is not used.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this ID represents the
‘V’+communication port number to which VideoBlox MVT (Multi
Channel Video Titler) is connected. Valid range: ‘V’+maximum
communication ports.

Pretext Slot
Number

Dynamic
Equalization
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This field defines the physical slot number within the pretext
subrack where the text insertion card resides. The valid range of
slot numbers is 1 – 32.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this number represents the physical
input slot for the VideoBlox analog input channel in MVT. Valid
range: 1 to 4096.
For pretext slot numbers 1 to 16 – MVT address is 1.
For pretext slot numbers 17 to 32 – MVT address is 2.
X, Y
These two fields define the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) location
of the pretext. The valid positions are 1 –13. These X and Y
coordinates are also the dynamic text coordinates where this
feature is enabled for video output channels.
Where text insertion modules that support dynamic cable equalization are utilized, this
field represents the cable length between the video input device and the switcher. Valid
DYNAMIC EQUALISATION values are 1 – 8 representing units of one hundred meters of
RG-59/BU coaxial cable.
For different coaxial cable types, the signal losses may be considerably different to the
losses of RG-59/BU (e.g. RG-8 and RG-11 have considerably lower losses). Where
different coaxial cable types are used, the DYNAMIC EQUALISATION value should be
varied to optimize image quality.
Note: If a dynamic equalization value is stated for ONE camera, then ALL cameras must
have a dynamic equalization value other than (0). Dynamic equalization serves to
improve image quality by providing compensation for cable related transmission losses,
dynamic equalization does not guarantee a maximally flat response with any given cable
distance or type.
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Source
Macro Flags

Video Fail
Slot

Start Macro

Video Inputs, Continued
This field allows for definition of the default cold boot state of the macro flags for the
current video input device.
Click on any of the fields to toggle their state. A checked field indicates the macro flag is
set TRUE. Click on the ‘All’ field to toggle the state of all macro flags.

When the Source Macro Flags are set as desired, Click on the OK button. To exit the
dialog box without making changes, click on the Cancel button.
To enable automatic video fail detection, enter the slot number where the video fail
detector module is located. This would be in the primary video input pre-selection
subrack specified earlier in the PRIMARY SUBRACK ID field. The valid subrack slot
numbers are 1 – 32. HD Series subracks (HMX32128) perform video fail detection on the
HMX128 subrack controller card, this is mapped to pseudo slots as follows:
Video Inputs
Video Fail Slot
1 – 32
11
33 – 64
12
65 – 96
13
97 – 128
14
Enter a 0 when video fail detection is not required.
NOTE: This is valid for cameras (and trunk inputs) only. For video inputs of other device
types this field will NOT accept an entry.
For VideoBlox Subrack, the Video fail slot should be 1.
The START MACRO is executed whenever a video alarm condition is detected for the
corresponding video input device.
The video alarm types are:
vIDVideo fail detection (for cameras)
DDPTZ site fail (for cameras)
DFPTZ site tamper (for cameras)

Finish
Macro
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DFVideo source related alarm (for VCRs)
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE in the Operator’s Manual for more details on the
macro functionality. The MACRO GUIDE can also be downloaded from Honeywell’s
website at the following URL address:
http://ultrak.com/Download_Registrations/Software_Downloads/Index.htm.
Type the desired macro number and press Enter on the keyboard.
The FINISH MACRO is executed whenever the video alarm condition is cleared (i.e. video
signal, PTZ site fail, is restored to normal).
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro functionality.
Type the desired macro number and press Enter on the keyboard.
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6.6

DEFINING VIDEO OUTPUTS
Selection of the Video Outputs tab opens the file for editing the properties for each
video output. The details for each field in the worksheet are described below.

Figure 6.4: Video Output Tab
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6.6

DEFINING VIDEO OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Ref

Slot

The video output reference number is purely a reference number used to
distinguish one video output device from another (regardless of the
video output device type – monitors, VCRs, etc.). The video output
reference number field is NOT a changeable field.
The slot number is used to identify the actual SLOT location of each
video output channel. In a standard configuration, the default channel
number allocations do not require any change. When one MAXPRO-Net
video system is controlling multiple partitioned video matrixes, it is
necessary to redefine slot numbers for each video matrix used.
Within HD Series subracks (MX32128) the video output channels are
mapped to slots 1 – 32 (corresponding to physical outputs 1 – 32).

Note: BE CAREFUL when redefining slot numbers. Source
grouping must be used to prevent camera selections across matrix
hardware boundaries.
Device Type

To change the slot number, type the desired number and press Enter on
the keyboard.
Each video output device has a device type to indicate to MAXPRO-Net
what selection and control parameters apply to the device. You may
either select the required device type from the list box as shown below or
by typing in the required type (most of the device types are selectable by
merely typing in the first character e.g. m or M will automatically select
Monitor).
The currently supported video output device types are as follows:
Monitor - standard video output device

VCR - video cassette recorder
Smart Device - devices such as multiplexers
Standard Device - other devices, freeze frames, etc.
Trunk - trunk video input (from a networked system)
Standby VCR - Standby VCR as used in VCR Management
When the desired device type is displayed, press Enter on the keyboard.
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Device Number

Description Text

Text Inserter
Subrack

Text Inserter
Slot

Each video output device must have a unique device number allocated
to it. This device number is unique with respect to other video outputs of
the same type and does not relate to the video output reference number
(REF) or its physical connection to the video system.
Definitions in the video output DEVICE TYPE and DEVICE NUMBER
fields allow exact selection of the video output device from a keyboard.
The valid range for device numbers is 1 – 999.
Enter the device number and press Enter on the keyboard.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the selected video
output device. It is displayed on the monitor (or other video output
channel with text insertion).
Type the desired description (up to 18 characters) and press Enter on
the Keyboard.
This field defines the address of the subrack, which contains the text
insertion card (MX208, RD200, RD205, MX205, RD220) for this video
output device. The valid range of subrack addresses is 1 – 799; a value
of 0 indicates text is not used.
Enter the desired value and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this address represents the
‘V’+communication port number to which the VideoBlox analog video
output cards are connected. Valid range: ‘V’+maximum communication
ports.
This field defines the slot number within the subrack where the text
insertion card resides. The valid range of slot numbers is 1 – 32. HD
Series hardware supports the MX208 8 channel video output/text
insertion card, the TEXT INSERTER SLOT entries correspond with the
physical video output channel of the subrack.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this number represents the physical input
location of the video output channel. Valid range: 1 to 255 for VideoBlox.
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Text Display
Status

Selecting the TEXT DISPLAY STATUS field provides for definition of the
text attributes for this video output device.

Click on the check box beside the attribute field to toggle its status. If a
check mark is present, the attribute is selected.
To select or deselect all attributes, click on the Select All or Deselect All
button. When the desired attributes are selected, click on the OK button.
To exit the dialog box without making changes to the attributes, click on
the Cancel button.

S.. the 'black shadow' flag, when enabled, will add a leading
BLACK shadow to the WHITE text.
B.. the 'solid background' flag, when enabled, will make the
entire text window background BLACK.
R.. the 'reverse black/white' flag, when enabled, will reverse
the allocation of BLACK and WHITE.
D.. the 'double height' flag, when enabled, will DOUBLE the
text height.
F.. the 'flash' flag, when enabled, will allow the text to flash
continuously on screen.
E.. the 'Enhanced-text' flag, when enabled, will allow an
Enhanced Text Card (RD-205) to be used on this channel.
H.. the 'hidden-text' flag, when enabled, will allow a
SMARTEXT™ Card (RD-220) to be used on this channel. (This
will replace the 'E' flag)
X, Y
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These two fields define the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) location of the
onscreen text, valid positions are 1 –13. A value of 0 in both of these
fields enables the dynamic text positioning function, whereby text will be
positioned according to the X and Y coordinates specified in the
PRETEXT fields of the currently selected video input device.
Enter the desired value and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Enable Text Line

Time Out

Net Device

Default Video
Input

Selecting the ENABLE TEXT LINE field allows for configuration of the text
lines to be displayed on the current video output device.

Click on the check boxes beside the selections to toggle their status. A
check mark in the box indicates it is selected. Click on OK when
selections are as desired. To Deselect All, left mouse click on Deselect
All. To exit the Enable Text Line dialog box without making any changes,
click on Cancel.
When a video monitor (or other video output device) is not being used it
is sometimes desirable to remove the displayed picture from the monitor,
leaving a blank screen. The system will try to select the BLANK video
input defined in the video input table so a Black Video Source could be
displayed. If no BLANK input is defined, then the system will only remove
the text insertion window, leaving the actual picture on display.
The display time-out period can be set from 1 – 999 seconds. Enter a
zero (0) in this field if the display time out function is not required.
When the current video output device is actually connected to another
MAXPRO-Net system within a network configuration, the NET DEVICE
field is used to specify the exact location and reference for the video
output device.
e.g.
#03:M12
the actual monitor resides on network node 3
and is defined there as monitor 12.
LINK
signifies that status changes and actions
performed on the current video output device
will be broadcast on the network.
For more details, please refer to the NETWORKING section of the
Commissioning Manual.
This field allows definition of the video input device to be selected to the
current video output device when the MAXPRO-Net system is first
powered up.
Enter the video input Device Type (as a single letter) followed by the
logical device number 1 – 9999 of the video input device required and
press Enter on the keyboard.
e.g.
C12 .. camera 12 or
C999 .. camera 999 or
R23 .. VCR 23

Note: The selected video input must be of a suitable source
group for this video output channel.
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Sequence

Status

Output Lock

Source Group

Each video output device may be configured with any one of the 999
video scan sequences as a default scan sequence. Enter 0 if a default is
not required.
Note: If a scan sequence number greater than 100 is used, make sure
that it has been defined in the scan sequence table before booting the
MAXPRO-Net video environment.
When a video output device is to automatically begin running a scan
sequence (at power-on), the scan status must be specified in this field.
Select 'Run' to automatically begin running the default scan sequence
number. Select 'Halt' if the default scan sequence specified should not
automatically start.
Video output devices may be locked to prevent changing to another
video input device. This field defines the default power up lock status for
the current video output device.
The lock status may be changed from the system menu using MaxMon
while MAXPRO-Net is running and via macro control.
Each video output device may be granted access to any of the source
groups, which are allocated to every video input device. This allows the
system to control which video output channels have access to which
video inputs. Due to hardware restrictions some monitors may only be
able to access certain video inputs. Source groups are also used to
partition video input selections for specific operators.
When the Source Group field is selected, the field changes to a Display
Icon.
Click on the Display Icon to view the Output Source Access table.

Click on a check box to toggle the source group access state. Click on
the All button to toggle all check boxes. Click on the numbered button
(1, 2, 3, etc.) to the left of a horizontal row to toggle all the check boxes
in a horizontal row. Click on the numbered button (0, 10, 20, etc.) at the
top of a row of vertical check boxes to toggle all the check boxes in a
vertical row.
A check mark in the box indicates the video output device has access to
a source group.
Click OK to save changes. Click Cancel to exit the display without
saving changes.
Rev. B
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Alarm Group

The display of alarms on video output devices may be tailored through
entries in the Display Alarm Group panel. Each field, if selected, will allow
the display of alarms from that alarm group on the current video output
device.

Click on a check box to toggle the alarm display state. Left click on the
All button to toggle all check boxes. Click on the numbered button (1, 2,
3, etc.) to the left of a horizontal row to toggle all the check boxes in a
horizontal row. Click on the numbered button (0, 10, 20, etc.) at the top
of a row of vertical check boxes to toggle all the check boxes in a vertical
row.
A check mark in the box indicates the alarm group is selected.
Click OK to save changes. Click Cancel to exit the display without
saving changes.
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Video Outputs
The total number of video outputs allowed in a MAXPRO-Net system is 999.
Keyboard

Macro Flags

Rev. B

Keyboard access to each video output device is configurable through
entries in the Channel Access panel, each of the 99 keyboards may be
given access by selecting its corresponding field.

Click on a check box to toggle the channel access state. Left click on the
All button to toggle all check boxes. Left click on the numbered button
(1, 2, 3, etc.) to the left of a horizontal row to toggle all the check boxes
in a horizontal row. Left click on the numbered button (0, 10, 20, etc.) at
the top of a row of vertical check boxes to toggle all the check boxes in a
vertical row.
A check mark in the box indicates the keyboard has access to the video
output device.
Click OK to save changes. Click Cancel to exit the display without
saving changes.
This field allows for definition of the default cold boot state of the macro
flags for the current video output device.
Click on a check box to toggle its state. Left click on the All button to
toggle the state of all macro flags. A check mark in the box indicates the
macro flag is set TRUE. When the desired macro flags are set, click on
the OK button. To exit the dialog box without making changes, click on
the Cancel button.
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6.7

DEFINING SEQUENCE TABLES
Sequence tables store arrays of automatic camera selections. These sequences may be
run on any output video channel. The sequences may also be used as index/lookup
tables for macro programming.
A total of 999 separate scan sequences can be created in the system, each of which can
contain ninety-nine (99) entries.
Selection of the Sequence Tables tab opens the file for defining sequences. The details
for each field in the file are described below.

Figure 6.5: Sequence Table Tab
Sequence Tables
SEQ
Type

This field serves as a reference number/identifier for the sequence table;
it is not a changeable field.
There are three kinds of sequence types available:
Scan - During a SCAN sequence operation, camera selection entries are
wrapped around when the end of the scan sequence is reached.
This mode of operation continues until the scan sequence is halted.
Tour - During a TOUR sequence, the scan sequence is stepped through
only once.
Index - When INDEX is selected for this field, it indicates that the table is
used to hold information for complex macro programming.
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Sequence Tables
Source Group

Description Text
Sequence
Locked
Dwell / 00

01 to 99

Rev. B

Each Scan sequence or Tour sequence may be allocated a source
group number, this allows the system to control which video output
channels have access to which scan sequences. Source groups are
useful for partitioning access for specific operators.
Note: The default source group is 0, the range of allowable source
groups is 0 – 99.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the scan sequence. It
is displayed on a monitor (or other video output channel with text
insertion) whenever the scan sequence is selected.
This field provides for control of MAXPRO-Net run-time editing of the
scan sequence. If Yes is entered in this field, then editing from
keyboards is disabled; the default value is No (editing allowed).
When the sequence type is Scan or Tour, this field defines the dwell
time, in seconds, each camera will be displayed before automatically
advancing to the next camera. Valid dwell periods are 1 – 99 seconds.
If the sequence type is defined as Index, then this field becomes table
position 0. The range of entry values is 0 – 9999.
When the sequence type is Scan or Tour, these fields define which
cameras will be automatically displayed. Valid camera numbers are 1 –
9999.
If the sequence type is defined as Index, then these fields are available
for data entry/storage. The range of entry values is 0 – 9999.
Note:
You can shift the cell data of the SetMax columns to left or right.
If you select any cell (in columns starting 01 to 99 under the Sequence
table tab) and press Alt+Insert, then all data in the following cells of the
row shifts by one column right.
And, if you select any cell (in columns starting 01 to 99 under the
Sequence table tab) and press Alt+Delete, then all data in the following
cells of the row shifts by one column left.
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6.8

DEFINING CCTV KEYBOARDS
Selection of the CCTV Keyboards tab allows the user to edit the properties for each
keyboard. The details for each property are described below.

Figure 6.6: CCTV Keyboard Tab
CCTV Keyboards
KB ID

Description
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Every keyboard in the system must have a unique ID number in the range 1 –
99. The Keyboard ID field is for reference only and is NOT a changeable field.
Note: Keyboard ID 100 represents the system keyboard. By default this
keyboard can access and control all monitors. It can be signed off if not
required.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the keyboard. It is
displayed on the currently selected video output device if the current operator
is not selected for display (i.e., the operator has not logged on to the
keyboard).
Enter an 18-character description in the field and press Enter on the
keyboard.
Note: The Operator’s name is enabled for display from the keyboard
operator’s table.
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CCTV Keyboards
Keyboard Enable

To enable a keyboard to operate the video system, select YES from the list
box in the Keyboard Enable field. Selecting NO disables the keyboard, but
will leave all other configuration details for that keyboard intact so it can be
enabled again at a later date.
The selection can also be made by typing Y for yes or N for no, then pressing
Enter on the keyboard.

Default Monitor

This field allows definition of the selected monitor when the MAXPRO-Net
system is first powered up. This means the keyboard can immediately select
a video input device for display without first having to select a monitor. Valid
default monitor values are 1 – 999. A value of 0 means no default monitor
selection has been made. Enter a value in the field and press Enter on the
keyboard.
This field specifies which operator number is automatically logged onto the
keyboard when the MAXPRO-Net system is first powered up. Valid values are
1 – 99. A value of 0 means no default operator has been selected for this
keyboard, and in this case operators would have to manually sign on before
using the keyboard. Enter the desired value in the field and press Enter on
the keyboard.

Default Operator
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CCTV Keyboards
LCD Mode

Selecting the LCD MODE field allows for configuration of the LCD display
mode required for this keyboard. Click on a selection field to select that mode
and clear the other selections. When the box to the left of the selection
contains a check mark, the mode is selected. The possible selections are
described below.

No Auto LCD support – the MAXPRO-Net video system will not automatically
send text to the keyboard LCD.
Monitor / Camera – the video output device description text, and the video
input channel device description are displayed on the LCD.
Camera / Time–Date – the video input device description and the current time
and date are displayed on the LCD.
Current Alarm – the active alarm description as displayed on the currently
selected video output device is displayed on the LCD.
Message Mode – the message prompt and mode information lines (eg.
Warning messages, scanning, setting views etc) are displayed on the
LCD.
After selecting the desired mode, click on the OK button. To exit the dialog
box without changing the current mode, click on Cancel.
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CCTV Keyboards
Audible Status

Selecting the Audible Status field allows for configuration of audible keyboard
prompts. Click on the box to the left of the selection to toggle its status. A
check mark in the box to the left of the prompt indicates the option is
selected.

Key Click – the keyboard beeps in response to every key press.
Joystick Click – the keyboard beeps in response to any joystick movement.
Warning Prompt - the keyboard buzzes in response to warning messages
(eg. trying to pan / tilt a fixed camera).
Alarm Prompt – The keyboard will beep continuously in response to an alarm
message, until the alarm is cleared.

Post Event Macro
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Deadman Tone – keyboard will beep if keyboard is not used for specific
amount of time as defined by keyboard operator section.
To deselect all audible keyboard prompts, click on the Deselect All button,
then click on OK.
When done selecting audible prompts, click on the OK button.
To exit the field without changing the current settings, click on the Cancel
button.
This field defines the macro sequence that will be executed following
keyboard activity of the type specified in the Post Event Flags.
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CCTV Keyboards
Post Event Flags

Selecting the POST EVENT FLAGS field allows for selecting the type of
events that will trigger the POST EVENT MACRO. Click on a selection field to
toggle selecting and deselecting an event that will trigger the Post Event
Macro. The possible events are described below.

Monitor Select – the post event macro is executed every time a monitor is
selected.
Source Select – the post event macro is executed every time a vide input
device is selected.
Source Changed – the post event macro is executed every time a different
video input device is selected on the keyboard’s current monitor.
PTZ Control – the post event macro is executed every time the keyboard is
used for control of a pan / tilt camera.
VCR Control – the post event macro is executed every time the keyboard is
used for control of a VCR.
All keys – the post event macro is executed for every key press on the
keyboard.

Device Macro
Flags

To select or deselect all events, click on the Select All or Deselect All button.
When done selecting events, click on the OK button.
To exit the field without changing the current selections, click on the Cancel
button.
This field allows for definition of the default cold boot state of the macro flags
for the current keyboard.

These macro flags can be set, cleared and tested from within the macro
programming environment. They are not normally used and would usually be
left blank. Click on any field to toggle its state. A checked field indicates the
macro flag is set TRUE. Click on the ‘All’ button to toggle the state of all
macro flags. When done setting the macro flags, click on OK. To leave the
macro flags dialog box with making any changes, click on Cancel.
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6.9

DEFINING INTERCEPT KEYBOARD KEYS
Selection of the Intercept Keyboard Keys tab allows the user to edit all the keyboard
keys. Any key press can be intercepted and reprogrammed to execute macro
sequences or mimic other keys. The details of each of the properties are described
below.

Figure 6.7: Intercept Keyboard Key Tab
Intercept Keyboard Keys
REF
Key Code

Description
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The intercept keyboard keys reference number is purely a reference
number used to distinguish one key from another. The intercept keyboard
keys reference number field is NOT a changeable field
In this field enter the key code of the key that is to be intercepted. For a
complete list of keyboard key codes, please refer to Appendix A located in
the Commissioning Manual. If the key code entered in this field has a
default description, it is automatically displayed in the description field.
Enter the desired key code, then press Enter on the keyboard.
If the key code field has been left blank, the key to be intercepted can be
selected by its description. For example, entering <CAM> in the
description field will automatically insert 73 in the key code field. The
description can then be modified to indicate the new key function required.
The description is used purely for reference and has no effect on system
operation. Enter the desired description and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Intercept Keyboard Keys
Keyboard

The keyboard ID number to which the key intercept applies is selected by
clicking on the keyboard field. Click on any of the fields to toggle the
selected keyboard. For example to select keyboard 11, the box in column
10, row 1 should be checked (see shaded check box in the illustration
below.
When a box contains a check mark it indicates the key intercept applies to

Key Replacement
Macro

Key Release Macro
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that keyboard. To select or deselect all keyboards, click on the All button.
When all desired keyboards are selected and deselected, click on the OK
button. To exit the keyboard dialog box with making any changes, click on
the Cancel button
When the specified key press on the selected keyboards is detected, the
KEY REPLACEMENT MACRO is executed. This can be used to perform
automatic system control functions.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE in the Operator’s Manual for more details
on the macro functionality.
Enter the desired key replacement macro and press Enter on the keyboard.
When the specified key on the selected keyboards is released, the KEY
RELEASE MACRO is executed. This can be used to perform automatic
system control functions.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro
functionality.
Enter the desired key release macro and press Enter on the keyboard.
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6.10 DEFINING KEYBOARD OPERATOR
In large video systems it may be necessary to have several operator access levels.
Selection of the Keyboard Operators tab allows for direct editing of all the properties for
each system operator. The details of each of the properties are described below.

Figure 6.8: Keyboard Operator Tab
Keyboard Operators
Operator Number
Operator Name

The Operator Number is purely a reference number used to distinguish one
operator or group of operators from another. The operator number field is NOT a
changeable field.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the current operator. It is
displayed on a monitor (or other video output channel with text insertion)
whenever that operator uses a keyboard.
Enter up to an 18-character description and press Enter on the keyboard.

Note: The ‘Display Name’ in the OPERATOR PRIVILEGES field must be
enabled for the name to be displayed. Otherwise the description of the
keyboard is displayed.

Pin Number
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If this field is left blank, the operator can sign on to control the video system
without entering a pin number. However, if there is a requirement to restrict
operator access from certain system functions then a pin code of up to 4 digits
can be entered in this field.
If applicable, enter a 4-digit pin number and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Keyboard Operators
Keyboard Access

Operator Priority

Keyboard Timeout
Period
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The keyboards to which the operator has access are selected by clicking the
Keyboard Access field. Click on the check box to select or deselect a keyboard.
If the box contains a check mark, the keyboard is selected. To select or
deselect all keyboards, click on the All button.

When all desired keyboards are selected (or deselected), click on the OK
button. If no changes are desired, click on Cancel to exit the dialog box.
The Operator Priority field is used to determine the priority of one operator over
another. Operator priorities are used by the system if more than one operator is
trying to select a monitor, control a camera or perform some other video system
function such as controlling a VCR. Valid values for this field are 0 – 99. 0
indicates exclusive access. 1 indicates highest priority, 99 indicates lowest
priority. Priority conflicts are detailed in the table below:
Priority Conflict
Operation Outcome
Higher versus lower
The higher priority operator displaces the lower
priority operator from the monitor
Same priority levels
Both operators have equal and concurrent access to
the monitor.
Exclusive versus any
The exclusive priority operator always displaces any
other
other priority from the monitor except for another
exclusive priority.
Exclusive versus
The first exclusive priority operator will prevent the
exclusive
other from accessing the monitor on a first in, first
served basis.
The above rules also apply when controlling a device such as a PTZ camera or
VCR, even when operators have selected the device to different monitors.
Priorities for device control are only asserted when a keyboard action (e.g. Pan
left) occurs, not when the device is selected for display.
Enter the desired value in the field and press Enter on the keyboard.
The number in this field indicates the keyboard timeout period in seconds. A
different timeout period can be defined for each operator. When an operator
hasn’t used a keyboard for this period, the keyboard is deselected from its
current monitor. This allows other lower priority operators’ access to the
monitor. Valid entries are 1 to 255 seconds. A 0 in this field disables the
keyboard timeout period.
Enter the desired timeout period and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Keyboard Operators
Auto Sign-Off Period

Source Group
Access

A number in this field indicates the operator sign-off period in minutes. If a
keyboard has not been used for this time period, the operator is automatically
signed off. Valid entries are 1 to 99 minutes. A zero (0) in this field disables the
auto sign-off period.
Enter the desired sign-off period and press Enter on the keyboard.
Each operator may be granted access to any of the video input source groups.
This field is used to restrict operators from viewing video input devices in
selected source groups.

Click on the check box to select or deselect an operator source group access.
To select all or deselect all source groups, click on the All button. If the box
contains a check mark it indicates the operator has access to the source group.
When the source groups are selected or deselected as desired, click on the OK
button. To exit the dialog box without making any changes, click on the Cancel
button.
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Keyboard Operators
Alarm Group Access

This field allows for the selection of the alarm groups the operator has access to.
If the box is checked, the operator can clear alarms in the specified alarm group.

To select or deselect all Alarm Groups, click on the All button.
Click on any of the check boxes to toggle the selected alarm group access. For
example to give an operator access to alarm group 79, click on the check box in
column 70, row 9 until there is a check mark in the box.
When done selecting or deselecting, click on the OK button. To exit the dialog
box without making any changes, click on the Cancel button.
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Operator Privileges

Keyboard Operators
Selecting this field brings up a Display Icon. Click on the Display Icon to access
the Operator Privileges dialog box. The available operator privileges are
described below. Click on the checkbox beside the privilege to select and
deselect the privilege. When a check mark is displayed in the check box, the
privilege is selected.

Configuration Privileges
Display Name - When enabled (check box checked) displays the Operator
Name on the currently selected monitor.
Swap PTZ Up/Down – When enabled this reverses the up/down control of a
pan/tilt camera when it is being used by this operator.
Multiple Sign On – When enabled allows the current operator to be signed on to
more than one keyboard at a time.
Access Privileges
Scan Set – When enabled allows the operator to edit scan sequences.
User Macro Set – Allows the operator to create user keyboard macros.
Camera View Set – Allows the operator to set PTZ camera views.
Control Privileges
This section allows the configuration of the operator privileges for controlling
system input and output devices.
Camera PTZ – allows the operator to control camera PTZ functions.
Video Recorder – allows the operator to control VCR functions.
Standard Device Functions – allows the operator to control standard device
(e.g. Freeze frame) functions.
Smart Device Functions - allows the operator to control smart device (e.g.
multiplexer) functions.
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Keyboard Operators
Operator Privileges
Menu Access Tab

To open the Menu Access dialog box, click on the Menu Access Tab in the
Operator Privileges Dialog Box. Click on the check box beside the privilege to
select and deselect the privilege. When the box to the left of the privilege
contains a check mark, the privilege is enabled.

Video Matrix Menu
This dialog box allows configuration of operator access to video input and
output device options that can be altered from the system menu.
Vinput Disable – when enabled allows the operator to enable or disable video
input devices. A disabled video input device cannot be displayed on any
video output device by any operator.
Vinput Control Lock/Unlock – when enabled allows the operator to lock or
unlock controls of video input devices. A locked video input device cannot
be controlled by any operator.
Scan Sequence Lock/Unlock – when enabled allows the operator to lock or
unlock scan sequences. When locked MAXPRO-Net run time editing of
scan sequences is disabled.
Voutput Source Lock/Unlock – when enabled allows the operator to lock or
unlock video outputs. A locked video output device cannot have any other
video input device selected to it for display by any operator.
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Keyboard Operators
Other Menu
This dialog box allows for configuration of operator access to other system
menu options.
Set Clock – when enabled allows the operator to set the system time and date.
Change Pin – when enabled allows the operator to change the PIN of all system
operators.
Alarm Enable Disable– when enabled allows the operator to enable or disable
system alarms.
User Macro Lock / Unlock – when enabled allows the operator to lock or unlock
user macros. When locked MAXPRO-Net run time editing of user macros is
disabled.
Sign Off – when enabled allows the operator to sign off from a video keyboard.
Status Information – when enabled allows the operator to change the current
video system status.
System Configuration – when enabled allows the operator to run the Windows
SetMax configuration editor, save the current system environment as the
default settings, or exit to Windows.

Sign On Macro

Sign Off Macro
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When all operator privileges are set, click on the OK button. To exit the
Operator Privileges dialog box without making any changes, click on the Cancel
button.
The SIGN ON MACRO is executed whenever the operator first signs on to a
keyboard.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro functionality.
Enter the desired macro and press Enter on the keyboard.
The SIGN OFF MACRO is executed whenever the operator signs off from a
keyboard.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro functionality.
Enter the desired macro and press Enter on the keyboard.
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6.11 DEFINING EXTERNAL ALARM INPUT
Selection of the External Alarm Inputs tab allows for direct editing of all the properties
for each alarm input. The details of each of the properties are described below.

Figure 6.9: External Alarm Input Tab
External Alarm Inputs
Alarm
Alarm Group

Description
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The Alarm number is purely a reference number used to distinguish one
alarm input from another. The alarm number field is NOT a changeable field.
The alarm group number is used for targeting alarm messages onto video
output devices. When an alarm is detected, the alarm group number is used
to determine which video output device will display the associated alarm
message text. Valid values are 0–99.
Enter the desired alarm group number and press Enter on the keyboard.
Note: Alarm groups 1 – 99 can display alarm message text onto video
output channels. Alarm group 0 is always a non-displayable alarm group.
Alarms in this group are not handled by the alarm stack manager.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the alarm input. It is
displayed as the alarm message text, on every video output device that has
been selected to display the associated alarm group.
Enter up to an 18-character description and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Subrack ID

Subrack Slot

Camera Number

Alarm Input

Alarm Normal
State

External Alarm Inputs
Specifies the subrack ID number where the alarm input module resides. The
valid range is 1 – 99. If a high level or mimic panel alarm is being used, the
number is prefixed with an “H”. If a keyboard alarm is being used, the
number is prefixed with a “K”.
Enter the Subrack ID and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this ID represents the ‘V’+communication port
number to which the VideoBlox alarm concentrator AVBPIT is connected.
Valid range: ‘V’+maximum communication ports.
This field defines the slot number within the control subrack where the alarm
input module resides. Valid slot numbers are 1 – 32 for I/O and combination
video/I/O subracks, and 15 – 17 for HD Series subracks.
Enter the subrack slot number and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this number represents the alarm concentrator
AVBPIT number. Valid range: 0 to 255.
If the alarm input is located at a remote PTZ site, then the camera number of
that remote PTZ must be specified. Entering data in this field will clear the
Subrack ID and Subrack Slot fields. Valid camera numbers are 1 – 9999.
This field should be set to zero (0) when an alarm input module in a subrack
is used.
Enter a camera number or zero (0) and press Enter on the keyboard.
There are 8 separate alarm inputs for every subrack slot defined as an alarm
input slot. The actual alarm input used must be specified.
Note: If an HD system is being used, alarm inputs are available on the
MX4248 module. The pseudo slot and alarm input numbers that have to be
entered into the external alarm inputs table are as follows:
Alarm Inputs HMX4248 Alarm Inputs (Setmax) Subrack Slot (Setmax)
1–8
1–8
15
9 – 16
1–8
16
17 – 24
1–8
17
Enter the alarm input number and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this represents the physical alarm input slot
number from AVBPIT alarm concentrator. Valid range: 1 to 255.
This field defines the normal (i.e. non-active) state of each alarm input. It can
be set to either open or closed. You may either select the required alarm
normal state from the list box as shown below or by typing in either ‘O’ for
open or ‘C’ for closed.

When the desired state is displayed in the field, press Enter on the
keyboard.
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External Alarm Inputs
Operating Mode

Selecting the Operating Mode field displays a submenu. Each alarm input
can operate in one of 3 different modes, direct, latched, or toggle. Each
mode is described below.
Direct - The alarm condition activates or de-activates when it physically
changes state, or is set or cleared with macros.
Latched – Once triggered the alarm will remain active until it is reset
manually using the alarm clear key on the keyboard.
Toggle – The first time the alarm is triggered it becomes active, the next time
it is cleared.
You may either select the required operating mode from the list box as
shown below or by typing in the first letter of the required option.

Alarm Disable

When the desired mode is highlighted in the list box or in the field, press
Enter on the keyboard.
When the MAXPRO-Net system starts running, each alarm can be either
enabled or disabled by default.
Yes – disables the alarm
No – enables the alarm
You may either select the required alarm disabled state from the list box as
shown below or by typing in the first letter (N or Y) of the required option.

When the field contains the desired alarm state, press Enter on the
keyboard.
Note: Any alarm can be enabled or disabled while the system is running by
using the system menu, or by executing a preprogrammed macro
sequence.
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External Alarm Inputs
Network Alarm

Alarm Start Macro

Alarm Finish Macro
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When the current alarm input is actually connected to another MAXPRO-Net
system within a network configuration, the NETWORK ALARM field is used
to specify the exact location and reference for the alarm input device.
e.g.
#03:A1234
- the actual alarm input resides on network node 3
and is defined on node 3 as alarm 1234.
LINK
- signifies that status changes of the current alarm
input will be broadcast on the network.
For more details, please refer to the NETWORKING section of the user’s
guide.
Enter the location and reference for the alarm input (if applicable) and press
Enter on the keyboard.
When an alarm condition is detected for an alarm input, the ALARM START
MACRO is executed. This can be used to perform automatic system control
functions.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro
functionality.
Enter the desired macro number in the field and press Enter on the
keyboard.
When a detected alarm input returns to its normal state, the ALARM FINISH
MACRO is executed.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro
functionality.
Enter the desired macro number and press Enter on the keyboard.
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6.12 DEFINING AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUT
Selection of the Auxiliary Control Outputs tab allows for direct editing of all the
properties for each control output. The details of each of the properties are described
below.

Figure 6.10: Auxiliary Control Output Tab
Auxiliary Control Outputs
Control Output
Number
Description
Subrack ID
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The Control Output Number is purely a reference number used to
distinguish one control output from another. The control output number field
is NOT a changeable field.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the control output. It is
not used by MAXPRO-Net at all and it is purely for operator reference.
Enter up to an 18-character description and press Enter on the keyboard.
Specifies the subrack ID number where the control output module resides.
The valid range is 1 – 99. If a high level or mimic panel output is being used,
the number is prefixed with an “H”. If a keyboard output is being used the
number is prefixed with a “K”.
Enter the subrack ID number and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this represents the ‘V’+communication port
number to which the VideoBlox alarm concentrator AVBPIT is connected.
Valid range: ‘V’+maximum communication ports.
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Auxiliary Control Outputs
Subrack Slot

Remote Camera
Number

Output Bit

Network Auxiliary
Output
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This field defines the slot number within the control subrack where the
control output module resides. Valid slot numbers are 1 – 32 for I/O and
combination video/I/O subracks, and 1 for HD Series subracks.
Enter the slot number and press Enter on the keyboard.
For VideoBlox Subrack, this represents the physical control input slot
number from AVBPIT alarm concentrator. Valid range: 1 to 255.
If the control output is located at a remote PTZ site, then the camera number
of that remote PTZ must be specified. Entering data in this field will clear the
Subrack ID and Subrack Slot fields. Valid camera numbers are 1 – 9999.
This field should be set to zero (0) when a control output module in a
subrack is used.
Enter the camera number (if applicable) or 0 in the field and press Enter on
the keyboard.
Note: This field is not applicable for VideoBlox subracks
Selecting this field brings up a dialog box, which allows configuration of the
separate output circuit (called output bits) being used.

Click on the check box (to the left of an output bit) to toggle its state. If the
box to the left of the output bit contains a check mark, the bit is controlled by
the Auxiliary Control Output. Each control output defined in SetMax can
control 1 or more output bits. Click on the “Select All” button in the dialog
box for all 8 output bits to be controlled by a single Auxiliary Control Output.
When the current auxiliary control output is actually connected to another
MAXPRO-Net system within a network configuration, the NETWORK
AUXILIARY OUTPUT field is used to specify the exact location and reference
for the Auxiliary Control Output.
e.g.
#03:X1234 - the actual output resides on network node 3 and is
defined there as control output 1234.
LINK
- signifies that status changes of the current control
output will be broadcast on the network.
For more details, please refer to the NETWORKING section of the user’s
guide.
If applicable, enter the network location, and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Auxiliary Control Outputs
Output Default
State

When the MAXPRO-Net system starts running, each control output can be
set to On or Off by default. You may either select the required output default
state from the list box as shown below or by typing in the required option.

When the desired state is displayed in the field, press Enter on the
keyboard.
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6.13 DEFINING SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY
Selection of the System Macro Library tab allows for direct editing of all user-defined
System Macros. By default this table will be blank, as System Macros are not required
for basic system operation. However, the power of the MAXPRO-Net system lies in the
ability to customize system operation using these System Macros. Most system macros
are initiated from other sources.
eg : External Alarm Inputs -> Alarm start macro. The system macro library is an
extended list of sequences that can be called as required from these other sources.

Figure 6.11: System Macro Library Tab
System Macro Library
Ref

Description
Macro Execution
Sequence
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The system macro library reference number is purely a reference number
used to distinguish one system macro from another. The MAXPRO-Net
system will CALL a system macro by its reference number. The System
macro library reference number field is NOT a changeable field.
The description text is used to label the system macros. It is not used by
the system at all and is for reference only.
This field contains the actual macro execution sequence. It contains the
key press sequence or special macro commands required to perform the
required function. It can also call other system macros if required.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for details on the macro functionality.
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6.14 DEFINING SPECIAL PARAMETER
Selection of the Special Parameters tab allows for direct editing of all the special
system parameters. These fields default to values that are satisfactory for most video
system applications. The details of each of the properties are described below.

Figure 6.12: Special Parameter Tab
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Special Parameters
Text Type /
Height

The rows on the table represent the different text type and heights that
can be selected for display. Five (5) lines of normal height text or three
(3) lines of double height text can be displayed.
Monitor Normal – Normal height text displayed on monitors.
Monitor Double – Double height text displayed on monitors.
VCR/Other Normal – Normal height text displayed on VCRs and other
video output devices.
VCR/Other Double – Double height test displayed on VCRs and other
video output devices.
Pretext Normal – Normal height text inserted by pretext subracks.
Pretext Double – Double height text inserted by pretext subracks.

Information
Lines

The columns on the table represent the types of information that are
displayed as text. Not all information line types are available for every
text type and height.
Real Time Clock Line – Defines the line the Real Time Clock is displayed.
Video Source Description – Defines the line the Video Input device
description is displayed.
Monitor/Keyboard Description – Defines the line the Monitor description
is displayed. When an operator selects the monitor this text is
replaced with either the Keyboard description or the Operator
description.
Mode Line – Defines the line where the Mode text (eg. Scan mode) is
displayed.
Message Line – Defines the line where the Message Line text (eg.
Warning message) is displayed.
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Pretext Status

Special Parameters
Selecting the PRETEXT STATUS field provides for definition of the text
attributes for all pretext modules being used in the system. Click on the
button next to Pretext Status to open the pretext display box.

Note: All pretext modules in the system must be either standard
or enhanced type. It is not possible to mix types. This does not
apply to post text modules, which are defined, in the video outputs
section.

Click on a feature to select or deselect it. If the box beside the feature
contains a check mark, the feature is selected. You can select either the
Enhanced Text Card or the Hidden Text Card, but not both. The Shadow
and Double Height features can both be selected for either type text
card.
Click on the Select All button to select all the features. Note: The Select
All button selects the Hidden Text Card with Double Height and Shadow
features selected. If all features are selected, Click on the Deselect All
button to deselect all features.
When the Pretext Display Status is set as desired, Click on the OK
button. If you want to exit the dialog box without making changes, click
on Cancel.
Enable Alarm
Stack

The alarm stack is used to process and cycle all active alarms. Click on
the Enable Alarm Stack field to toggle the Alarm Stack state. If the field
contains a check mark, the alarm stack is enabled.

Video Level Fail

This field sets the detection period time in seconds that will elapse
before a video level failure is reported. Valid values are 0 (immediate) to
30 seconds.
Enter the desired value in the field and press Enter on the keyboard.

Note: A video sync loss is detected immediately and is not
affected by the value in the video level fail field.
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Printer Errorlog
Reporting

Special Parameters
If a printer is connected to the MAXPRO-Net Server, it can be enabled to
automatically report alarm events, operator sign on/off and error log
messages. Click on the Printer - Errorlog Reporting field to set these
options.

Printer Reporting Tab
Alarm Group – enter the range of alarm groups (1-99) that will be
reported to the printer. For a print out of all groups, type ALL in this
field.

Note: If automatic event printing is not required, but access to
the printer is still needed from within the macro environment,
enter an unused alarm group number in the alarm group field.
Errorlog Printing – If this field contains a checkmark, error log messages
are sent to the printer. The type of error log messages sent to the
printer can be defined by clicking on the ERRORLOG REPORTING
tab.
Sign On/Off – If this field contains a checkmark, all operators that sign
on and off the system are reported to the printer.
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Special Parameters
Printer Errorlog
Reporting

Network Node
ID

Master Network
Clock

Errorlog Reporting Tab
The types of error log messages sent to the printer are defined by
clicking the Errorlog Reporting tab. Click on any field to select and
deselect the error log reporting state.

When the Printer – Errorlog Reporting settings are as desired, click on
the OK button. To exit the Reports setting dialog box without making
any changes, click on the Cancel button.
When several MAXPRO-Net systems are connected together in a
network, each system is given a unique network node ID number. Valid
network node numbers are 1 – 255. For a single video system this value
should be zero (0).
Enter the network node number or zero in the field and press Enter on
the keyboard.
Note: The "Network node ID" will not be live updated to the server.
Click this field to select this node in a networked system to be the master
clock. If this field is selected, once each hour, all other network nodes
will have the time and date synchronized to this node’s clock.

Note: Only one network node in the system is permitted to be the
master clock source.
Real-Time Clock
Accuracy
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A value can be entered in this field to correct drift in the real-time clock.
After the video system is installed and operational, the number of
seconds gained or lost should be measured over a 24-hour period.
Enter the number of seconds lost or gained in this field. The correction
factor is entered using “+” for gained time, and “–“ for lost time. Press
Enter on the keyboard when the desired value is displayed.
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Special Parameters
Equipment
Polling – Failed
Macro

The MAXPRO-Net Server can poll various types of equipment in the
video system. Click on the Equipment Polling – Fail Macro: tab to select
the type of equipment that is polled and the macro sequence that
executes when that equipment fails to respond to a poll message.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro
functionality.

Types of equipment that can be polled are:
Subracks
High Level Interfaces / Mimic Panels
Keyboards

Cold Boot
Macro

Warm Boot
Macro
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Network nodes
Click on a field to toggle the selected equipment polling status. Enter the
desired macro in the Equipment Fail Macro field you want the system to
execute when an equipment type fails.
Click on the OK button when the desired equipment settings are
selected. To exit the Equipment Setting dialog box without making
changes, click on the Cancel button.
When the MAXPRO-Net Server is powered up or reset, the COLD BOOT
macro sequence will be executed following all normal system and
equipment initialization.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE in the Operator’s Manual for more
details on the macro functionality.
Enter the desired macro in the field and press Enter on the keyboard.
Note: Cold Boot can be initiated from setmax (Toolbar button).
When the MAXPRO-Net Server receives a reset command the WARM
BOOT macro sequence will be executed following all normal system and
equipment initialization.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE in the Operator’s Manual for more
details on the macro functionality.
Enter the desired macro in the field and press Enter on the keyboard.
Note: Warm Boot can be initiated from setmax (Toolbar button).
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Special Parameters
Trunk STEAL
Criteria

Video trunk lines are used to carry video signals from one video system
to another. These trunk lines are managed automatically by the
MAXPRO-Net system to service the video selection demands of
operators. It is possible to run out of video trunk lines and the TRUNK
STEAL CRITERIA tab allows for selection of the action that occurs under
this congestion condition.

The field contains a drop-menu with the possible selections:
Priority Level – An operator can steal a trunk from another operator
with a lower priority.
On Alarm Only – A trunk can be stolen if an alarm condition causes a
system macro to make a video selection. An operator cannot steal
from another, regardless of priority.

Forward Net
Broadcast
Check Batch
File
MAXPRO-Net
Language

Never Steal – Trunks are assigned on a first come first serve basis,
regardless of operator priorities.
click on the desired selection.
In network environments, it may be required to suppress the forwarding
of incoming broadcast messages.
Click on the field to toggle selecting and deselecting the forward network
broadcast status.
This feature is currently unavailable.
The MAXPRO-Net video system can display text messages in several
different languages. Click on the MAXPRO-Net Language field to select
the required language. A pull-down menu displays the possible
selections.

Click on the desired language.
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Special Parameters
Default Test
Mode

The MAXPRO-Net Server has a video output, known as the menu output,
which usually displays the System Configuration Summary. During
system commissioning, it can be useful to default this menu output to
one of the system test modes. A pull-down menu displays the available
options. The options are described below.

Normal – displays the system Configuration Summary.
Rx data – displays the data received on all the MAXPRO-Net Server
serial communication ports.
TX data – displays the data transmitted from all the MAXPRO-Net
Server serial communication ports.
Execute Macros – displays all the macro sequences executed by the
system.
Macro Trails – displays the macro trail of the executed macro
sequence on the screen.
Error log – displays all subsequent entries to the error log file on the
screen.
Printer – displays all subsequent output to the hard-copy printer on
the screen.
Video Select – displays every video switching action in the system.
Control – displays every control action for PTZ cameras, VCRs etc.
Auto Number – No data is displayed on the menu output in this test
mode. However, if this mode is selected, description text displayed
on video output devices will show the logical device number of the
device at the start of the text line.
Click on the desired selection in the pull-down menu.

Note: When the system is running, the menu output can be
selected to display any of the test modes by selecting ALT-F1 to
ALT-F10 on the QWERTY keyboard.
This System Menu can also be seen using MaxMon utility in
MAXPRO-Net.
Printer Fail
Macro

Auto Message
Timeout
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When the MAXPRO-Net Server detects the hard-copy printer is no longer
on line, the Printer Fail Macro sequence will be executed.
Please refer to the MACRO GUIDE for more details on the macro
functionality.
Enter the desired macro and press the Enter key on the keyboard.
This field defines the time period in seconds that the automatic message
line text is displayed. Valid values are 2 to 99 seconds.
Enter the desired value and press Enter on the keyboard.
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Pretext Message
Timeout
Enable Logging

Ethernet Port
Number

Special Parameters
This field defines the time period in seconds that the pretext message
line text is displayed. Valid values are 2 to 99 seconds.
Enter the desired value and press Enter on the keyboard.
This determines whether the MAXPRO-Net server stores all the log
messages since the last restart or cold boot. Maximum of 20,000
messages can be stored in the server. Select this check box if you want
to view the events history by connecting MaxMon to the server.
Note: Enabling this option will slow down the server. This is used mainly
for debugging purpose
This field defines the port number used by the clients (SetMax or
MaxMon) to connect to the server over the Ethernet. The default port
number will be 26026.
Note: The "Ethernet Port No." will not be live updated to the server.

6.15 DEFINING SERIAL PORTS
The MAXPRO-Net Server uses serial ports to communicate with keyboards, equipment
subracks, and other video equipment. Click on the Serial Ports tab to edit the properties
for each serial communication port. The details of each of the properties are described
below.

Figure 6.13: Serial Ports Tab
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Serial Ports
Port
Port Type

This is the reference number of the serial port. There can be up to 20
ports defined in a single video system. This is not a changeable field.
Each serial port must be defined for the type of equipment connected to
the port. You may select the port type from the pull-down menu as
shown, or by typing the first letter of the required port type. When the
equipment type is displayed, press Enter on the keyboard. The possible
selections are:

⇒

Keyboard – the port connects to a keyboard.

⇒

Subrack – the port connects to an equipment subrack.

⇒

Network – the port connects to another MAXPRO-Net Server.

⇒

Highlevel / Mimic – the port connects to a mimic panel or other
computer system with a high level interface.

⇒

Printer – the system hard copy print output is redirected to the serial
port if this option is selected. Only one port can be selected as a
printer port.

⇒

Auxiliary – if a port is selected as auxiliary, it can receive any valid
MAXPRO-Net protocol command message. Data can be sent from
the port using a direct port write from a system macro. Please refer
to the MACRO GUIDE for more details of macro functionality.

⇒

Error Log – All data saved to the errorlog file is also sent out of the
serial port. Only one port can be selected for errorlog data.

⇒

Test – a port selected as a test port will transmit all keyboard,
subrack, high-level and network data. It can also receive any valid
MAXPRO-Net protocol command message. Only one port can be
selected as a test port.
Note: A port selected as a particular type will only transmit data of that
type. However, the port can also receive data from other types of
equipment, so long as the data is a valid MAXPRO-Net protocol
command message.
Note: If MX18 units are being used to expand the number of serial ports,
the port type should be selected as the type of device connected to the
ports of the MX18.
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Serial Ports
For Videoblox Subrack interaction, the port type represents the type of
device to be connected to the port.
1. VB-IO/Pretitler
2. VB-PTZ
3. VB-Alarm/COutput
4. VB-Auxiliary
Description

ID1 – ID8

This is an 18-character description used to identify the selected
communication port. It is used for reference only. Enter up to 18
characters in this field and press Enter on the keyboard.
These fields are used to limit the amount of data being transmitted from
a selected port. Placing a number in any of these fields will only transmit
data to equipment of the selected type with that ID number. The ID1 field
also allows the value ALL to be entered, which enables all data of the
selected type to be transmitted, regardless of the ID number. Selecting
ALL will clear all the other ID fields. The valid ID range for the selected
port types are:
Keyboard

ID 1 – 99

Subrack

ID 1 – 799

Network

ID 1 – 255

Highlevel/Mimic
ID 1 – 99
Enter the desired value in each ID field and press Enter on the keyboard.
Note: This is not applicable for VideoBlox.
For VideoBlox Subrack(ID3-ID4), these two fields represent the video
loss source device type.
0 & 0 represents video loss source device is Input cards.
0 & 1 represents video loss source device is Concentrator.
1 & 0 represents video loss source device is MVT or pretext devices.
1 & 1 represents no device as video device loss source.
For VideoBlox Subrack(ID6), this ID represents the version of matrix
switcher hardware for audio switching. 1 represents the old VideoBlox
matrix switcher hardware.

Baud Rate
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For VideoBlox Subrack(ID7), this ID represents the version of matrix
switcher hardware for video switching. 1 represents the old VideoBlox
matrix switcher hardware.
Click on the Baud Rate field to open the dialog box for defining the
communication settings for the port.
The data rate for the port is selected from the Baud Rate field. A pulldown menu displays the available baud rate selections. This field
defaults to 19.2K (19k2) baud. To change the baud rate, click on the
down arrow to open the pull-down menu. Click on the desired baud
rate.
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Serial Ports
Stay Alive

If the Stay Alive function is enabled, an ACK character is transmitted from
the port every 2 seconds. This is required by MX-18 units to indicate the
MAXPRO-Net Server is still functioning. By default the stay alive function
is disabled. To change the stay alive setting, click on the down arrow to
open the pull-down menu. Left click on the desired setting.

XON / XOFF

If this option is enabled, XON and XOFF characters are transmitted to
resume and stop the data flow. (i.e. Software handshaking). XON/XOFF
is enabled by default. To change the setting, click on the down arrow to
open the pull-down menu. Click on the desired setting.

Data Bits

The number of data bits per character can be selected as either 7 or 8.
The default value is 7. To change the data bits setting, click on the down
arrow to open the pull-down menu. Click on the desired setting. The
value can also be typed into the field.

Stop Bits

The number of stop bits per character can be selected as either 1 or 2.
The default value is 1. To change the stop bits setting, click on the down
arrow to open the pull-down menu. Click on the desired setting. The
value can also be typed into the field.

Parity

The type of parity to be used by the port can be selected as Even, Odd
or None. The Default is even parity. To change the parity setting, Click on
the down arrow to open the pull-down menu. Left mouse click on the
desired setting. The value can also be typed into the field.
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6.16 ERROR LOG
The MAXPRO-Net system uses the Error Log database to save details of macro errors,
system fault information, and changes in operational status. Click on the Error Log tab to
display the contents of the error log database.
Each entry in the file includes the date and time information, as well as details of the
change or error that caused the entry. Macro errors are labeled with a macro error
number. For details of macro error numbers, please refer to the table below.

Rev. B

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Macro Error Definition Table
Format error in extended command
Format error in conditional command
Unknown command in expression evaluation
Unknown command in update expression
Numeric variable range error
Scan sequence range error
External alarm range error
Auxiliary control output range error
Invalid numeric evaluation error
Macro timer range error
Macro timer command error
Macro timer period error
System macro range error
Unknown video output channel
Unknown video input source
Invalid external alarm control logic
Invalid auxiliary output control logic
Invalid camera disable logic
Invalid PTZ speed
Unknown system constant error
Unknown text message command error
Invalid operator sign used with commands
Invalid keyboard identification number
Invalid alarm stack entry i.e.: not an alarm macro
Invalid alarm display group (1
50) only
Macro string exceeds 255 characters
Conditional statement missing closed brackets

28

Invalid real time clock time or date definition

29

Invalid video source command

30

String variable command format error

31

String variable range error

32

Unknown evaluate command for string

33

Too many nested do-while loops

34

Format error in do-while loop

35

Maximum loop cycles has been exceeded
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6.16 ERROR LOG, CONTINUED

36

Macro Error Definition Table (cont.)
Keyboard priority range error

37

Invalid keyboard identity for macro numeric input command

38

Invalid destination for keyboard macro numeric input command

39

Too many digits requested for keyboard macro numeric input

40

Invalid scan clear command

41

No dynamic macro timer available

42

User flag range error (0

43

Keyboard operator range error (0

44

User defined character range error, in direct comm port writes

45

Undefined comm port number, in direct comm. Port writes

46

Internal change network source

47

Internal change network source node command format error

48

Scan sequence entry number is out-of-range i.e.: greater than (99)

49

Error in command format received from a subrack/keyboard

50

Parity error in received data from a subrack/keyboard

51

Range error in Blank Channel command (valid 0 - 3 only)

52

Unknown Special WORD command. E.g.: <WARM-BOOT> etc.

53

Other errors detected during Cold/Warm Boot. Check ERRORLOG.

8 only)
100 only)

As well as the macro error number, details of the macro trail are also given in the Error
Log. The macro trail details the actual event that caused the macro to begin execution,
which is given as a 2-letter code and lists the system macro lines called prior to the
macro error occurring.
The event codes are listed in the table below:
Event Code
AS
AF
VS
VF
CB
WB
KI
KR
PE
NT
LN
LB
PE
SN
SF
Rev. B

Description of Event
External alarm start macro
External alarm finish macro
Video input start macro
Video input finish macro
System cold boot macro
System warm boot macro
Keyboard key intercept macro (key-pressed)
Keyboard key intercept macro (key-released)
Keyboard post event macro (executed)
Network macro received from another MAXPRO-Net network node
Local network macro (internal action request type)
Local network macro (status broadcast type)
Post-event macro (for a keyboard)
Operator sign-on macro
Operator sign-off macro
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6.16 ERROR LOG, CONTINUED

Event Code
UM
TM
DM

Description of Event
Keyboard user macro
Timed-event macro
Direct macro command from an external system (via high-level)

The Error Log can be printed by selecting the File, then Print Errorlog from the menu bar
in SetMax configurator.
To clear the Error Log database, select Edit then Delete or select the delete button from
the toolbar when the Error Log is being displayed

6.17 TITLE & REGISTERING
The Title and Registration window provides details of the license information for the
MAXPRO-Net software. Some of the fields are fixed, and some can be edited depending
on the access level of the user.

Figure 6.14: Title & Registering Tab
Rev. B
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Title and Registration
License Number

Version Number
Date Installed
Date Last
Revised
Distributor
Name
Client Name
Distributor
Password

Client Password

Site Name
Description

Rev. B

For fully functional MAXPRO-Net software, the license number will be
unique and contains up to 12 characters. Demo MAXPRO-Net software
will have “DEMO” somewhere in the license number, and has reduced
functionality.
The license number is fixed and cannot be edited.
The version number of the MAXPRO-Net Configuration is displayed in
this field
This is the date the MAXPRO-Net system files were originally generated.
This is the last date the MAXPRO-Net system files were edited by
SETMAX configurator.
The Distributor Name is fixed when the MAXPRO-Net system files are
originally generated. It can contain up to 18 characters and cannot be
edited.
The Client name can be edited by users with Distributor access level. It
can contain up to 18 characters.
By entering a value in this field, the MAXPRO-Net configuration files are
protected from unauthorized editing. The next time SetMax is run, the
user will be prompted with a logon message. If the user enters the
correct Distributor Password all the files can be edited.
The Distributor Password can contain up to 8 characters. If this field is
left blank, (and the Client Password is also left blank) SetMax can be run
without entering a password.
The Client Password has slightly lower access rights than the Distributor
Password. The fields that cannot be edited when the Client Password is
used are the Client Name field, and the Site Name field, and the
Distributor Password field cannot be viewed.
The Client Password can contain up to 8 characters. If this field is left
blank, (and the Distributor Password is also left blank) SetMax can be
run without entering a password. If the Client Password is used, then a
Logon tab is displayed in SetMax, which allows entry of the Distributor
password if required.
The Site Name can be edited by users with a Distributor access level. It
can contain up to 18 characters.
The Description field is made up of 6 lines of 60 characters. A
description of the site can be entered here for reference purposes.
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6.18 DEFINING LOGICAL CAMERA SELECTION
Logical Camera Selection allows cameras to be grouped together so that selection of a
particular camera is made more straightforward for the operator. Instead of having to
select the camera purely by its number, the operator can select the group the camera
belongs to, followed by a number within that group. For example:
Camera 1234 can instead be selected as ‘Level 1 Cameras’, ‘5’, with the name of the
group (in this case Level 1 Cameras) being selected by a single button press. This
speeds up and simplifies the selection of video inputs. The details of each of the Logical
Camera Selection properties are described below.

Figure 6.15 Logical Camera Selection Tab
Logical Camera Selection
REF
Logical
Group
Description
Intercept
Key
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The logical group reference number is purely a reference number used to distinguish one logical
group from another. The logical group reference number field is NOT a changeable field.
This is an 18-character description used to identify the selected logical group.
This is the keycode number that selects the logical group. Please refer to the diagram at the end of
this chapter, which shows the KEGS5300 keyboards and positions of all buttons and associated
keycodes. Valid keycodes are 1 to 999. Entering a number in the Intercept Key field will
automatically update the Intercept Keyboard Keys table.
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Valid
Keyboards

Rev. B

Logical Camera Selection
Keyboard access to each logical group is configurable through entries in the Valid Keyboards panel.
Each of the 99 keyboards may be given access by selecting its corresponding field.
Click on any field to toggle the keyboard access state. If a field contains a check mark, that
keyboard has access to the logical camera group. To select or deselect all keyboards, click on the
All button. When the keyboard access is configured, press the OK button. To exit the Keyboard
dialog box with making changes, press the Cancel button.
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View / Edit
Group

Logical Camera Selection
Click on the View / Edit Group field to display the Group Detail Dialog Box for the selected Logical
Group. To close the Group Detail Dialog Box, click on the Hide button in the View/Edit Group field.
Group Detail contains the following fields:

Enter the applicable value in each of the fields and press Enter on the keyboard. Use the parameters
listed in the following paragraphs for the values that can be entered in each field.
Selection Number
This is a unique number within each group. It defines the
number entered by the operator to select the Primary Camera
in the group. There can be up to 99 different selection
numbers per group. Valid values are 1 – 9999.
Primary Camera
This field holds the Camera Number that is selected when the
operator has selected a Group and a selection number within
that group. Valid values are 1 – 9999, and must correspond
to a camera number defined in the Video Inputs table.
Primary View
The primary camera can also be a PTZ camera with view
recall capability. In this case an actual VIEW number can be
specified. Therefore, selecting the group and selection
number within that group, will now not only display the
primary camera but will also automatically move it to the
designated VIEW preset position. The valid camera views
range is 1 – 99, 0 is the default value which indicates no
camera view is to be selected.

Note: As the view number '0' is used to indicate that
NO VIEW is specified, view '0' can NOT be recalled by
this field.
Rev. B
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Logical Camera Selection
View / Edit
Group, Cont

Note: To enable the selection of alternate cameras and views, the
following must be added to the Intercept Keyboard Keys table.
The macro [<LOG-CAM-ALT>] must be entered into the key
replacement macro field. The example here uses keycode 10, the
ALT key, but alternatively any other keycode can be used.

Alternate Camera 1

Alternate View 1

This field defines the first alternate camera to
be selected when the 'ALT' key is pressed.
This camera is also selected by pressing the
↑ key on the keyboard after the primary
camera has been selected, or the ↓ key after
the Alternate Camera 2 has been selected.
The range of valid camera numbers is 1 –
9999. The alternate camera 1 would have to
be defined elsewhere in the video input table.
A value of 0 is the default value and indicates
no alternate camera is defined.
When Alternate Camera 1 is selected, it can
automatically move to the designated VIEW
preset position. The valid camera views range
is 1 – 99, 0 is the default value which
indicates no camera view is to be selected.
Note: As the view number '0' is used to

indicate that NO VIEW is specified, view
'0' can NOT be recalled by this field.
Alternate Camera 2

Alternate View 2

This field defines the second alternate camera
to be selected when the 'ALT' key is pressed
again after selecting alternate camera 1.
The range of valid camera numbers is 1 –
9999. The alternate camera 2 would have to
be defined elsewhere in the video input table.
A value of 0 is the default value and indicates
no alternate camera is defined.
When Alternate Camera 2 is selected it can
automatically move to the designated VIEW
preset position. The valid camera views range
is 1 – 99, 0 is the default value which
indicates no camera view is to be selected.

Note: As the view number '0' is used to
indicate that NO VIEW is specified, view
'0' can NOT be recalled by this field.
Note: Continuously pressing the ALT key on the keyboard will cycle
around the Primary camera and Alternate cameras defined in the
group. Using the↑ and ↓ keys will select the next or previous
camera in the group until the last defined camera has been
selected. Then, an “End of Sequence” message will be displayed
on the operator’s monitor.
Rev. B
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6.19 DEFINING VCR MANAGEMENT
Selection of the VCR Management tab allows for direct editing of the properties
associated with VCR Management. The table is divided into 3 groups. The details of
these groups and the properties of each are described below.

Figure 6.16: VCR Management Tab

Rev. B
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VCR Management
VCR

Dedicated VCRs

Selecting the Dedicated VCRs ‘Display’ tab displays
the following properties page.

SETTINGS

Bank Number
MAXPRO-Net supports up to 99 banks of dedicated VCRs, each bank may contain up to 50
VCRs. The bank number is purely a reference number used to distinguish one bank of
dedicated VCRs from another. The bank number field is NOT a changeable field.
Dedicated VCR Number
These fields allow for the definition of which Dedicated VCRs reside in each bank, valid VCR
numbers are 1 – 9999 (N.B. the VCR number = the camera number being recorded by the
dedicated VCR).
Manual Start Input
Where Tape change sequencing is to be initiated manually this field is used to define the
external alarm input, which will be used to begin Tape change operations on this bank.
Upon entry of a value into this field, SetMax will automatically add the appropriate definitions
to the ‘External Alarm Inputs’ table. The range of valid entries is 1 – 9999; the default value is
0 indicating Tape change operations are automatically initiated.
When you have completed editing the dedicated VCR properties page, click on the OK
button.
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VCR Management
VCR
SETTINGS,
CONT.

Standby VCRs

Selecting the Standby VCRs ‘Display’ tab displays
the following properties page.

Standby VCR
MAXPRO-Net VCR Management supports up to 99 standby VCRs, this numeric field
is used for reference purposes only and is NOT changeable
Standby Bank
This field defines which bank this standby VCR belongs, valid entries are 1 – 9.
Default Camera
When the standby VCR is not in use providing backup recording, it is useful to have it
recording something of value. This field allows definition of a default camera, which
will be recorded by the standby when it is not otherwise in use. Valid entries are 1 –
9999.
Use For Tape change
Each standby VCR is configurable as to what functions it will be used for. All standby
VCRs will be used for general backup during review or failure and may additionally
provide backup during Tape change operations by setting this field to ‘Yes’.
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VCR Management
VCR SETTNGS,
CONT.

Standby Bank Options

Selecting the Standby Bank Options
‘Display’ tab displays the following
properties page.

Bank Number
Specify the standby VCR bank in this field, valid values are 1 – 9.
Manual Start Input
Where Tape change sequencing is to be initiated manually this field is used to define
the external alarm input, which will be used to begin Tape change operations on this
bank. Upon entry of a value into this field, SetMax automatically adds the appropriate
definitions to the ‘External Alarm Inputs’ table. The range of valid entries is 1 – 9999,
the default value is 0 indicating Tape change operations are automatically initiated.
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VCR Management
VCR
SETTNGS,
CONT.

Logging VCRs

Selecting the Logging VCRs ‘Display’ tab displays the
following properties page.

Bank Number
Specify the standby VCR bank in this field, valid values are 1 – 9.
Logging VCR Number
These fields allow for the definition of which Logging VCRs reside in each bank, valid VCR
numbers are 1 – 9999 (N.B. the VCR number = the monitor number being recorded by the
logging VCR).
Manual Start Input
Where Tape change sequencing is to be initiated manually, this field is used to define the
external alarm input, which will be used to begin Tape change operations on this bank.
Upon entry of a value into this field, SetMax will automatically add the appropriate definitions
to the ‘External Alarm Inputs’ table. The range of valid entries is 1 – 9999; the default value is
0 indicating Tape change operations are automatically initiated.
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VCR Management
GENERAL
SETTINGS

Tape Change Scheduler

Selecting the Tape Change Scheduler ‘Display’ tab
displays the following properties page. Up to 24
individual tape change schedules may be defined.

Time
This field specifies the start time for tape change operations, valid entries are 00:00 – 23:59.
VCR Bank
Selecting a VCR Bank field enables display of a list of the currently defined banks. The order
in which these banks are displayed within the schedule is the order in which tape change
operations will occur.
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VCR Management
GENERAL
SETTINGS,
CONT.

Late Rewind Management

VCR Alarm Group

Rev. B

VCRs, which are being reviewed during tape
change operations, will be bypassed automatically,
i.e. they will not be rewound/ejected. This check
box enables late rewind management functionality
so at the end of review it automatically initiates a
rewind/eject sequence on the VCR. The operator
who was previously reviewing the VCR will receive
an on-screen message as to the status of the late
rewind operation.
If this check box is disabled, VCRs that were
bypassed during tape change operations will
return to the record mode when the review
operation terminates.
VCR management provides enhanced alarm
handling capabilities for dedicated, standby and
logging VCRs. An alarm will only be generated
when a VCR ceases to record for reasons outside
of system control, i.e. an alarm will occur due to a
tape jam, but not if the VCR is stopped for review
or tape change. When an alarm does occur, the
alarm group is definable through this field allowing
VCR alarms to be directed to specific monitors.
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VCR Management
GENERAL
SETTINGS,
CONT.

Review Associations

Selecting the Review Associations ‘Display’ tab
displays the following properties page. These
fields define the interaction between keyboards,
keys and monitors for the review process.

Keyboard Number
This field identifies each keyboard and is for reference purposes only; it is NOT a
changeable field.
Dedicated VCR Review Key
For each keyboard the key used to initiate review of dedicated VCRs is definable. Placing an
entry in this field will automatically add entries to the ‘Intercept Keyboard Keys’ table.
Logging VCR Review Key
For each keyboard the key used to initiate review of logging VCRs is definable. Placing an
entry in this field will automatically add entries to the ‘Intercept Keyboard Keys’ table.
Standby VCR Review Key
The key used to initiate review of standby VCRs is definable for each keyboard. Placing an
entry in this field automatically adds entries to the ‘Intercept Keyboard Keys’ table.
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VCR Management
GENERAL
SETTINGS,
CONT.
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Review Associations, Cont.
Review End Key
The Review End key terminates the review process placing the reviewed VCR
back into record mode and reverting the review monitor to its previous selection.
The key used to end review of VCRs is definable for each keyboard. Placing an
entry in this field automatically adds entries to the ‘Intercept Keyboard Keys’
table.
Zero Back Key
The key used to initiate the ‘Zero Back’ function is definable for each keyboard.
Placing an entry in this field automatically adds entries to the ‘Intercept
Keyboard Keys’ table.
Review Monitor
This field defines which monitor will be used for the review of dedicated and
standby VCRs (logging VCRs are reviewed directly on the monitors they record).
The review monitor will also be used for the display of tape change related
messaging.
Enable Zero Back Control
The ‘Zero Back’ functionality provides
a convenient means of locating the
position on tape where recording was
terminated due to a review taking
place. When zero back control is
enabled the tape counter is zeroed at
the moment of review initiation. When
the review is complete, but prior to
selecting the ‘Review End’ key, the
operator presses the ‘Zero Back’ key
to initiate an automatic search for the
zero position on the tape. Once the
zero position has been reached, the
operator presses the ‘Review End’ key
to terminate the review. NOTE: not all
VCRs support zero back functionality.
Zero Back Function Number
This field allows for customization of
the function sent to the VCR control
card (e.g. RD490, RD494) to initiate the
zero back function. The range of
allowable values is 1 – 16, the default
value is 13.
Counter Zero Function Number
This field allows for customization of
the function sent to the VCR control
card (e.g. RD490, RD494) to initiate the
counter zero function. The range of
allowable values is 1 – 16, the default
value is 14.
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VCR Management
Rewind Settings

Tape Change Mode Stop/Rewind/Eject or Stop/Eject

These buttons allow selection of the
Tape change mode, users can choose
whether to rewind tapes in the VCRs or
simply eject.

Rewind Time

In the Stop/Rewind/Eject mode of
operation this field defines the time
period (in seconds) required to fully
rewind the tapes. Valid values are 10 –
999 seconds.
During automatic Tape change
operations this field specifies the time
period (in seconds), which should
elapse from the sensing of record
status on the current bank of VCRs to
the beginning of Tape change
operations on the next bank. Valid
values are 5 – 99 seconds.

Inter-bank Delay

Note Live update is not supported for VCR Management Tab.
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6.20 DEFINING ETHERNET PORTS
Selection of the Ethernet Ports tab allows the user to edit the properties/configuration
for each device/port. The details for each property are described below.

Figure 6.17: Ethernet Port Tab
Ethernet Ports
Ref

Device Type

Description

IP Address
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The Ethernet Port number is purely a reference number used to
distinguish one port from another. There can be up to 100 ports defined
in a single video system. The reference number field is NOT a
changeable field.
Only Network device type is configurable.

This is an 18-character description used to identify the selected Ethernet
communication port. It is used for reference only. Enter up to 18
characters in this field and press Enter on the keyboard.
It is a unique address of another MAXPRO-Net Server to be networked
over Ethernet (LAN).
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Ethernet Ports
Port Number

Device ID
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This refers to the Ethernet port number on which two MAXPRO-Net
servers communicate.
Note: Port Number should be 26026 by default. [This is the Ethernet port
number configured in the Special Param of the networked MAXPRO-Net]
Device ID is a Node ID of the networked MAXPRO-Net Server
(Configured in IP Address column)
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Notes:
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SECTION 7:
EXAMPLES
7.1

VIDEO INPUTS
The following tables show examples of how video input sources can be defined. Several
types of camera and VCR definitions are given. The description-text field would normally
be used to display the identity of the video input selection. Here, it indicates the type of
example given.

Figure 7.1: First Page of The 'Video Inputs' Tab
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7.1

VIDEO INPUTS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.2: Second Page of The 'Video Inputs' Tab
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7.1

VIDEO INPUTS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.3: Third Page Of The 'Video Input's Tab
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7.1

VIDEO INPUTS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.4: Fourth Page Of The 'Video Inputs' Tab

7.1.1

Fixed Camera
Camera(1) is defined as a fixed camera (no PTZ controls). Its video signal is physically
connected to video input 21 of subrack 11. This would be on the second stage of
cascading as subrack 10 is to be bypassed. It is not a network camera.

7.1.2

PTZ Camera
Camera(2) is defined as a PTZ camera. Pan, tilt, zoom, focus, preset views and
flashback controls are supported by this camera. This camera's Site receiver is identity
10 and connects to an RD-315 module located in slot 16 of subrack 40.
NOTE: Note that the WASH/WIPE and IRIS functions are
not enabled for this PTZ camera example Whatever
warning needed.

7.1.3

Pseudo Camera
Camera(3) is defined as a pseudo camera. This means that it identifies itself as camera
3 while producing the video picture from camera 2. Camera 2 has also been targeted to
preset view 99. Camera(3) is still considered as a fixed camera.
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7.1
7.1.4

VIDEO INPUTS, CONTINUED
Camera Fail Detection
Camera(6) is defined as a fixed camera with video fail detection enabled. Its video
signal is physically connected to video input 26 of subrack 11. This would be on the
second stage of cascading as subrack 10 is to be bypassed. A camera fail detection
module is assigned to this video input in slot 32 (FSL). If the camera signal is
completely lost, or a completely black image is returned (for a prolonged period, say 5
seconds), then the system will generate an INTERNAL alarm (of alarm display group 1)
and display this flashing alarm message onto an appropriate monitor.
The START MACRO will also be executed and in these examples, the macro sequence
will disable the failed camera, preventing it from being selected. When the camera is
restored to normal operation the FINISH MACRO will execute automatically re-enabling
the camera again.
In the example this camera has been LINKed into the network (in the NET-SOURCE
field). This means that it is also available to another video system node for selection.
Camera failed status would also be broadcast into the network so other video system
nodes can also display the detected camera fail alarm condition.

7.1.5

Camera with Pre-text
Usually camera identification text is inserted in to the video picture at the output of the
video matrix just prior to being displayed on a monitor (called post-text). In some
applications, such as in 24 hour dedicated recording, it is necessary to split the
incoming camera signal. One path is the normal connection to the input side of the
video matrix. The other is via a dedicated PRE-TEXT insertion module which then
connects directly to a dedicated video recorder. This adds camera identification and
time/date into the video picture for recording.
In our example Camera(7) allocated a pre-text module in slot 7 of subrack 9. The text
window X/Y position on screen is set to 2,10.
NOTE: The display status (white plus shadow, doubleheight, etc.) is defined in the special parameters table
accessible from the main menu of SETMAX.
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7.1
7.1.6

VIDEO INPUTS, CONTINUED
Network Cameras
Camera(4) is defined as a network fixed camera. This means that the camera is
physically connected to another video system (node #2). When this camera is selected
the video system (node #2) would place that camera picture on a specific trunk channel
that connects between the two video systems. This video system would actually select
the video signal coming from that trunk channel (via the declared trunk video input).
This camera is assigned to source group (1) to partition the network cameras. No
camera controls have been defined for this camera.
Camera(5) is defined as a network PTZ camera. Selecting this camera is the same as
for the network fixed camera. Now when you operate the camera PTZ controls, data
messages are sent to video system (node #2). The specific PTZ control requested
would then be activated. A PTZ status data message is sent back to the requesting
system. This keeps all operators (on both video systems) informed of control actions.
This camera is also assigned to source group (1) to partition the network cameras.

7.1.7

Video Cassette Recorders
VCR(1) is defined as a dynamic video recorder. It is not dedicated to any specific
monitor. The returned video signal out from the video recorder is connected to a video
input on the matrix. Associated with this video input definition is the control declaration
for this VCR. In this example control is defined as device (8) of the PCI module (RD-490)
located in slot 17 of subrack 40. This would probably be using the infra-red interface of
the VCR.
NOTE: A video output channel would also be defined for
this VCR.

VCR(2) is defined as a network video recorder. Selecting this VCR is the same as for
the network cameras. When you operate the VCR controls, data messages are sent to
video system (node #2). The specific control function requested would then be
activated. A VCR status data message is sent back to the requesting system. This keeps
all operators (on both video systems) informed of all control actions. This VCR is also
assigned to source group (1) to partition it as a network video source.
7.1.8

VideoBlox configuration
Camera (10) is defined as Video blox Camera, with the Primary Subrack ID mentioned as
V1, indicating the VideoBlox is connected to Port 1 of the MAXPRO-Net Server.
Control Slot ID is defined as V2 indicating the PIT for controlling the PTZ operation of
VideoBlox camera is connected to Port 2 of MAXPRO-Net Server.
MAXPRO-Net sends all control functions of the Camera to PIT and from PIT, it is
transmitted to Camera.
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7.2

VIDEO OUTPUTS
The following tables show examples of how video output channels can be defined.
Several types of monitor and VCR definitions are given.
Again, the description-text field would normally be used to display the identity of the
video output channel. Here, it is indicating the type of example given.

Figure 7.5: First Page of 'Video Outputs' Tab
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7.2

VIDEO OUTPUTS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.6: Second Page of The 'Video Outputs' Tab

7.2.1

Monitor with Text
MON(1) is defined as the video output channel in slot(1) of the video subrack. It can
only select cameras that have been assigned to source group (0) or (3). This monitor
can be controlled from any keyboard (1 to 32). This monitor is allocated post text
insertion for identification and time/date display. The associated text module is located
in slot (2) of subrack (1).
WARNING: It is assumed that this is a single video
subrack system. Slot (2) in the video output table has not
been defined to avoid conflict with the text module.
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7.2
7.2.2

VIDEO OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Monitor Scanning
MON(2) is defined as a scanning monitor. It will automatically display cameras as
defined in scan sequence (5). This monitor can be controlled from any keyboard (1 to
32) but can only display cameras that have been assigned to source group (0). Its
associated post text insertion module is located in slot (4) of subrack (1). Again in a
single video subrack system slot (4) in the video output table is not defined as a channel.

7.2.3

Alarm Monitor
MON(3) is defined as an alarm monitor. This monitor will display the ALARM MESSAGE
TEXT for all (1 to 50) alarm display groups. The macro sequence for each alarm would
also need to specifically select the required camera to be displayed onto this monitor.
Only keyboards (1) and (5) can control this monitor. The associated post text insertion
module is located in slot(3) of subrack (9). It's assumed that this subrack has been
dedicated for text modules (i.e. no video switching modules).

7.2.4

Auto-blank Monitor
MON(4) is defined as an auto-blanking monitor. When left unchanged for (10) seconds
this monitor will automatically select a BLANK video input. This usually would be a black
video source so that the monitor's display would remain dark. The text insertion for this
monitor would also be hidden. Auto-blanking monitors are generally used to remove
non-essential pictures from a control room to minimize distractions. When an alarm
becomes active this monitor would also display the alarm text message on-screen
together with the associated alarm macro selected camera source. The monitor will
NOT automatically blank while an alarm is being displayed.

7.2.5

Monitor No-Text
MON(5) is defined as a monitor with no text display. No post text insertion module has
been assigned to this channel. Often scanning monitors are used without any text
display. As the MAXPRO-Net system can be set-up to GRAB a video selection from one
monitor to another a camera can easily be moved onto a MAIN monitor with text
identification. This monitor is defined to be controlled by keyboards ranging (1) through
to (5).
WARNING: Network trunk channels are also usually
defined without any text insertion.
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7.2
7.2.6

VIDEO OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Network Remote Monitor
MON(6) is defined as a remote monitor connected to video system node(02). It's
declared identity in system node (02) is monitor (234). In a network configuration
monitors from one system can be declared and controlled from another system. This
monitor also has it's own (local) post text insertion module located in slot(6) of subrack
(10). This remote monitor can only select cameras that are allocated to source group
(1). These cameras must be network cameras declared against the same network node
as the remote monitor (i.e. node 02).

7.2.7

VCR output channel
Video output channels can be declared as Monitors, Video Cassette Recorders or other device
types. Slot (9) is the video subrack defined as VCR(1). This VCR channel is not dedicated to
any one monitor for display (or record). Together with it's definition in the video input table VCR
(1) is a stand-alone device that can be utilized by one or more operators. Cameras can be
selected to it for recording while the output signal from the VCR can be displayed on any
monitor. While that monitor is displaying VCR (1) pressing the control keys on the keyboard
(stop, play, record, etc.) will automatically be directed to the hardware control module declared
against the VCR's video input definition. This VCR is allocated it's own text insertion module for
displaying source identification and time/date information for recording. It is located in slot (5) of
subrack (9).

7.2.8

VideoBlox Configuration
Monitor(8) indicates the VideoBlox channel with the Text Inserter Subrack ID entered as V1.
The configuration indicates that the VideoBlox Switcher device is connected to Port one of the
MAXPRO-Net Server.
All the switching commands from MAXPRO-Net server, specific to Monitor 8, will be sent to the
Videoblox Switcher.
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7.3

SEQUENCE TABLES
The following tables show examples of how to define scan sequences and guard tours in the
sequence tables.

Figure 7.7: The 'Edit Sequences Tables' Tab

7.3.1

Normal Scan Sequence
SEQ(1) is a camera scan sequence. It can be run on any monitor that has access to
source group (0). It is defined to automatically select cameras (003), (002) and (001)
with a dwell period of (5) seconds between selections. This scan sequence can also be
changed by an operator during use.

7.3.2

Locked Scan Sequence
SEQ(2) is defined as a locked scan sequence. This means that this camera sequence
cannot be changed during system operation. It is always fixed. Operators can choose
what monitors will run and halt this scan sequence. A fixed dwell period of (5) seconds
has also been defined.
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7.3
7.3.3

SEQUENCE TABLES, CONTINUED
Guard Tour Sequence
SEQ(3) is defined as a guard tour sequence. A guard tour is similar to a scan sequence
except that it always starts from the beginning and when the last defined camera is
selected the guard tour will automatically halt. It does NOT repeat like a scan sequence.

7.3.4

Network Scan Sequence
SEQ(4) is defined as a network scan sequence. This is a sequence comprising of
network camera numbers as declared in the video input table. Using the source group
number (1) for this scan sequence it would be restricted for use by a remote monitor, or
a monitor with trunk access to another networked video system.

7.3.5

Macro Index Table
SEQ(5) is NOT a scan sequence at all. In fact it can never be assigned to a monitor and
run. SEQ(5) is defined as an index table. This means that it is being used to hold
numerical information necessary to the successful operation of the macro environment.
Often index tables would carry cross-reference numbering between cameras and VCRs,
or alarms and lighting control, etc. Sometimes index tables are defined empty, but are
written and read by alarm activated macro sequences.
The creation and management of multiple alarm stacks and cross-reference selection
tables are two such applications.
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7.4

DEFINE CCTV KEYBOARDS
The following table shows examples of how to define keyboards. A keyboard must be
defined before it can control the video systems.

Figure 7.8: The 'Define CCTV Keyboards' Tab

7.4.1

Keyboard (1)
KB(1) is defined as a general purpose keyboard. It usually has been assigned the
default operator OPR(1). This assigned operator will be automatically signed-on when
the video system starts (cold boot) so the keyboard is ready to use. The keyboard
adopts the access privileges defined against the operator. By signing on different
operator the system access can be completely changed. Signing-off the keyboard, will
disable that keyboard. No system access or control is possible until another operator is
signed back on.

7.4.2

Car Park - KB(2)
KB(2) is defined to be in a car park attendant's security room. By default this keyboard
is signed-off. It is assumed that the car park security room only has one monitor (being
23) so this keyboard is by default defined to select that monitor. You could choose to
intercept the MON key on the keyboard and cancel it's function preventing this keyboard
from de-selecting monitor (23).
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7.4
7.4.3

DEFINE CCTV KEYBOARDS, CONTINUED
Control Room (3)
KB(3) is defined to be located in the main control room. It is also assumed that the all
security guards have their own operator identity. Therefore this keyboard is defined to
be signed-off and has no default monitor selection. When the security guards sign-on,
their specific access privileges will be assigned to that keyboard position. The keyboard
is assumed to be an HEGS5300 as LCD display support is enabled (camera/monitor
LCD mode).

7.4.4

Reception
KB(4) has been defined to be located at the main reception desk. Generally this
position would have a reduced access to the video cameras available in the system.
This keyboard is defined with a dedicated operator (4), to control system access, and a
dedicated monitor (10), as there would probably be one only located at reception.
Remember these are only examples.

7.4.5

Dummy High-Level KB
KB(5) is defined for use by specific macro sequences under control from an external
computer system. This dummy keyboard identity would be required if the external
system was going to be operating manual camera PTZ control functions. This would
preserve the concurrent control aspect of MAXPRO-Net system without interference to
other system keyboards/operators. For general camera selection and PTZ preset view
recalls a unique keyboard identity would not be required.
WARNING: Please note that this keyboard definition
is incomplete in Figure7.9. The keyboard must be
ENABLED in the definition table for use.

7.4.6

System Keyboard
KB(**) is the QWERTY keyboard connected directly to the System Controller. This
keyboard actually has the keyboard identity (33) and can be used to control the system
like other keyboards. It always has access to all monitor channels together with special
test mode control that makes it ideal for system servicing and commissioning. This is
also the keyboard used to program your system in the SETMAX configuration editor.

7.4.7

Alarm Keyboard
Although the alarm keyboard is not defined in the keyboard definition table, it still exists.
When alarm macro sequences are executed the alarm keyboard identity (34) is
assigned. This allows concurrent device selection and control without affecting current
operator priority assignments. Operators would not be pushed of monitors, or lose
priority access of their selected PTZ camera.
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7.5

INTERCEPT KEYBOARD KEYS
Every keyboard key (and joystick action) can have its function completely changed. The
following tables show examples of how to intercept keyboard keys.

Figure 7.9: First page of the 'Intercept Keyboard Keys' Tab

7.5.1

Select MON(5)

In the first definition the
key on keyboard (1) has been intercepted. Its new
function is described as Select MON(5). The key replacement macro is defined to
select monitor (5) when the key is pressed.
CAUTION: Unless another monitor key is defined onto
the keyboard, no other monitor selections would be
possible.
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7.5
7.5.2

INTERCEPT KEYBOARD KEYS, CONTINUED
Unlock [pan-left]
In the second definition the pan left action of the joystick (on all keyboards) has been
intercepted. The key replacement macro is defined to first execute SYSTEM MACRO
(20). Assume that system macro (20) would be written to UNLOCK the PTZ control for
the currently selected camera. Then the key replacement macro performs a normal
pan-left PTZ function.
When the joystick (pan-left) is released, the KEY-RELEASE-MACRO is executed. The
pan-halt function is performed followed by the execution of SYSTEM MACRO (21),
which is assumed to LOCK the PTZ control of the currently selected camera.

7.5.3

Auto-Record

The third definition intercepts the
key for all keyboards. The key
replacement macro uses extended macro mode to copy the currently selected camera
to VCR(1), select the video output of VCR(1) onto the current monitor, and place VCR(1)
into RECORD. The operator now can control the VCR by simply pressing the
appropriate control keys on the keyboard (stop, play, rewind, etc.).

7.5.4

View Perimeter

The fourth definition intercepts the
key for keyboards 1, 3 and 10 only. The
key replacement macro executes USER MACRO (01). It would be assumed that user
macro (01) has been programmed to select a suitable camera onto the monitor and
operate the PTZ controls of that camera to WALK it along the perimeter fence.
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7.6

KEYBOARD OPERATORS
Up to (99) individual keyboard operators can be defined. Operators are assigned
various access privileges. An operator SIGNS ON to a keyboard in order to use the
video system. The following tables show examples of how to use operator definitions.

Figure 7.10: First Page Of The 'Keyboard Operators' Tab
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7.6

KEYBOARD OPERATORS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.11. Second Page Of The 'Keyboard Operators' Tab

7.6.1

Default Operator
Operator(1) is usually defined as the default operator. This default operator would be
used when NO operator environment is required in the system. It is defined to restrict
access to nothing, except for the CONFIGURATION MENU option of the SYSTEM MENU
screen. The operator names will NOT be displayed so the keyboard description would
be used to indicate monitor selection. All video input source groups could be used,
alarm display groups can be managed, any keyboard can be signed ON as this
operator, and this operator can be signed-ON to as many keyboards as necessary (at
the same time). The tilt (up and down) joystick directions have been swapped. This is
generally preferred.
CAUTION: It is easier to get a system up and running
with the default operator. Introducing special operators
with their specific privileges should be done at a later
stage of commissioning.
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7.6.2

Supervisor
Operator(2) is defined as a SUPERVISOR. The highest control priority of (1) has been
allocated. Keyboards 1, 3 and 10 could be used (signed-on to) by this operator. Video
input source groups (1 to 10) are available for selection. The Operators name
(Supervisor) would be displayed on the currently selected monitor. This operator can
only sign-on to ONE keyboard at a time. Virtually NO system menu access is available.
When the operator signs-on, monitor (10) will be forced to run scan sequence (05).
When the operator signs-off, monitor (10) will be automatically HALTED. The keyboard
used by this operator will TIME-OUT (releasing the monitor) after 60 seconds if the
keyboard is left unattended (no key strokes).

7.6.3

Service Operator
Operator(3) is defined as a SERVICE OPERATOR. All this means is that a special
operator is defined in the system that possesses extra access privileges to make
servicing (and fault finding) easier. Access to all video input source groups, control of all
alarm display groups, access to all levels of the system menu (including the System
Configuration option for running SETMAX config editor).
In this example at sign-on, the Service Operator ENABLES a special camera input (999)
so it can also then be selected for display. On sign-off camera (999) is first removed
from ALL video output channels and then DISABLED so it can no longer be selected.
This operator will automatically SIGN-OFF if the keyboard is left unattended (no key
strokes) for five (5) minutes.

7.6.4

John Smith
Operator(4) is defined as a specific person (e.g. John Smith). This would be done in a
system that requires individual users of the system to have their own operator identity.
As operator identities can be logged (on printout etc.) an audit trail of system access
could be maintained.
This example has defined the lowest control priority for this operator. It also has
restricted John Smith to only signing-ON at location keyboard (3). A reduced number of
cameras are available to this operator (ranging source groups 1 to 4, 7 to 10). Only
alarms of alarm display group (1) can be managed/acknowledged. The operators name
will appear on the currently selected monitor. Scan sequences can be selected and run
but NOT edited or changed. This operator can also change his own PIN number if
desired (from the system menu).
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7.7

EXTERNAL ALARM INPUTS
The following tables show examples of how external alarm inputs can be defined.
The description-text field would normally be used to display the identity of the alarm
input. Here, it is indicating the type of example given.

Figure 7.12: The First Page Of The 'External Alarm Inputs' Tab
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7.7

EXTERNAL ALARM INPUTS, CONTINUED

Figure 7.13: The Second Page Of The 'External Alarm Inputs' Tab

7.7.1

East Perimeter
The first alarm (001) is an example of a perimeter alarm. The alarm contact is connected
to input (3) of the alarm module located in slot (17) of subrack (1). It is defined as a
normally-open alarm circuit and the system will directly follow the incoming state. This
means not only can the alarm be triggered but it can also be cleared by returning the
incoming alarm state to its not-active condition (open). When triggered, the alarm
executes its START MACRO sequence that selects camera (1) onto monitor (3). As the
alarm is assigned to alarm-display-group (1), it will display it's FLASHING alarm message
text onto every monitor that is allocated this alarm display group. Usually this would be
the alarm monitor where the camera was selected. In this example, monitor (3) would
be allocated alarm-display-group (1).
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7.7
7.7.2

EXTERNAL ALARM INPUTS, CONTINUED
Front Foyer (PIR)
This example is of a PIR (passive-infra-red) detector connected to input (5) of the alarm
module located in slot (3) of subrack (12). It is a normally-closed input and will trigger if
the alarm circuit becomes open. Once the alarm is triggered it will LATCH. This alarm
must be cleared by an operator. It will not clear automatically. When triggered this alarm
will execute its START MACRO sequence. VCR (1) will select camera (47) and then go
into record. When the alarm is cleared, the FINISH MACRO is executed. The finish
macro sequence first tests if there are any more alarms still active on the video system.
If there are no more active alarms then VCR (1) is stopped.
CAUTION: This alarm is also defaulted as DISABLED, so
it will not function until it is enabled. This can be done
from the system menu or automatically by a timedmacro-event.

7.7.3

Door Contact Alarm
When controlling doors and other types of access management it is necessary for the
video system to watch the status of door contacts. This alarm definition simply attaches
an alarm identity to the door contact connected to input (6) of the alarm module located
in slot (3) of subrack (12). When the door opens (contact opens) the alarm is triggered.
As this alarm is assigned to display group (0) it does not display any message. It is not
added to the system alarm stack. It does, however, execute its START MACRO although
in our case there is nothing defined. The status of this alarm definition is set to ACTIVE.
Other alarm or macro events can test this door alarm to decide what action they can do
(e.g. door interlock management). When the door closes this alarm will clear itself. So
this alarm follows the true state of the door contact (invisibly). As this alarm is also
LINKED into the network, it will broadcast any change-of-state to all other video system
nodes.

7.7.4

High-Level Alarm
High-level alarms are used to signal the video system of external alarm events gathered
by a separate alarm management system. These alarm states are communicated via an
RS-232 data connection between the two systems. The alarm management system
simulates a MAX-PROTOCOL command indicating the state change.
In the case of this example the command would represent, input (1) of slot (1) in subrack
identity (999). As this alarm is defined as DIRECT-MODE the alarm management system
would be responsible for clearing the alarm state. It is the responsibility of the video
system to present the correct cameras (and control VCRs etc.), not manage the alarm
itself.
When the alarm management system ACTIVATES this alarm in the video system, the
assigned START-MACRO sequence would be executed. In this case, loading variable
(01) with value (4), then running macro line (200) in the system macro library table. As
this alarm is assigned to alarm-display-group (2), only monitors allocated this alarm
display group will display the flashing alarm text message.
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7.7
7.7.5

EXTERNAL ALARM INPUTS, CONTINUED
Mimic Panel Button
Mimic panel buttons are managed as non-displaying alarm inputs. When the button is
depressed an alarm active state is generated. When released, an alarm cleared state is
generated. Non-displaying alarms (alarm display group 0) are not managed by the
alarm stack.
The START and FINISH macros for each defined button can be programmed to perform
specific control of the video system. In this example, pressing button (8) on the master
MP-88 module (denoted as slot 0), of mimic panel ID (H1), first sets a keyboard identity
of (5) then selects monitor (20) as the current monitor.
WARNING: Alarm definitions for mimic panel buttons
MUST be defined as Normally-Open (N/O) and usually of
the direct mode (DIR) type.

7.7.6

Remote Camera Alarm
Most PTZ camera site receivers are capable of detecting alarm inputs. They all support
a minimum of a tamper input. For example an RD-376 site receiver supports an optional
I/O expansion board, which provides seven (7) additional alarm inputs. Often, remote
status's, such as CALL BUTTONS or DOOR CONTACTS can be connected to the PTZ
camera site in the immediate area (reducing cabling).
In this example a call button is connected to alarm input (2) of the site receiver defined
against PTZ camera (123). It is defined as a LATCHING alarm and would need to be
cleared by an operator.
When this remote call button is pressed, the START MACRO will select camera (5) onto
monitor (6), and move this camera to preset view (9). When the operator clears the
alarm the FINISH MACRO will blank the screen of monitor (3).
WARNING: Remote camera alarms can experience up
to three (3) seconds of delay between actual state
change and the video system realizing the change.

7.7.7

Network Alarm
As detailed above, the door contact alarm example LINKED that alarm into the network
so all state changes are broadcast to other video system nodes. This example is
defined to intercept state changes for alarm (105) defined on video system node (02).
Now, whenever that alarm (#02:A105) becomes active, this local alarm definition (007)
will also be activated. This will cause the local START MACRO to be executed.
In this example the PTZ camera (5) is selected to monitor (6) and preset view (99) is
called. If the alarm is acknowledged locally the actual alarm (#02:A105) is also cleared.
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7.7
7.7.8

EXTERNAL ALARM INPUTS, CONTINUED
Disable PTZ Tamper
Often the PTZ site tamper alarm input is not used. As the tamper input is a normallyclosed input, sometimes PTZ sites are installed in the field with this tamper input opencircuit. When the video system is turned-on the PTZ site generates an immediate site
tamper alarm. As the tamper input is actually a remote alarm input (number 8), it can be
defined into the alarm table as a general remote alarm input. The video system will then
ignore it as a default tamper alarm, as it is now being used for another purpose.
By making the definition a non-display type, the default tamper alarm can be essentially
disabled.

7.7.9

VideoBlox Configuration
Video blox Alarm Module (I2C16) is connected to Port 5 of MAXPRO-Net Server. When
the alarm is generated, the macro at line number 100 will be executed. When the alarm
is cleared, the macro at line number 201 will be executed.
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7.8

AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUTS
The following table shows examples of how auxiliary control outputs can be defined.
The description-text field is normally used to accurately identify each defined auxiliary
control output.

Figure 7.14: The 'Auxiliary Control Outputs' Tab

7.8.1

Video Print
Control output (001) has been defined to activate the PRINT sequence of a video
printer. A relay output module (RD-440) would be located in slot (13) of subrack (1).
Only relay contact (2) on this module is being used. A macro sequence can be
executed to activate this relay output.
It is the macro environment programming that relates this control output definition to a
specific task.
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7.8
7.8.2

AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Freeze Frame
Control output (002) has been defined to activate the FREEZE sequence of a video
frame store unit. A relay output module (RD-440) would be located in slot (13) of
subrack (1). Only relay contact (3) on this module is being used. Each relay on the one
module can be assigned for a different task.
A macro sequence can be executed to activate this relay output.

7.8.3

Door Strike
Control output (003) has been defined to activate an electric door strike. A relay output
module (RD-440) would be located in slot (14) of subrack (1). Only relay contact (3) on
this module is being used.
A macro sequence would be executed to activate this relay output for several seconds to
allow the door to be opened. Any one button on the keyboard could be used
(intercepted and redefined) to activate the door strike. This could relate dynamically to
the currently selected camera and/or preset view.

7.8.4

Remote Relay Outputs
Control output (004) has been defined as a relay output located remotely at the PTZ
site receiver of camera (2). Some site receivers support an optional expanded I/O
board. This provides 8 separate relay contact closures.
For example this definition could be used to control the lighting in the area of the camera
site or possibly a door strike similar to the previous definition. With the exception of a
possible 0.5 second delay, a remote relay output can be considered the same as any
other defined auxiliary control output.

7.8.5

Boom Gate - Open/Closed
In control output examples (005) and (006) two remote relay outputs located at camera
(2) have been defined. When the first relay (7) is activated a boom gate can be triggered
to open. When the second relay (6) is activated the boom gate can be triggered to close
again.
These relay outputs would normally be pulsed active (for maybe 1.0 second) by an
appropriate macro sequence. They could also be dynamically tied to specific camera
selection to simplify operator control.

7.8.6

Warning Indicator
Sometimes it is required to have some form of ALARM ACTIVE annunciation (strobe
light, siren, etc.) in the control room to gain the operator's attention. Control output (007)
has been defined as relay (2) on the module located in slot (5) of the I/O subrack (17).
Activation of this output would be under control of the ALARM active macro sequences
associated with each alarm. Again it is the macro sequence that defines the operation of
the warning indicator.
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7.8
7.8.7

AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Mimic Panel LED
Mimic panels can be used to present various alarm and operational status information
using LED indicators. These LED indicators are set into the mimic panel at specific
positions, corresponding to their individual purposes, to confirm the button pressed,
active alarm zones (in a map layout) or possibly current door status's for door interlock
management. In the example, control output (008) is defined as LED (5) under the
control of the MP-88 mimic panel module set-up to mimic slot (3) within the mimic panel
subrack identity of (H1).

7.8.8

Keyboard Status LED
On the enhanced keyboard (HEGS5300) there are eight (8) available general-purpose
status indicator LED’s. These indicators have no default operation. However, once
defined into the control output table they can then be controlled by macro execution
sequences to present various status information directly to that keyboard's operator.
This could include visual alarm annunciation, door interlock status, scene lighting status
etc.
The example shows LED indicator (8) on keyboard (5) being defined as control output
(009).
WARNING: The slot number MUST be zero (0) in order
to access the enhanced keyboard status indicator LED’s.

7.8.9

High-Level Status Output
High-level status outputs are used to signal status changes within the video system to an
external alarm management system. These control output states are communicated via
an RS-232 data connection between the two systems. The alarm management system
intercepts the MAX-PROTOCOL commands indicating the state change within the video
system.
In the case of this example the command would represent, relay (1) of slot (1) in subrack
identity (999). Commonly signaled statuses would be camera fail detection, PTZ
camera site fails and other locally detected alarms.
Sometimes keyboard key press actions may also be directed to the external alarm
management system.
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7.8
7.8.10

AUXILIARY CONTROL OUTPUTS, CONTINUED
Network Auxiliary Output
Control output (011) is a network linked definition. It does not physically exist in this
video system's hardware configuration. It is declared to be a local representation of the
actual control output (47) defined in the video system node (02).
This could be any defined auxiliary control output within that video system. It's purpose
and function could be anything similar to the previous control output examples.
When control output (011) is activated and cleared the physical output (47) in node (02)
will be controlled. If the physical output (47) is changed by video system node (02)
itself, then the status carried against this local definition (011) will also update.
This means that macro sequences can interrogate the current status of any control
output defined in the system (local or cross network).

7.8.11

VideoBlox Configuration
Control output (12) is connected to I2C16 module of Videoblox device. It is connected to
Port 6 of MAXPRO-Net Server.
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7.9

SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY
The system macro library is used to extend the alarm macro and keyboard intercept
macro sequences.
Large structured operational scenarios can be created in the system macro library.
The following table shows examples of how system macro sequences can be defined.

Figure 7.15: The 'System Macro Library' Tab
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7.9

SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY, CONTINUED

Figure 7.16: The 'System Macro Library' Tab
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7.9
7.9.1

SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY, CONTINUED
Check All Doors (First/Second)
This is an example of using the system macro library to hold several similar macro tasks
that operate together. Executing macro line (%001) will first call macro line (%002) to
check the auxiliary control output (11).
If this FIRST DOOR is clear (FALSE), then macro line (%003) will test auxiliary control
output (12) for the SECOND DOOR. If both doors test FALSE, then the returned result in
variable @0 will also be FALSE.
This example may be used during a door interlock management scenario. It
demonstrates how one system macro line can CALL (or execute) several others allowing
a structured and clearly commented scenario to be programmed.
WARNING: Always break up more complex macro
sequences in several smaller and more manageable
macro lines.

7.9.2

Comment Line Only
Any macro line can be used as a comment. This means that where more explanation
needs to be given, spare macro lines can be used to enter more detailed descriptions of
what the macro objectives, expected use, parameter values or just what the limitations of
the macro task may be.
Often ten or twenty macro lines would be left at the top of the system macro library table
to allow for the documentation of VARIABLES and TIMERS used within the following
macro applications.
Spare macro lines should be used to separate one area of macro task from another.
Leave ten or more lines at some positions for future expansion.
NOTE: The secret to a maintainable macro environment
is lots of clear and meaningful comments.
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7.9
7.9.3

SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY, CONTINUED
Manage Alarm Monitors
Macro lines (10) through to line (15) demonstrate a possible alarm management
scenario using four (4) monitors to display alarm related cameras.
The macro task (11) is defined to BLANK ALL MONITORS. This would usually be called
by the COLD-BOOT macro declared in the special parameters table.
The macro task (12 to 13) is used to display a new alarm camera onto the available
monitors. It first tests the monitors looking for the first one not already in use (i.e. one
displaying the dummy camera 99). The new camera is displayed on that monitor. If all
monitors are already in use, then the last monitor (M4) will be replaced with the new
camera.
The macro task (14 to 15) is used to remove the specific camera from the alarm
monitors. It does this by checking each monitor to see if the specified camera is being
displayed. If so, that monitor is forced to redisplay the dummy camera (99).

7.9.4

Alarm Zones (Active)
In an actual system, the defined external alarm inputs would have their START MACROs
programmed to run an individual macro line in the system macro library table. In macro
lines (17 to 20) three such alarms examples are given. The description line of each (tied)
macro line is given the same description as the CALLING alarm definition. This is for
convenient reference.
These alarm active macros are programmed to choose the applicable camera for that
alarm and pass that camera VALUE to the ADD CAMERA routine (%12) described in the
above example. It is this macro line (12) that now manages the allocation of the camera
to an available monitor for display.
A logical method of dealing with our ALARM MANAGEMENT EXAMPLE has now been
structured into several smaller (and simpler) parts.

7.9.5

Alarm Zones (Clear)
Similar to directing the defined alarm start macros to the system macro library, the
FINISH MACRO for the same defines alarm inputs must also be targeted to an ALARM
CLEAR set of macro lines.
Lines (23 to 25) give an example of how the related camera VALUE (for the alarm) is
passed to the DELETE CAMERA macro task at line (14). It is this task that will decide
which monitor display must be cleared.
A logical method of dealing with our ALARM MANAGEMENT EXAMPLE has now been
structured into several smaller (and simpler) parts.
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7.10 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PORTS
The serial communications ports table used to define all RS-232 data communications
ports for use in the video system.
The following table shows examples of how serial communications ports can be defined.

Figure 7.17: The 'Serial Communication Ports' Tab

7.10.1

Keyboard Port
Port(01) is defined as a keyboard communications port. A HEGS5000 or HEGS5300
keyboard could be connected to this port. The baud rate has been set to 9600 baud to
be suited to an HEGS5000. MAXPRO-Net keyboards and subracks use the RS-232
format: 7 data bits, Even parity, 1 stop bit. Xon/Xoff software handshaking is also
enabled.
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7.10 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PORTS, CONTINUED
7.10.2

Subrack Port
Port(02) is defined as a subrack communications port. As several subrack identities
have been specified against this port, it is assumed the MX18 external port expander is
connected. Only data commands for the specified subrack identities will be past out of
this port. The baud rate has been set to 19.2K baud with an RS-232 format of; 7 data
bits, Even parity, 1 stop bit and Xon/Xoff handshaking enabled. The port stay alive (A)
flag is also set for this port. Every port flagged for STAY-ALIVE will have an ACK ($06)
character written out that port every two seconds. This is used by the MX18 external
port expander to validate continuous system communications on that port.

7.10.3

Network Port
Port(03) is defined as a network communications port. It has been given a single video
system network node number of (02). Only network data for that specific video system
will be written out of that port. This port does NOT carry subrack or keyboard data
messages. It is important that equipment is connected to the correctly defined
communications port.
Network ports are also used for connecting the MAX GRAPHIC PLATFORM (MGP) to the
MAXPRO-Net video system.

7.10.4

High-Level Port
Port (04) is defined as a high-level communications port. High-Level communications
ports are used for communicating status messages between an external alarm
management system and the MAXPRO-Net video system. In the example high-level
subrack identity of (H99) has been allocated against this port.
High-level communications ports are also used for connecting hardware MIMIC panels
to the MAXPRO-Net video system.

7.10.5

Printer Port
Port (05) is defined as a serial printer port. The MAXPRO-Net usually supports a parallel
printer interface port. In some cases it is necessary to convert this printer data into RS232 serial data for display onto a CRT TERMINAL. All printer output will be automatically
re-directed to the defined RS-232 serial printer port. The parallel printer port becomes
disabled.
WARNING: Only ONE printer (PRT) port can be defined
in the communications port table. If additional RS-232
printers are required, AUX auxiliary ports need to be
defined.
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7.10 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PORTS, CONTINUED
7.10.6

Auxiliary Port
Port (06) is defined as an auxiliary communications port. It is sometimes necessary to
interface control of specialized equipment (e.g. multiplexers, serial interface VCRs, etc.)
into the MAXPRO-Net video system. An auxiliary communications port would be
managed by the macro environment (using the DIRECT-PORT-WRITE extended macro
command) to communicate RS-232 control messages directly to the equipment.
e.g. [*P6=MESSAGE DATA#13] ... "MESSAGE DATA{cr}"
[*P6=#02PL#03] ... "{stx}PL{etx}" a play command for a VCR
When more than one (or two) devices need to be controlled it would generally warrant
the use of a Peripheral Control Interface (PCI) module. The multiplexer devices would
be defined in the video input table (as a SMART-DEVICE) with a PCI module allocated to
it for control.
In this way, the video system can automatically manage the distribution of control
commands to the correct device, similar to the way VCRs are controlled.
Another application for an auxiliary type port is to set-up several serial printer output
ports, where different information is written out of each AUX port. Again, the macros
environment would be used to set-up and manage this multi-printer scenario. The
normal video system printer would probably not be used in this application.
The auxiliary port can also receive MAX Protocol messages, similar to other equipment
ports. The MAXALMI.EXE alarm interface application running on an external computer
can be connected to this AUX port.
WARNING: The MAXALMI is a general-purpose alarm
interface that can be configured for most types of thirdparty RS-232 protocols. When used with the macro
DIRECT PORT WRITE commands a bi-directional
interface can be configured. You can find MAXALMI.EXE
program on your MAX TOOLS disk.
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7.10 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PORTS, CONTINUED
7.10.7

Errorlog Port
Port(07) is defined as a serial errorlog port. The MAXPRO-Net uses a disk-based file
called ERRORLOG.MAX to record all errors together with vital system status information.
By defining a serial communications port of type ERL, whenever the video system writes
to the disk based errorlog file, it will also echo the same message out of the defined ERL
port.
This is sometimes necessary where a separate computer is being used to gather this
information.
WARNING: Only ONE errorlog (ERL) port can be
defined in the communications port table.

7.10.8

Test Port
Port(08) is defined as a TEST communications port. All keyboard, subrack, high-level
and network communications data messages will be echoed out of this port. Using the
program PATCH232.EXE connected to a defined (TST) test port, it is possible to LOG all
communications messages concurrently with the one laptop.
This is important in large systems that are using networking, to help identify
configuration problems during commissioning. Any type of data can be written into the
(TST) test port allowing response simulations to be performed.
WARNING: Only ONE test (TST) port can be defined in
the communications port table. Remember to remove
the (TST) port once the system is up and running.

7.10.9 VB/IO Pre Titler
Port(09) is defined as a VB/IO Pre Titler port. MAXPRO-Net is connected to RS422
Convertor through this port. RS422, in turn, is connected to the Video blox hardware.
Hence, MAXPRO-Net sends the switching commands to Video blox hardware through
this port.

7.10.10 VB-PTZ
Port(10) is defined as a VB-PTZ port. MAXPRO-Net is connected to PTZ PIT through
this port. So MAXPRO-Net sends the control commands to the Camera through this port
to PIT. All the PTZ Commands are sent to the Camera through this Port. PTZ PIT is a
controller device.
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7.10 SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS PORTS, CONTINUED
7.10.11 VB Alarm/Coutput
Port(11) is defined as a VB-Alarm/ Coutput port. MAXPRO-Net is connected to the VBAlarm/Coutput through this port I2C16IN & I2C16OUT are the Alarm Modules of the
Video blox. These modules are connected to MAXPRO-Net Server through this Port.

7.11 LOGICAL CAMERA
Logical Camera Selection allows cameras to be grouped together so that selection of a
particular camera is made easier for the operator. Instead of having to select the camera
purely by its number, the operator can select the group the camera belongs to, followed
by a number within that group.
The following table shows examples of how Logical Camera can be defined.

Figure 7.18: The ‘Logical Camera' Tab
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7.11 LOGICAL CAMERA, CONTINUED
7.11.1

LGROUP 1
LGROUP 1 is Logical group of cameras defined using Logical Camera Selection tab.
The Entire group of camera can be selected by pressing the intercept key (10) followed
by pressing the selection number (1). Then the first camera defined in the selection
group will be displayed on the Current Monitor. The Macro for the “Alt” Key [<LOGCAM-ALT>] should be defined in the “Intercept Keyboard Tab”. Pressing the “Alt” Key,
then the second camera defined in the selection group will be displayed, the above step
can be repeated to view the rest of camera defined in the group.
LGROUP 1 can be configured with ‘n’ number of Selection Entries, each with a unique
Selection number.

7.12 ETHERNET PORT
The System Controller uses the Ethernet ports to communicate with the network Nodes.
Ethernet Port configuration should be done on one of the two network nodes.
The following table shows examples of how Ethernet Port Configuration is defined.

Figure 7.19: The ‘Ethernet Port' Tab
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7.12 ETHERNET PORT, CONTINUED
The MAXPRO-Net server is connected to the Network node through Ethernet, where the
Network Node’s MAXPRO-Net server’s IP address 10.1.20.27 and device node 1.
MAXPRO-Net sends the commands to the Network Node (IP address 10.1.20.27)
through LAN.

7.13 VCR Management Tab
VCR management provides ‘one touch’ review of dedicated VCRs. While viewing a
camera, simply press the ‘Dedicated Review’ key and the appropriate VCR will be
automatically selected to the review monitor and be ready for instant review. Additional
operators may concurrently review the VCR where required for verification purposes.
Logging and standby VCRs are reviewable similarly.
Tape change operations may be automatically or manually initiated. The MAXPRO-Net
printer output provides a comprehensive audit trail of Tape change and standby VCR
allocation details.

7.13.1

Dedicated VCR
The dedicated VCR1, VCR2, VCR 3…are defined in the dedicated VCR tab of SetMax.
These VCRs are connected to Bank 1. When the tape change sequencing is to be
initiated manually, the Manual Tape Change field is used to define the external alarm
input that will be used to begin Tape change operations on this bank. Upon entry of a
value into this field, SetMax will automatically add the appropriate definitions to the
‘External Alarm Inputs’ table.
The range of valid entries is 1 – 9999, the default value is 0 indicating that the Tape
change operations are automatically initiated. When you have completed editing the
dedicated VCR properties page, click on the OK button.
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7.13.1

Dedicated VCR, Continued

Figure 7.20: The ‘Dedicated VCR' Tab
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7.13.1

Dedicated VCR, Continued

Figure 7.20: The ‘Dedicated VCR' Tab (continued..)
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7.13.2

Stand by VCR
Standby VCR 1 is defined in the Standby VCR Bank 2 and its default Camera is Camera
2. The field “Use for Tape Change” is selected as “Yes”, indicating that it can be used for
recording when Tape Change Operation is done.

Figure 7.21: The ‘Stand by VCR' Tab
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7.13.3

Stand by Bank
The Operator needs to configure the VCR Number for Manual Start Input in case of Tape
Change Event. For Bank Number 1, the Manual Start input for tape change is defined as
VCR 3. Hence, when Tape Change is initiated manually or automatically based on Tape
Change Schedule, in Bank 1, the Tape Change event starts from VCR1.

Figure 7.22: The ‘Stand by Bank' Tab
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7.13.4

Logging VCR
The Logging VCR1, VCR2, VCR 3…are defined in the Logging VCR tab of SetMax.
These VCRs are connected to Bank 1. When Tape change sequencing is to be initiated
manually, the Manual Tape Change field is used to define the external alarm input that
will be used to begin the Tape change operations on this bank. Upon entry of a value
into this field, Setmax automatically adds the appropriate definitions to the ‘External
Alarm Inputs’ table.
The range of valid entries is 1 – 9999. The default value is 0 indicating Tape change
operations are automatically initiated. When you have completed editing the dedicated
VCR properties page, click on the OK button.

Figure 7.23: The ‘Logging VCR' Tab
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7.13.4

Logging VCR, Continued

Figure 7.23. The ‘Logging VCR' Tab (continued…)
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7.13.5

Tape Change Schedule
The Tape Change Event occurs at 1:00 clock for all the Dedicated VCRs in the Dedicated VCR
bank number 1 and Stand by VCR in Stand by VCR Bank Number 7.

Figure 7.24: The ‘Tape Change' Tab
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7.13.6

Review Association
Review Keys for Keyboard 1 is defined in the Review Association tab.
Keycode 2 is defined as the Review Key for the Dedicated VCR, Keycode 3 for Logging
VCR, and Keycode 4 for the Standby VCR.
When the Keycode is pressed, the corresponding VCR recording is stopped and it
enters into Review state. The user can send all the control commands like Play, Rewind,
Forward to the review VCR. The stopped review VCR recording is continued by the
Standby VCR
Keycode 5 is defined as the Review Key End. When this key is pressed, the review is
stopped and the recording is continued. The Standby VCR is released from recording
the review VCR.
Keycode 6 is defined as Zero Back Key and Monitor 7 is defined as Review Monitor.

Figure 7.25: The ‘Review Association' Tab
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7.13.7

General Settings
Late Rewind Management:
This check box enables the late rewind management function that automatically initiates
a rewind/eject sequence on the VCR, at the end of the review. The operator who was
previously reviewing the VCR will receive an on-screen message on the status of the late
rewind operation.
Alarm Group:
VCR management provides enhanced alarm handling capabilities for dedicated, standby
and logging VCRs. An alarm will only be generated when a VCR ceases to record for
reasons outside of system control, i.e. an alarm will occur due to a tape jam, but not if
the VCR is stopped for review or tape change. When an alarm does occur, the alarm
group is definable through this field allowing VCR alarms to be directed to specific
monitors.
The VCR Alarm Group Number is defined as 1.
Enable Zero back control:
When zero back control is enabled, the tape counter is zeroed at the moment of review
initiation. When the review is complete, prior to selecting the ‘Review End’ key, the
operator presses the ‘Zero Back’ key to initiate an automatic search for the zero position
on the tape. Once the zero position has been reached, the operator presses the ‘Review
End’ key to terminate the review
Zero back function number is set to (13). Define an intercept key with function number
13. On pressing this intercept key, the zero back function is sent to the VCR.
Control Zero Function number is set to (14). Define an intercept key with function
number 14. On pressing this intercept key, the control zero function is sent to VCR.
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7.13.7

General Settings, Continued

Figure 7.26: The ‘General Setting’ Tab
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7.13.8

Rewind Setting
Rewind setting is set to Stop and Eject Mode, so that no rewind operation will be done
on Tape Change.
During automatic Tape change operations, this field specifies the time period (in
seconds) that should elapse from the sensing of the record status on the current bank of
VCRs to the beginning of Tape change operations on the next bank. Interblank delay is
set as 5 secs.

Figure 7.27: The ‘Rewind Setting” Tab
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SECTION 8:
COMMISSIONING OF VIDEOBLOX SYSTEM
8.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The VideoBloX system is a range of compatible building blocks for use in video
surveillance and monitoring systems. VideoBlox devices can be configured and
controlled from MAXPRO-Net.
MAXPRO-Net provides direct control of the VideoBloX video input modules, video output
modules, titled video output modules, MVT for Pre-Titling, PIT 422 for controlling PTZ
cameras, I2C IN for alarm management and I2C OUT for auxiliary control of other
devices. In addition, it provides a command set for third party developers to readily
access certain functionality of the VideoBloX matrix switcher.
The following figure depicts the block diagram of the System:

Figure 8.1: System Block Diagram
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8.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED
The following figure depicts the connection diagram for the Videoblox System:

Figure 8.2. Connection Diagram for the VideoBloX system
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8.2

SYSTEM COMMISSIONING
The SETMAX configuration editor is used to edit the system configuration and
performance specifications for the VideoBlox systems. The following sections in
SETMAX require special configuration for the VideoBlox system:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Video Inputs
Video Outputs
External Alarms Inputs
Auxiliary Control Outputs
Serial Ports

Important:

8.2.1

Refer to the VideoBloX manual for the details of the Hardware device
information.

Serial Communication Ports

Figure 8.3: Serial Ports Tab
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8.2.1

Serial Communication Ports, Continued
In the Serial Port tab of Setmax, the user needs to configure the ports depending on the
site requirements. The following are the four port types that are relevant for VideoBlox.
1.
2.
3.
4.

VB-IO/Pretitler
VB-PTZ
VB-Alarm/COutput
VB-Auxiliary

VB-IO/Pretitler: The serial port that is configured should be of type VB-IO/ Pretitler, if it
is connected to input cards, output cards, titler cards or MVT (generally used for
Pretext). Refer to the VideoBloX manuals of the Input, Output cards and MVT for
configuring the same.
VB-PTZ: The serial port that is configured should be of type VB-PTZ, if PIT is connected
to it. This port type is used for the control of PTZ cameras. This is analogous to MAXPRO
Subrack. PIT has three modes. PIT should be configured for PTZ mode. Address of PIT
should be set to zero (broadcast). The serial settings should match the settings in
Setmax. Based on the PTZ camera that is controlled by the PIT, the dip-switches should
be set. All settings in PIT are done using DIP switches.
VB-Alarm/COutput: The serial port that is configured should be of type VB-Alarm/
COutput, if PIT is configured in the Alarm Concentrator mode and is connected to this
port. PIT when configured in Alarm Concentrator mode will be used to support external
alarms and control Auxiliary Control Outputs (relays). The address of the PIT shall again
be 0. I2C16IN and I2C16OUT boxes have to be connected to the I2C port of PIT. These
I2C boxes have dip-switches for setting the address. Each box can support either 16
Alarms (I2C16IN) or 16 External Alarms (I2C16OUT). For e.g., to configure that particular
box to support alarms from 1-16, the address of the box should be set to 1 and address
should be set to 2 for supporting alarms 17-34. For more configuration details, refer to
the respective manuals.
VB-Auxiliary: This serial port is used when a third party system is required to access the
functionality of the switcher (like Access Control System, EBI etc.).
Note: The devices, their details, baud rate, parity, stop bits and data bits for
communication depends on the devices that are connected to the system. Please
refer to the VideoBloX manuals.
Serial Ports
Port Type
ID3 & ID4
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This represents the type of the device to be connected to the port.
1. Backplane or IO Cards. 2. PIT – PTZ. 3. PIT – Alarms &
Control Outputs. 4. VB-Auxiliary port
For Backplane or IO cards port, these two represent the video
loss source device type. 0 & 0 represents that the video loss
source device is Input cards. 0 & 1 represents that the video loss
source device is Concentrator. 1 & 0 represents that the video
loss source device is MVT or pretext devices. 1 & 1 represents
that there is no device as video device loss source.
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Serial Ports
ID6
ID7

8.2.2

For Backplane or IO cards port, this represents the version of the
matrix switcher hardware for audio switching. 1 represents the
old Videoblox matrix switcher hardware.
For Backplane or IO cards port, this represents the version of the
matrix switcher hardware for video switching. 1 represents the old
Videoblox matrix switcher hardware.

Video Inputs

Figure 8.4: Video Inputs tab
Video Inputs
Primary Subrack
ID

Input Number

Source Control Control ID
Rev. B

This represents the ‘V’+ communication port number to which the
Videoblox analog video input cards are connected. Valid range:
‘V’ + maximum communication ports. Suffix ‘A’ with primary
subrack id (e.g. V1A) to represent audio enabled for that
particular video input.
This represents the physical input location of the video input
channel. Valid range: 1 to 4096 for video blox. For input
numbers 1 to 16, input card address is 0, for 17 to 32 – input card
address is 1, so on.
This represents the communication port number to which
Videoblox video input camera control lines cards are connected.
Valid range: ‘V’ + maximum communication ports.
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Video Inputs
Source Control Control Slot

Source Control Control Site
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This represents the PIT to which the camera is connected.
Should be greater than zero. Valid range: 1 to 4. For input
numbers 1- 256, the Control slot value is 1, for 257-512, the slot
value is 2, for 513 – 768, slot value is 3 and for 769 – 1026, the slot
value is 4.
This represents the camera number of the video input channel.
Valid range: 1 to 255.

Pretext - Pretext
Subrack ID

This represents the ‘V’+ communication port number to which
Videoblox MVT (Multi Channel Video Titler) is connected. Valid
range: ‘V’ + maximum communication ports.

Pretext - Pretext
Slot Number

This represents the physical input slot for the Videoblox analog
video input channel in MVT. Valid range: 1 to 4096. For pretext
slot numbers 1 to 16, MVT address is 1, for 17 to 32 – MVT
address is 2, so on.

Video Fail Slot

The slot value 1 represents video fail detection for this input is
enabled. Slot value 0 represents video fail detection is disabled
for this input.
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8.2.3

Video Outputs

Figure 8.5: Video Outputs tab
Video Outputs

Text Inserter
Subrack
Text Inserter
Slot
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This represents the ‘V’ +communication port number to which
Videoblox analog video output cards are connected. Valid range:
‘V’ + maximum communication ports.
This represents the physical input location of the video output
channel. Valid range: 1 to 255 for videoblox.
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8.2.4

External Alarm Inputs

Figure 8.6: External Alarm Inputs tab
External Alarm Inputs

Subrack ID
Subrack Slot
Alarm Input
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This represents the ‘V’+communication port number to which
Videoblox alarm concentrator AVBPIT is connected. Valid range:
‘V’ + maximum communication ports.
Alarm concentrator AVBPIT number. Valid value: 1.
Physical alarm input slot number from AVBPIT alarm
concentrator. Valid range 1 – 255.
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8.2.5

Auxiliary Control Outputs

Figure 8.7. Auxiliary Control Outputs tab
Auxiliary Control Outputs
Subrack ID
Subrack Slot
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This represents the ‘V’+communication port number to which
Videoblox alarm concentrator AVBPIT is connected. Valid range:
‘V’ + maximum communication ports.
Physical control input slot number from AVBPIT alarm
concentrator. Valid range 1 – 255.
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Notes:
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APPENDIX A:
MACROS
A.1

MACRO ERROR MESSAGES
After commissioning, the video system will probably need to be programmed for alarm
response and other automatic operations. The video system will report any detected
errors as a Macro error number.
Macro errors are displayed as a warning message on the currently selected monitor
display for a period of two seconds following the error condition occurring. It is also
viewed from Setmax ERRORLOG Tab. The MaxMon utility can be used to view Macro
Execution, together with a macro trail to help identify the cause of the macro error.
Use the following table to identify the reported Macro error numbers.

Table A.1: Macro Error Definition Table
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Rev. B

Format error in extended command
Format error in conditional command
Unknown command in expression evaluation
Unknown command in update expression
Numeric variable range error
Scan sequence range error
External alarm range error
Auxiliary control output range error
Invalid numeric evaluation error
Macro timer range error
Macro timer command error
Macro timer period error
System macro range error
Unknown video output channel
Unknown video input source
Invalid external alarm control logic
Invalid auxiliary output control logic
Invalid camera disable logic
Invalid PTZ speed
Unknown system constant error
Unknown text message command error
Invalid operator sign used with commands
Invalid keyboard identification number
Invalid alarm stack entry i.e.: not an alarm macro
Invalid alarm display group (1
50) only
Macro string exceeds 255 characters
Conditional statement missing closed brackets
Invalid real time clock time or date definition
Invalid video source command
String variable command format error
String variable range error
A-1
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Table A.1: Macro Error Definition Table
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

A.2

Unknown evaluate command for string
Too many nested do-while loops
Format error in do-while loop
Maximum loop cycles has been exceeded
Keyboard priority range error
Invalid keyboard identity for macro numeric input command
Invalid destination for keyboard macro numeric input command
Too many digits requested for keyboard macro numeric input
Invalid scan clear command
No dynamic macro timer available
User flag range error (0
8 only)
Keyboard operator range error (0
100 only)
User defined character range error, in direct comm port writes
Undefined comm port number, in direct comm. port writes
Internal change network source
Internal change network source node command format error
Scan sequence entry number is out-of-range i.e.: greater than (99)
Error in command format received from a subrack/keyboard
Parity error in received data from a subrack/ keyboard
Range error in Blank Channel command (valid 0 - 3 only)
Unknown Special WORD command. e.g. <WARM-BOOT> etc.
Other errors detected during Cold/Warm Boot. Check ERRORLOG.

MACRO ERROR REPORT
When a Macro Error is detected, it is written into the ERRORLOG Database. It can be
viewed from the 'Errorlog' tab in Setmax and the 'Error Log' window of MaxMon. This
error report contains the time/date that the macro error occurred, the macro error
number and a macro trail.
The macro trail details the actual event that caused the macro to begin execution and
lists the various system macro library lines called prior to the macro error occurring.
This information is essential in locating the actual macro command that generated the
error. The following are examples of reported macro errors.
27/NOV/96 17:39.31 -> ??MACRO ERROR #15 KB:1 (KB01:KI017,%040,%041,%042)
27/NOV/96 17:39.42 -> ??MACRO ERROR #51 KB:5 (KB05:AS104,%301,%050)
27/NOV/96 17:39.50 -> ??MACRO ERROR #14 KB:34 (KB34:TM001,%113,%114)
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The following table explains the two-letter macro event code for the reported macro
error.
Table. A.2. Macro Event Codes
Event Code
AS
AF
VS
VF
CB
WB
KI
KR
PE
NT
LN
LB
PE
SN
SF
UM
TM
DM

Description of Event
External alarm start macro
External alarm finish macro
Video input start macro
Video input finish macro
System cold boot macro
System warm boot macro
Keyboard key intercept macro (key-pressed)
Keyboard key intercept macro (key-released)
Keyboard post event macro (executed)
Network macro received from another MAXPRO-Net network node
Local network macro (internal action request type)
Local network macro (status broadcast type)
Post-event macro (for a keyboard)
Operator sign-on macro
Operator sign-off macro
Keyboard user macro
Timed-event macro
Direct macro command from an external system (via highlevel)

The macro error report also details other important events in the MAXPRO-Net system.
For example:
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A.3

KEYBOARD KEYCODES
Keycode
#001
#002
#003
#004
#005
#006
#007
#008
#009
#010
#011
#012
#013
#014
#015
#016
#017
#018
#019
#020
#021
#022
#023
#024
#025
#026
#027
#028
#029
#030
#031
#032
#033
#034
#035
#036
#037
#038
#039
#040
#041
#042
#043
#044
#045
#046
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Key Name
Full screen
Quad screen

Command

Clear alarms

A

Left arrow
Right arrow
Scan select

<
>
S

Keycode
#047
#048
#049
#050
#051
#052
#053
#054
#055
#056
#057
#058
#059
#060
#061
#062
#063
#064
#065
#066
#067
#068
#069
#070
#071
#072
#073
#074
#075
#076
#077
#078
#079
#080
#081
#082
#083
#084
#085
#086
#087
#088
#089
#090
#091
#092

Alternate key
Multi screen
Picture in pic
Next alarm
Insert
Delete
Pause
Misc.
Freeze frame
Live
User macro

U

Set
Grab
Scan halt

T

Menu
Sequence
Spot

H
?

Active
Aux open
F1
F2
F3
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Key Name
F4
F5

Command

Mux
Auto record
Auto print

Q

F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
VCR
Mon
1
2
3
Up arrow
4
5
6
Down arrow
7
8
9
Camera
View
0
Enter
VCR stop
VCR play
VCR record
VCR rewind
VCR pause
VCR forward
VCR eject
VCR slow
Text
Zoom in
Zoom out
Focus far
Focus near
Iris open
Iris close
Wash

R
M
1
2
3
+
4
5
6
7
8
9
C
V
0
.
s
p
r
w
u
f
E
l
B
g
h
b
a
i
e
n
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Keycode
#093
#094
#095
#096
#097

A.4

Key Name
Wipe
Light
Flashback
Tilt up
Tilt down

Command
m

Keycode
#098
#099
#100
#101
#102

Z
k
j

Key Name
Pan left
Pan right
Scroll up
Scroll down
PTZ aux

Command
d
c

x

STANDARD MACRO COMMANDS
Selection commands
Camera select command
View select command
Extended view command
Alternate camera
Monitor select command
VCR select command
Std device select command
Smart device select command

Enter confirm command
Select next source
Select previous source
System menu command
Set source command

C
V
v
X
M
R
D
Q
.
+
?
T

PTZ control commands
Focus near command
a
Focus far command
b
focus halt command
q
Zoom in command
g
Zoom out command
h
Zoom halt command
o
Pan right command
c
Pan left command
d
Pan halt command
t
Tilt down command
j
Tilt up command
k
Tilt halt command
y
Wipe command
m
Wash command
n
Wash/wipe halt
z
Iris open command
i
Iris close command
e
Iris halt command
~
Ptz flashback
Z
Ptz aux command
x
Ptz halt all command
!
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VCR control commands
Stop command
Play command
Record command
Rewind command
Forward command
Slow command
Pause command
Eject command

s
p
r
w
f
l
u
E

Scan commands
Scan select command
Scan pause command
Scan halt command
Left arrow (previous entry)
Right arrow (next entry)
Delete entry
Insert entry
Set scan command

S
P
H
<
>
L
I
T

Other macro commands
System macro command
/
User macro command
U
Macro pause command
P
Set user macro command
T
Alarm clear command
A
Next alarm command
N
Text Hide/reveal command
B
Direct system macro call
%
Conditional macro
$
command
Extended macro mode
[...]
Do/while macro loop
(...)
NOTE: Standard macro commands are
case-dependant. e.g. 'A' is an Alarm Clear
Command while 'a' is a Focus near
command.
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